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SPEECH
OF

HON. EDMUND PLATT.
The House in Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union

had under consideration the bill (H. R. 7837) to provide for the estab-
lishment of Federal reserve banks, for furnishing an elastic currencj7-,
affording means of rediscountins commercial paper, and to establish a
more effective supervision of banking in the United States, and for other
purposes.

Mr. PLATT. Mr. Chairman, I hardly expected to come in so
soon after the gentleman with whom I so violently agree and
disagree, the gentleman from Georgia [Mr. HARD WICK], but I
want to congratulate the gentleman on his loyalty to his party
in spite of his opposition to the bill. I am afraid I shall have to
disagree in part with some things that have been said by some
of my colleagues on this side of the House in regard to the long-
continued secret-caucus process to which this bill has been sub-
jected. If I belonged to a party which included so many men
who believe in fiat money, in coining cucumbers and corn tassels,
in chasing bogie men, and in other forms of idiocy, I should be
in favor of getting the bunch together in secret caucus and in ad-
ministering chloroform and discipline, too. And, furthermore, in
spite of the fact that I have been roasting here in Washington
all summer waiting for an opportunity to do some work with
the members of the Banking and Currency Committee, I feel
like congratulating the gentleman from Virginia upon the suc-
cess of the chloroform and discipline which he has administered.

On the 23d of June the President of the United States came
into this House and delivered a message on the currency ques-
tion, which, boiled down and stripped of its rhetorical setting,
was, in substance, as follows:

This tariff bill, which you are about to pass in fulfillment of the
pledges of the Democratic platform, is likely to cause trouble, and there-
fore it is necessary to pass as soon as possible a currency bill to relieve
the situation.

In pursuance of the recommendations of that message we are
now considering a currency bill.

Mr. Chairman, I congratulate the gentleman from Virginia
[Mr. GLASS] and the Democratic majority in this House on
having annexed so much of the Hon. Nelson W. Aldrich. This
banking and currency bill before us is none other than the
much-discussed "Aldrich plan" in disguise, so disguised as to
make it seem to harmonize with the Democratic platform and
with the financial ideas of the distinguished Secretary of State,
who has won his present exalted position by being always wrong
on all currency questions that have come before the people up
to this time. The disguise is pretty thin in some places, a sort
of X-ray disguise, so thin that you can see right through it to
the motive back of it without spectacles. Thus what are really
in effect bank notes " purport on their faces " to be greenbacks;
that was the language of the bill as it was first introduced, but
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" purport on their faces" was a little too much of a joke and
was stricken out. In its place we find the statement that " the
said notes shall be the obligations of the United States "; yet
they are in fact made the obligations of the Federal reserve
banks, which are required to keep a reserve of 33£ per cent
against them and to mortgage all their assets for their security.
The explanation of this contradiction lies in the fact that the
Democratic platform and Mr. Bryan have declared that " all
money must be issued by the Government," and Mr. Bryan
regards bank notes as money.

The Democratic platform and Mr. Bryan also declared in no
uncertain tones against a central bank and against the Aldrich
plan, yet this bill creates a central bank just the same. You
can not see it easily—it is disguised so as to fool the good
people who believe in Mr. Bryan and in the Democratic plat-
form—but it is there just the same. The central reserve
association of the Aldrich plan has been split up into not less
than 12 regional or Federal reserve banks in order to get votes
and to disguise the fact that their main features are borrowed
from a wicked Republican measure; but, horrible as it may
seem, the central bank peeps through the cracks, the spaces
made by splitting up the central reserve bank into regional
banks. It is a Government-controlled central bank, to be
sure, and confined to the rediseounting of notes and the issue
of paper currency, but no less a central bank—a bank within or
behind a group of banks.

A careful comparison of this bill with the bill introduced
by the National Monetary Commission—the Aldrich commis-
sion—will show that more than half of the former is taken
from the latter. All the main outline ideas of the bill come
from the Aldrich plan—the idea of organizing for the pooling
of reserves, to be available for aiding individual banks through
rediseounting their short-time commercial paper; the idea of
obtaining cairital for the banker's bank or banks by subscrip-
tions from the national banks themselves; the 20 per cent sub-
scription idea, with 10 per cent to be paid in and the other 10
per cent to be subject to call; the idea of having the Secretary
of the Treasury, the Secretary of Agriculture, and the Comp-
troller of the Currency serve as an organization committee and
also serve on the board of control—all these and many minor
ideas are borrowed from the Aldrich plan.

This bill obtains much of its strength and some of its weak-
ness from the Aldrich plan. Some ideas that were good if
applied to a single central reserve association are sources of
weakness as applied to a series of comparatively small Federal
banks, with a capital no greater than $5,000,000. Doubtless
$3,000,000 looks like a good deal to many of us. It did to me
until I reflected that there are in every one of the large cities
of the United States single buildings that are worth as much
or more than that, and in some cities a great many such build-
ings. Now, a $5,000,000 institution in a city which has a reve-
nue from taxation of $150,000,000 would not seem like a very
large or a very imposing or even a very substantial institution.
In such a city many business firms and corporations, and doubt-
less some banks, would have far larger capital than the mini-
mum capital of the Federal reserve bank. I do not suppose
there will be more than one Federal reserve bank in the city of
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New York and the surrounding metropolitan district, but under
the terms of this bill there might be three or four of them
there, as the capital of the national banks alone of the city of
New York is about $120,000,000. You would need to add only
a few of the great State banks to bring it up to $150,000,000.
Even one Federal reserve bank with a capital of $15,000,000
in New York City would be overtopped by five national banks
of the great city, and a $20,000,000 Federal reserve bank would
be overtopped by three of them.

This points to one of the weaknesses of this adaptation of
the Aldrich plan to the Democratic platform. It was all well
and good to obtain capital for a central reserve association by
subscription from member banks, with the provision that in-
creases or decreases should be in proportion to increases or
decreases of capitalization of member banks, but with the cen-
tral reserve association split up into not less than 12 Federal
reserve banks this plan of raising capital becomes a source of
weakness.

The failure of a member bank decreases automatically the
capital of the Federal reserve bank of the district and might
impair its capital just when its assistance would be most
needed. The National City and the Bank of Commerce of New
York City alone will own $5,000,000 of the capital in the New
York City Federal reserve bank, or one-third of it, supposing
that the Federal reserve bank will have $15,000,000 of capital,
or one-fourth if a $20,000,000 capital. Now, what would happen
to the Federal reserve bank of New York if those two national
banks should fail? Perhaps you will say they can not fail.
Well, then, they are safer banks to-day in which to keep coun-
try reserves than the New York Federal reserve bank will be.
What would happen if one of them should fail? Would the
Federal reserve bank be able to extend any help to the other
banks of the city? It would not; and its inability to help would
cause other failures and the suspension of specie payments in
New York and probably all over the country. There are at
least 10 other banks in New York whose failure would cause
serious embarrassment to a local Federal reserve bank in that
city.

Now, let us look at this weakness of the split-up Aldrich plan
in another light. The New York City national banks combined
have a capital of $120,200,000 and the banks of New York State
a capital of $171,600,000. Add the capital of the New England
banks, $105,776,000, and you have $277,376,000, or about one-
fourth of the capitalization of the banks of the whole United
States. Add the capitalization of the banks of Pennsylvania,
$118,034,000, and you have $395,410,000, or considerably more
than one-third of the capitalization of the whole United States.
Your Federal reserve banks in New York, New England, and
Pennsylvania then will have a capitalization of $39,541,000, out
of a total of about $105,000,000, without counting any State
bank or trust company capitalization. Call it $40,000,000 for
convenience of figuring, or $45,000,000 with New Jersey, Dela-
ware, Maryland, and the District of Columbia figured in. Now,
you have only $60,000,000 left for all the rest of the country.
Suppose three Federal reserve banks to be organized for this
territory and nine for the rest of the country. Those nine
would have an average capital of less than $7,000,000 each, and
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as the Chicago Federal reserve bank would certainly have a
capital of $15,000,000 all the others would be held down pretty
close to the minimum; there would be scarcely $6,000,000 left
for each of them, and as St. Louis, a central reserve city, would
probably have a bank of $10,000,000, most of the rest would
be $5,000,000 banks and of no great strength.

In all probability neither the banks nor the people would
have any great confidence in these numerous reserve banks—at
least not until they had demonstrated their soundness and use-
fulness. If even a small number of the national banks in some
of these districts should elect to take out State charters, and
if none of the State banks should choose to come in, some of
the districts could not organize Federal reserve banks at all.

All that were organized would be greatly overtopped by the
Federal reserve bank in New York City; and in case of a seri-
ous financial disturbance we should probably have a recur-
rence of the breakdown of the check-collection machinery that
we saw in 1907, for each individual Federal reserve bank
would be under the same inducements to strengthen its own
reserves at the expense of the Federal reserve banks of other
districts, as the individual, National, and State banks have
to-day in a crisis. In the end there might even be a resort to
the great clearing-house associations for help, and clearing-
house certificates might have to be issued despite the prohibi-
tion on page 36, line 7.

It will be noted that the bill provides that not less than 12
Federal ^reserve districts shall be created. There may be as
many more as can obtain a capital of $5,000,000, the apparent
purpose being to create as many as possible of these Federal
reserve banks and make them as small and as weak as possible.
Jt has been stated that Mr. Bryan wanted to create as many as
50 of them and that a well-known Senator wanted one for every
State.

The effort in this bill to compel national banks to contribute
to the capital of the Federal reserve banks follows as a neces-
sary corollary to the effort to organize as many as possible of
the reserve banks. The Aldrich plan provided for voluntary
subscriptions from the banks, as, obviously, sufficient capital
could be obtained in that way to start a single strong central
reserve association; but without compulsion certainly sufficient
capital can not possibly be obtained for 12 or more Federal
reserve banks. I believe this effort at compulsion is, never-
theless, one of the most inexcusable and most dangerous fea-
tures of the bill. It may disrupt our national banking system
and is, in my judgment, entirely unnecessary to the carrying
out of the general scheme of the bill. Enough capital to or-
ganize two or three strong Federal reserve banks can un-
doubtedly be obtained without compulsion, and the system
would develop naturally and gradually without the compulsory
feature and without the provision for not less than 12.

The framers of the bill seem to think that if they take out
the " not less than 12" provision the result will be a single
central bank, because bankers generally favor that plan. I
think they have not reckoned upon the force of local pride and
enterprise. Certainly each of the present central reserve cities
will want a Federal reserve bank. San Francisco and other
large centers will not be far behind in their demands if they
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can raise the capital. Doubtless there is some politics in the
plan of having not less than 12. It is expected to obtain votes
and local favor, and the same force would operate to create
more than one bank by voluntary subscriptions. It would
furthermore be easy to insert a provision that there should be
not less than 4.

I believe the single reserve association provided for in the
Aldrich plan would be very much superior to the plan of this
bill, but I should have no serious objection to a division of the
country into five or six Federal reserve districts. In fact, the
latter plan has some advantages, especially in facilitating the
redemption or recall of Federal reserve notes or currency
issued. I regard the provision on page 31 that no Federal re-
serve bank can pay out the Federal reserve notes of another
Federal reserve bank as one of the most valuable features in
the bill. It is, of course, borrowed from the Canadian banking
system, and should work to produce real elasticity in the is-
sues of Federal reserve notes, if such issues ever amount to
anything. It would be difficult, if not impossible, to arrange
such a system with a single central reserve association with
branches, and the scheme of taxing the issues provided in the
Aldrich plan, borrowed from the German Reichsbank, is dis-
tinctly inferior.

On the other hand, the central association with branches
would provide for more nearly uniform interest rates through-
out the country, even if the rediscount rate were not fixed by
law at a uniform rate. The Democratic Party, by breaking
down the old United States Bank, and by persistent opposition
to a really national system of banking, has condemned the
South and West to the payment of much higher rates of inter-
est than they should be paying.

Mr. CALLAWAY. Will the gentleman yield for a question?
Mr. PLATT. Yes.
Mr. CALLAWAY. The gentleman spoke of the Democratic

Party breaking down the national banks
Mr. PLATT. The old United States Bank.
Mr. CALLAWAY. Did not the Southwest get along all right

until the Republican Party passed this banking act? We never
suffered from 1836 to 1860.

Mr. PLATT. The gentleman can answer that question as well
as I can.

Mr. CALLAWAY. But have not I answered it better?
Mr. PLATT. That is for the gentleman to judge, or the

House. I shall have a further answer later.
We have really no na-tional banking system in this country.

Our national banks are local institutions. Doubtless there are
great advantages in our free banking plan, as it has been called,
as there are also great disadvantages, particularly for rapidly
developing sections like the West and South. We have no safe,
easy means of loaning the money which accumulates in the res-
ervoirs of capital in the East, where it is often most in demand
in the West and South, as Canada has.

I was very much surprised to find that a small country bank
in my district, a bank with only $25,000 capital, located in a
little village of about 2,000 people, was loaning a considerable
part of its deposits to cotton planters in the South. This bank,
like many other country banks in the long-settled portions of
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the country, has much larger deposits than it can possibly loan
at home. It is making its loans to cotton planters, however, not
directly, but through middlemen; that is, by purchasing guar-
anteed notes through note brokers and guaranty associations,
who, of course, make a profit. The cotton planters pay 7 per
cent or 8 per cent for their money, and the bank gets 6 per cent.
Inasmuch as considerable of the money in my district is still
loaned at 5 per cent, the transactions are profitable to the bank,
but if we had some safe way of loaning directly in the West or
South the borrowers would pay a lower rate through elimination
of the middleman.

If you should go through North Dakota or Montana, you
would find people paying 8 per cent on perfectly well secured
notes, though right over the border in Canada people are bor-
rowing at 6 and 7 per cent from the great Canadian banks.

The Bank of Montreal, the Dominion Bank, the Canadian
Bank of Commerce, and other Canadian banks collect the money
which accumulates in the East and loan it through their own
branches where their greatest demand for it is in the West,
and the differences in rate between Montreal and Manitoba or
Saskatchewan are, I am told, seldom more than 1 per cent.

Mr. WINGO. Would it disturb my friend for me to ask him
a question?

Mr. PLATT. Not at all.
Mr. WINGO. The gentleman mentioned a few moments ago

that he was surprised to learn that a small bank in a small
village in his State was loaning its deposits indirectly to the
cotton planters of the South. Has the gentleman any data to
show the size of the notes which this bank handles?

Mr. PLATT. No; I have not. That is something
Mr. WINGO. They were to the large cotton planters, were

they not?
Mr. PLATT. I suppose they were, because they came from

guaranty associations that would not be likely to guarantee
notes unless they were the notes of large planters.

Mr. WINGO. What per cent did they get?
Mr. PLATT. The bank got 6 per cent.
Mr. WINGO. Has the gentleman in his experience found

any banks in New York State that loan to the small farmers of
the South at. 7 per cent?

Mr. PLATT. Directly?
Mr. WINGO. Directly or indirectly.
Mr. PLATT. Not excepting in that once instance, in which

I understood the cotton planters paid 7 per cent. They may
have paid more. I do not know exactly what the rate of inter-
est was.

Mr. WINGO. That is the extent, is it, of the gentleman's
information as to the rate of interest that the small farmers of
the South pay?

Mr. PLATT. I think they were large farmers.
Mr. WINGO. They were land notes, were they not?
Mr. PLATT. They were loans that were made on the cotton

crop. They purchased the notes in the early spring, and they
were paid off in the fall, I think in November.

Mr. WINGO. The gentleman will recognize that there is
quite a difference between the problem that confronts the small
farmer who makes only 8 or 10 bales of cciLon a year and the
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large plantation that produces 30,000 bales. The gentleman rec-
ognizes the difference that confronts them, does he not?

Mr. PLATT. Yes; and those conditions ought to be taken
care of by local associations, something of the kind that was
spoken of by the gentleman from Indiana [Mr. Moss] last night.
There should be farm credit associations all over this country
that would loan directly to the farmers and that would have
control, so that they would know that they are loaning safely.
There are something like 50 granges in my district, where the
farmers are largely dairymen. They all know each other and
they know what every man is worth, but for some reason or
other they have not formed such a credit association yet. They
are talking about it, but so far they have not got busy.

Our individual banking system, with its multitude of small
local units, is better for the East, which gets a very low rate,
but unfortunate for the West and South, where the rates are
sometimes double those that prevail in New England and New
York. The banks in most eastern cities, small and large, at
times have deposits much larger than are needed at home, and
this is particularly true of the country banks in neighborhoods
that are attractive as places of residence, as in my district.
Nearly all such eastern banks invest their funds largely in
bonds, railroad bonds, municipal bonds, State bonds, and so
forth. This they do partly to obtain liquid assets, to be consid-
ered a secondary reserve, and bankers in my district have told
me that they consider it good banking to invest about one-third
of their deposits in bonds; but as these bonds never yield more
than 5 per cent, and often do not yield as much as 4 per cent,
such investments would not be made if there were a steady de-
mand for their funds on the security of good commercial paper
at home. Of course they purchase such commercial paper as
comes into the market from time to time through the note
brokers, but here again the middle man intervenes and gets
part of the profit.

In my own city, a city of about 30,000 inhabitants, the de-
posits in the banks—four national banks, a trust company, and
a savings bank—amount to about $25,000,000, the savings bank
alone having on deposit about $15,000,000. Naturally no such
enormous sum can be profitably employed at home and the sav-
ings bank has made a great many of its loans in New York
City on mortgages bearing as low as 4 per cent interest. Our
national banks all have large investments in bonds.

I might say that their statements show that nearly all of
them have their capital and surplus invested in bonds. The
average bank of this kind, when it wants help, does not take
commercial notes for rediscount, but the method is to take some
bonds down to New York and get money on collateral in that
way at a low rate of interest. The same thing is true of a great
many other eastern communities, and the most notable example
I know of is to be found within 75 miles of Washington, at the
little city of Frederick, Md., a city of scarcely over 12,000 people.
One of. the four national banks in that city, a bank with a capi-
tal of $100,000, has deposits amounting to $3,300,000 and owns
bonds to the amount of $1,300,000.

Now, the point I am getting at is that if President Andrew
Jackson and the Democrats of his day had been wise enough to
know how to reform the old United States bank, instead of de-
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stroying it, even if they had not been willing to give it national
competition by allowing the great eastern banks to establish
branches in other States, much of this wealth that accumulates
in eastern centers could easily and naturally be spread through-
out the country, without the intervention of middleman, at
lower rates than those which have prevailed and are now pre-
vailing throughout the West and South.

I think there are some valid objections to the provision in the
Aldrich plan for uniform rediscount rates, regardless of local
conditions, but they are objections which appeal more to the
student of banking than to the people at large, and I should
think the Democratic Party would have pretty hard work de-
fending them among people wTho are paying from 8 to 10 per
cent on good paper. Even without the legal provision that the
rediseounting rates should be uniform, a single central reserve
bank or association would undoubtedly automatically operate
toward greater uniformity and toward lower rates for the West
and South than can possi-bly be the case with the scheme pro-
vided in this bill of not less than 12 Federal reserve banks.

Mr. HARDY. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman submit to
one question?

The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman yield?
Mr. PLATT. Yes.
Mr. HARDY. If this central and branch bank system is so

clearly the right thing, why in the world has not the Republican
Party put that system into operation during the 60 years of its
reign ?

Mr. PLATT. I will say to the gentleman that the same •
prejudices that built up the opposition in the Democratic Party
have prevailed to a certain extent in the Republican Party and
have only recently been cleared away a little.

Mr. HARDY. The gentleman thinks his party is tarred with
the same feather?

Mr. PLATT. I think if the people understood that you could
go over to Canada and borrow money for 2 per cent less than
it can be had on this side of the line they would know
that there is something wrong about the present system. It
is because now you can not spread the capital that accumulates
in the East over the West safely.

Mr.- HARDY. I understood the gentleman to criticize the
Democratic Party for not providing a remedy for the conditions
he speaks of, and yet there has been a delay of 60 years under
the Republican administration to bring about these reforms.

Mr. PLATT. Really the Republicans led to the views ex-
pressed in the bill that is before us.

NOTE ISSUES.

I have said that the currency provided for in this bill is
really bank currency, though on its face it appears to be
United States Government currency. I have also said that
the Federal reserve board, which is to issue it through and
to the banks, has been constituted practically a central bank
of issue under Government control. You will notice on page
32, lines 7 to 10, that the Federal reserve board is given dis-
cretion with regard to the issues of Federal reserve notes to
applying Federal reserve banks, and you will also notice on
the same page that the Federal reserve board or the local
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Federal reserve agent is authorized to charge " such rate of
interest on said amount as may be established by the Federal
reserve board, which rate shall not be less than one-half of 1
per cent per annum."

This, of course, is said to be merely the equivalent of the
present tax of one-half of 1 per cent upon bank notes, but it is
not called a tax but a " rate of interest," and may be fixed at
any point above one-half of 1 per cent which the board shall
determine. The word " interest" is apparently used with
malice prepense. In other words, the board is given full
powers of a bank except the receiving of deposits. It issues
notes on collateral security, practically rediscounting the once
rediscounted notes of the Federal reserve banks applying to it.

Now, apart from the question of the advisability of issuing
these notes as Government notes, and apart from the danger
of allowing them to be redeemed in lawful money—green-
backs—it is certainly a clumsy means of getting notes into
circulation in response to the demand, almost as clumsy in
fact as that provided in the Vreeland-Aldrich emergency cur-
rency plan, and there is clearly the possibility that politics or
favoritism to some particular locality for political effect may
at some time become a factor.

It may be said also that if the Government, or a board ap-
pointed by the President, is going to be given full discretionary
powers of note issue on collateral security, it should also be given
the right to receive deposits. In other words, the Federal reserve
board might as well become in every respect a central bank
with full power as to be merely a bank of issue half concealed
behind the reserve banks, over which it is already given so
much control as to make them little more than branches.

I agree fully with what has been said by my colleague from
California about the folly of issuing these notes as Government
obligations. They should be bank notes, pure and simple, de-
pendent wholly upon good banking and a sufficient reserve for
their security.

It seems to be particularly difficult, as has already been said,
to make many people understand that a bank note is not money
any more than a certified check is money. A bank note, like a
check, is merely a promise to pay on demand. To make it read
on its face as the obligation of the United States, like a green-
back or a Treasury note, is to be guilty of practicing a certain
amount of deception, and may lead to defeating in time to come
one of the chief purposes of this bill, the establishment of an
elastic currency. Checks provide an elastic currency so far as
they go. They are issued when wanted, and come back to the
bank for, cancellation naturally when they have fulfilled their
mission of transferring credit from one person to another.
Bank notes ought to come back in a similar fashion after fulfill-
ing their mission in order to be elastic. Being issued for uniform
small amounts, they naturally pass through more hands than a
check drawn to pay only a particular account, but they are none
the less instruments of credit and not money. Nor is there any
considerable increase in profit to a bank from issuing notes
which regularly come back to it, as in Canada through the clear-
ing houses, than there is from giving credit on the books of the
bank upon which to draw checks or drafts. The difference in
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profit is mostly caused by the greater bookkeeping involved in
collecting the checks and transferring the credits on the books.

In other words, the much-discussed note-issue privilege is
not a privilege, as banking goes to-day, of any great value to a
bank. It does not give the bank the right or privilege of con-
trolling the money of the country, nor does it give to private
individuals the right of " coning paper," as it is said by so
many cranks.

UNFAIR TO COUNTEY BANKS.

This bill though improved in its sections applying to reserves
is still unfair, in my opinion, to the country banks, and in
spite of some efforts to create a contrary impression it is the
country banks which are the real objectors to the bill rather
than the big city banks. Every Member of this House whose
constituency lies in a country-bank district knows this from
the letters he has received. Scarcely a single country bank
can be found that is in favor of the plan. Most of them resent
particularly the effort to force them to subscribe to the capital
of the Federal reserve banks on pain of forfeiture of their
charters, and some have declared flatly that if this provision
is retained they will give up their charters as national banks
and reorganize as State banks. In my own city all but one of
the four national banks were formerly State banks, organized
before the national banking act passed, and they are still
known by the same names they took as State banks. They
would lose little or nothing in prestige by going out of the
national system, and two of them would lose little through the
sale of the bonds they hold to secure circulation.

Mr. MURDOCK. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. PLATT. Yes.
Mr. MURDOCK. When those four banks reorganized as

national banks, did they include in their names the word
" national" ?

Mr. PLATT. Yes; but here is a strange thing: You will
find in nearly every old town a First National Bank, and that
First National Bank is generally the bank that was organized
last. The first national banking act, passed in 1863, did not
allow the State banks to organize with their old names, and they
would not come in. They did not want to give up their old
names. They thought the new system was something of an
experiment. Consequently in every town a group of men got
together and organized the First National Bank, which, of
course, was a younger organization than any of those already
in existence. So the First National Bank in my town is the
last bank that was organized in that town.

In 1865 the law was amended so that State banks could come
in with their old names, and the Merchants' Bank reorganized
as a national bank and was called the Merchants' National
Bank, and the Farmers' Bank was reorganized as the Farmers'
National Bank, but in popular language the word ' 'National"
is not used except with regard to the First National Bank.

Mr. MURDOCK. In ordinary banking circles what is the
advantage that a national bank has over a State bank?

Mr. PLATT. I think to-day it is very little. Of course origi-
nally, when Government bonds bore 6 or 7 per cent interest,
there was quite a profit in the note circulation, but to-day, with
2 per cent bonds, there is very little. One of our banks has 3
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per cent bonds, and the cashier of that bank told me: " We can
get out of this system and not lose a cent on our bonds." To-
day there is practically no profit in circulation, except when the
needs for currency are a great deal more than any ordinary
demand.

Mr. YOUNG of North Dakota. I understand the gentleman
to say that he believes that most of the country banks are
opposed to this measure.

Mr. PLATT. That is true in my district, and so far as I have
heard in many other districts.

Mr. YOUNG of North Dakota. Does not the gentleman think
that it is confined very largely to banks where the demand for
money is not as great as the deposits and other resources, to
banks where the deposits are very large, and where the local
demand for money is not sufficient to take up or utilize all their
deposits?

Mr. PLATT. I hardly think so. Of course that is true of my
district and of many of the country bankers with whom I have
talked. I have talked with the country bankers in parts of
Maryland, more or less, and I know they feel just as our
bankers do at home. I should like to ask the gentleman whether
his country bankers, in his district in North Dakota, are in
favor of the bill or against it?

Mr. YOUNG of North Dakota. The majority of them are in
favor of it, and that leads me to believe that where the demand
for money is greater than the supply, where the deposits are
not sufficient to take care of the needs of the locality, the banks
are in favor of this Glass measure.

Mr. PLATT. In other words, some of them have an idea
that this measure is going to draw money out of New York and
deposit it where they can get at it, I suppose?

Mr. YOUNG of North Dakota. No.
Mr. PLATT. I am afraid they are going to be disappointed.
Mr. LINDBERGH. The gentleman said that formerly the

banks made more money on their circulation than they now do.
Is it not a fact that formerly they had to pay such a high pre-
mium on the bonds that they did not like to take out circula-
tion?

Mr. PLATT. When they first went into it that was hardly
true.

Mr. LINDBERGH. You mean formerly, under the State
banking law.

Mr. PLATT. When the State banks were reorganized as na-
tional banks there was quite a profit. They bought bonds with
greenbacks and got them below par, sometimes.

Mr. LINDBERGH. I did not understand that that was what
the gentleman meant at first.

Mr. PLATT. Then there is a special injustice in requiring a
20 per cent subscription, of which 10 per cent is to be paid in,
for a 5 per cent stock, from country banks as compared with
city banks, because it represents from country banks generally
a larger percentage of their actual working capital than from
city banks. It should be remembered that surplus and undi-
vided profits are a part of the working capital of all banks.
Now, the 37 national banks of New York City have a surplus
larger than their capital, and the same is true of the Philadel-
phia banks and of the banks of several eastern reserve cities, like
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Albany. In Boston the bank surplus is more than two-thirds
of the capital, but outside of New England, New York, New
Jersey, and Pennsylvania the surplus item in bank statements
generally shows less than one-half the capital. In only two
States, Pennsylvania and New Jersey, is surplus greater than
capital. In 12 others, including the District of Columbia, it is
more than one-half the capital. In Iowa, a typical agricultural
State, the national-bank surplus is less than one-third of the
capital, in Oklahoma it is only a little more than one-fourth, and
in Florida and North Dakota just over one-third. Obviously
the banks of Iowa, Oklahoma, Florida, and North Dakota must
contribute a considerably greater proportion of their resources
to the capital of the Federal reserve banks than the banks of
Pennsylvania and New Jersey or New York City. The New
York City, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania banks are called
upon for a paid subscription of less than 5 per cent, while the
Iowa, Oklahoma, Florida, and North Dakota banks must pay
from 7 to 10 per cent of their working capital. Some of the
big New York City banks have surplus funds much larger than
their capital, and will subscribe considerably less than 5 per
cent, one of them, the Hanover National, less than 2 per cent
of its working capital. Country banks generally have smaller
surplus funds than city banks, and this is particularly true of
the West and South. The forced subscription of 20 per cent,
with 10 per cent paid in, is particularly unjust to recently or-
ganized banks, which have had no opportunity to accumulate
any surplus.

Mr. AUSTIN. Has the gentleman any figures with relation
to Tennessee or the Southern States upon this point that he is
just upon?

Mr. PLATT. The gentleman will find them in the report of
the Banking and Currency Committee, on page 92, I think.

Mr. YOUNG of North Dakota. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. PLATT. I will.
Mr. YOUNG of North Dakota. I would like to ask the gen-

tleman whether any bankers from the large reserve centers
have made any complaint along the lines he mentions respect-
ing the basis upon which the banks come in; that is to say,
the percentage of their capital which must be paid in toward
the capital of the regional reserve banks?

Mr. PLATT. I think the complaint of the large city banks
has been exaggerated. They do not like some sections of the
bill, but I think the chief complaint is from the country banks.
The New York City banks will not suffer as much as the coun-
try banks from the terms of the bill.

Mr. GLASS. Will my colleague yield?
Mr. PLATT. I will.
Mr. GLASS. Can the gentleman account for the fact that

the American Banking Association, without a dissenting vote,
swallowed whole, without a grimace, the Aldrich bill, which
required precisely the same thing in the way of capitalization?

Mr. PLATT. I have said that thia provision was copied from
the Aldrich bill.

Mr. GLASS. Yes; but that does not explain why they were
willing to go in under the provisions of the Aldrich bill and
are not willing to go in under the same provision in this bill.
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Mr. PLATT. I think the gentleman must admit that the
Aldrich bill was voluntary.

Mr. GLASS That does not explain why they were willing to
come in under precisely the same conditions, indorsing that pro-
vision of the Aldrich bill and bitterly complaining against the
same provision in this bill.

Air. PLATT. You mean contending against having to pay 10
per cent?

Mr. GLASS. Yes.
Mr. PLATT. I can not reconcile those views. I do not think

the present opposition of the big banks to that feature of the
bill is of any great account.

Mr. YOUNG of North Dakota. Is it not a fact that the small
country banks have not in the past or up to this time, to any
extent, been represented in the American Banking Association?
Is it not a fact that the association is composed largely of men
from the stronger banks, either from the great cities or the
larger banks in the rural communities?

Mr. PLATT. I presume that is a fact.
Mr. GLASS. The smaller banks are largely represented in

the association. I will agree that the larger banks speak for
the smaller banks.

Mr. YOUNG of North Dakota. I do not think the country
banks, have been heard from, at least not officially before the
committees. The large, powerful bankers have assumed to
speak for them.

Mr. PLATT. If the gentleman has received as many letters
as I have, he has heard from them.

Mr. YOUNG of North Dakota. Yes; I have heard from them,
and most of them in my district are in favor of this bill. Some
of them are opposed to the bill in toto, and some of them would
like to see certain amendments made. They would like to have
the Federal reserve board made nonpartisan, and they realize
that they will be required to pay in more than their share of
the capital of the regional reserve banks, because the percentage
of 10 per cent is figured only on the capital. The item of surplus
is not considered. In the country banks the surplus is usually
much smaller in proportion to capital than the large city banks,
as the gentleman from New York [Mr. PLATT] has already
pointed out.

And if the courteous gentleman from New York will yield for
a couple of minutes longer, I will say that I have also heard
from a large number of my constituents, and almost all of them
who have written to me are in favor of this bill; but many of
them are much more interested in the establishment of r. system
of rural credits, and some of them have criticized the present
leaders of Congress for delaying the consideration of the estab-
lishment of a system of rural credits or rural banks designed
to lighten the burdensome rates of interest which the farmers
now pay.

Mr. PLATT. Then the compulsory terms of this bill are
unjust, because forcing country banks to give up relations with
their city correspondents, which, generally speaking, have been
profitable and pleasant. If your constituency is one in which
there are only country banks, as is the case with mine, I will
venture the assertion that you have rarely heard of any com-
plaints on the part of those banks of their treatment at the
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hands of their correspondents in the reserve and central re-
serve cities. They have generally been very well treated. For
my part I think it exceedingly unwise to attempt to break up
these relations, and I should so amend the bill as to allow at
least 2 per cent of the reserve of the country banks to be de-
posited with their present correspondents, or would cut down
the reserve requirement of country banks to a flat 10 per cent,
which is high enough for safety if the new Federal reserve
system proves at all successful.

Now, the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. BULKLEY] showed that
the central reserve city banks would have to rediscount in order
to comply with the reserve requirements of this bill. The re-
serve city banks are accustomed to rediscount and the country
banks are not. I talked with one banker in my district who said
he had not rediscounted a note in 12 years and he did not in-
tend to. He considered it a source of weakness. You have got
to break up the whole trend of American banking customs to
•make this bill work. The city banks, through the clearing
houses, are accustomed to rediscounts, and will fall into the
thing easily, because they think they are likely to get some
benefits from it.

Mr. Chairman, if it is the expectation of those who framed
this bill that they are going to drain New York of money and
so prevent loans upon stock-exchange collateral, I fear they are
doomed to disappointment. You can not prevent capital from
seeking the best and safest investments, wherever they offer
themselves, any more than you can prevent water from flowing
downhill. Stock-exchange loans are the safest and, generally
speaking, the most liquid that can be made. The Canadian
banks have something like $150,000,000 on call in Wall Street
for that very reason. Such loans, however, because they are
the safest, are made at low rates, and if higher rates on
equally safe collateral can be obtained in the West and South
some of the funds now loaned in Wall Street will be drawn
away. A central reserve bank would do this by providing
greater facilities for loaning at points of greatest demand, but
I am afraid the divided regional scheme of this bill will have
just the opposite effect.

I have here an item from a New York newspaper which I cut
out, showing the money conditions in New York yesterday. It
is as follows:

Time money was inactive and steady. Rates were 4 to 41 per cent
for CO days, 4J to 42 per cent for 90 days, 5 to 54 per cent for 4, 5,
and 6 months.

That looks as though money was at a pretty low rate in New
York. A central-reserve bank, in my opinion, would tend to
spread these low rates all over the country.

Mr. CONNELLY of Kansas. In speaking of the safety of
loans on stock-exchange collateral the gentleman mentions that
that is the safest form and the most liquid. As a matter of fact,
in time of great stress and financial flurry, does not the gentle-
man think that a bank, for instance, like a State savings bank
in the Middle West would have a large portion of its money
on land?

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from New York
has expired.
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Mr. HAYES. Mr. Chairman, I yield 10 minutes more to the
gentleman.

Mr. CONNELLY of Kansas. As a large part of their money
is invested in farm lands on'the basis of 50 per cent of the
actual value of the land, is not that a better form of security
or just as good security as when stock fluctuates from 10 to
20 and 30 points a day?

Mr. PLATT. I should doubt that. That may be true of
farm mortgages in Iowa, where lands are quickly salable; but,
as a matter of fact, fluctuations on the stock exchange are not
very large. They go up and down some, and in the case of panic
they go up and down a good deal. I do not see any material
difference between loaning money on divided property like
stocks and bonds—which mean simply divided ownership—than
on loaning money on whole property. Most of us can not go
out and buy a bank or a factory or a railroad, and the best
that we can do is to raise a little money and buy a part of
one. We can go to the bank and borrow part of the money.
I will say this, that as a basis for issuing notes commercial
paper is better than bonds. Commercial notes are supposed
to be based on actual goods on the way to market, goods which
will pay the notes at maturity. As a matter of fact, they do
not pay themselves off. They are frequently renewed. This
idea of commercial paper is largely based on the old-fashioned
idea that when people buy goods they give notes for the goods.
That is not done to-day nearly as much as formerly. We pay
nowadays by discounting our own notes and pay the bills in
10 days to obtain a reduction or discount. The notes so made
are on their faces accommodation paper. Whether they are
negotiable under this bill or not I can not say. It is doubtful.
The use of that class of paper is increasing all of the time,
and the old class of paper where people gave three months'
notes to those from whom they bought goods is going out of use.

Mr. Chairman, I shall not touch upon the possible effect of
the initial contraction and final expansion and inflation prob-
able under this bill, as others will cover those points, but shall
conclude my remarks by saying that if this bill could be
amended to take out the compulsory feature and to make the
note issues distinctly bank notes, I believe I should vote for
it. Without those amendments I must vote against it, for I do
not believe there is any reason for rushing through an im-
perfect bill of this kind at this time even though it doe.3 contain
many good features. [Applause.]
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ADANTAGES OF BRANCH BANKING

Branch banking means larger stronger country banks through re-
moval of the restrictions that prevent their consolidation over a territory
large enough to afford diversification.

Banking is like insurance. Who would insure a house in a com-
pany that had all its risks in one town? Safety for depositors and adequate
service depends upon diversification, with banking corporations operating
in a number of towns and serving a number of industries.

Branch banking by providing larger country banks in each state
would enable each state to finance at home many large local industries
which must now go to New York for their funds. It would thus tend to de-
centralize credit.

Branch, banking stopped bank failures in England. In Canada the
last bank failure occurred almost ten years ago. Since that failure there
have been nearly ten thousand in the United States.

We have tried every conceivable remedy for bank failures in the
United States, except the remedy which has been successful in other coun-
tries - branch banking..

Banks have a common law right to establish branches, which in
the early years of American banking was generaly recognized, and generally
exercised. The eastern banks, those of the financial centers - the Wall
Street banks ~ were the first to give up branch banking, which continued
in most of the Southern and Western states down to the Civil War, or (in
Ohio and Indiana) until state bank notes were taxed out of existence in
1866.

Virginia never had a bank failure before the Civil War. There
were five or six large banks with the smaller places served through
branches.

Under the Glass Bill branches would be permitted only where
found by the Comptroller,or the Federal Reserve Board to be in the pub-
lic interest. Branches would be obtained only through consolidation
with existing banks except where there are now no banking facilities.
Many counties are now entirely without banks.

As Senator Glass has said hundreds, perhaps thousands, of r-mall
banks are today in danger. Their depositors can be saved from loss and
their stockholders can be saved from assessment by branch banking. At
this time it is impossible for them to raise new capital to take care of
impairment, but they can be taken over by stronger banks.

EDMUND PLATT.
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I am glad to have an opportunity to speak to a "body of trained professional

men who are not "bankers. I meet "bankers rather too often and have not enougjh

contacts with the men who are planning the enterprises that call the money of

the "bankers into use and circulation. I am not a "banker myself and never was a

"banker, and though I have owed "bankers a good deal at various times, "both in

money and in experience, and am now in a position giving me some supervision

over "bankers I do not always look at "banking from the "banker's point of view.

As engineers are practical men planning for the future I have wondered

somewhat whether you have asked me to speak this evening under the "belief that

members of the Federal Reserve Board are endowed with an insight into the future

the gift of prophesy - with especial reference to the stock market and the

revival of "business. I want to assure you that we have no such gif t . We don't

know, or at least I do not know, how much higher stocks are going to go, nor

whether the "boom in stocks foreshadows a continued and s t i l l greater "boom in

industry. We can only judge the future from the past . History has a way of

repeating i tself . Economics i s called a science "by economists, "but i t i s not a

science in the mathematical sense. I t has i t s laws and i t s formulas, "but they

have "by no means the exactness that characterizes the physical sciences. Their

working is often o"bscured, and interfered with "by forces not fully understood

or "by pol i t ical movements or legislat ion.

There has "been a revival of confidence and a revival of "business following

a period of several months of depression. I doubt whether the business world

fully appreciates how considerable the slump of the early part of this year was.

The charts of production, of employment, of prices, etc. make a showing that

would have "been regarded almost as a cr i s i s "before the war. The decline in

Speech delivered at anual dinner of
Washington Society of Engineers, Dec 3, 1924
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production amounted to about 22 per cent and the decline in prices to about 9

per cent. The curves of employment and of factory pay rolls "both show an abrupt

f drop from about February to the middle of July. At that time the decline ended

and a month or so later revival "began. The curves have "been sharply upward since

early September. Business Manufacturing particularly has come up out of a valley

"but production has not yet reached the position occupied last year at this time.

The improvement is "by no means all due to improved sentiment or to cheap money.

The position of agriculture is notably "better than last year or at any time since
*

W 1920. A large cotton crop i s "bringing very satisfactory returns to a great

producing section of the country and at the same time selling at a price low

enough to give encouragement to the great text i le industries on which another

section depends. A fairly large wheat crop "because of foreign conditions i s

"bringing high prices and renewed hope and confidence to another great section,

without so far causing any very serious increase in the cost of food to the great

mass of consumers in the c i t i e s . The picture would "be "better if the corn crop

had "been more satisfactory, and if the live stock industry had "been a"ble to make

greater progress towards recovery - "but on the whole i t i s very much "better than

we had reason to expect in the spring and early summer. I t forms a substantial

"basis, apart from the improvement of sentiment, and the low money rates , for a

substantial recovery. In a few spots recovery was retarded by unfortunate con-

• ditions, such as the drouths in Hew Mexico and on the Pacific Coast, and there

have been some brakes on the wtieels of progress that may be mentioned. Since

the beginning of the present year almost 700 banks have failed, nearly a l l small

inst i tut ions serving agricultural communities in the West, and failures of several

such insti tutions are s t i l l reported etsrery week. These are an aftermath of

agricultural depression, but that doesnft in my opinion te l l the whole story.
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They are due in large measure to a "bad "banking system - to a malt iplicat ion "beyond

A all reason of small, weak often "badly managed institutions. Bankers will tell

you that our American "banking system is the test in the world. If efficiency

and safety and service to all classes of customers in small as well as in large

communities at reasonable rates are requisites of a good "banking system our

American system instead of "being the "best in the world is not far from the worst.

In no other great commerical nation is there so great a contrast "between rates

i for loans in the financial centres and fates for loans in the agricultural sections*

I We have 2 per cent money in Wall Street and 10 or 12 per cent money in the Dakotas*

The little country "bank - Senator Glass has called some of them toll gates - is

nevertheless regarded as a sacred American institution, little less sacred than the

little red schoolhouse. It can fail in great numbers just at the time when every-

thing else is recovering yet no one thinks of questioning the institution itself

or of suggesting that a better system of serving small comamnities could "be devised -

that is no one except a few economists and theorists who don't count. Bankers are

all for increasing the number of "banks, and they have a "bill "before Congress BOW that

will permit the organization of smaller national "banks in the large cities. A good

system of "banking for small communities should provide "banks large enough to afford

good management, and serving a territory wide enough to include a variety of crops

£ and industries, so that the safety of a "bank would not "be put in jeopardy "by depression

in any one industry or "by a mere local calamity. This means larger "banks, and less

"banks and would probably make necessary the extension of banking facilities to some

of the smaller connnanities by means of branches. Branch banking; conies under the

condemnation of the American Bankers Association every year, bat it is the system of

every other great commercial country, and in spite of various efforts to suppress it

has made considerable progress in the banking systems of about a third of our states.

You are all familiar with the fact that money rates, in the financial centres
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have "been abnormally low during ranch of the present year. They have "been

^ lower than at any time daring the past ten years. Doubtless you are familiar

also with the chief causes for the low rates - the enormous imports of gold and

the slackening of demand, the open market investments of the Federal reserve

hanks. The hanks of the larger c i t i es , members of the Federal Reserve System,

at f i r s t used their increased funds - the result of gold imports - to pay their

indebtedness at the Federal reserve banks unti l they brought the total loans

( of the Reserve banks down to their lowest point since the summer of 1S17 -

I about $220,000,000. Having no further indebtedness to pay continued gold

receipts were used as a basis for expanding loans, investments and deposits,

unt i l the total loans and investments of these reporting member banks has now

reached a point $1,000,000,000 higher than at the peak of expansion in 1930.

The growth, however, has been mostly in investments, as since the high point

of 1920 the commercial loans of these banks have decreased roughly $1,500,000,000,

while loans on stocks and bonds have increased about $500,000,000. Commercial

loans have, however, began to pick up with the revival of business and have in-

creased since the f irs t of September about $375,000,000.

Gold imports have been so enormous in amount / 290,000,000 in the f i rs t

ten months of 1924 -'40,000,000 larger than in the same period last year, thou^i

g| the amounts received in September and October were greatly less than in earlier

months - that European economists have expected they would force a considerable

increase in the price level here - so-called gold inflation. Mr. J . M. Keynes

and some other English writers have pretty frankly said that i t wasn't necessary

for England to make any further efforts towards restoring the pound sterling

to par, as a rise in prices in the United States due to the inflow of gold would

of i t se l f restore par i ty . When they found that no such rise of prices was taking

place - in fact that prices during the months when the imports of gold were
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largest were falling they declared the Federal Reserve Board was locking up the

gold and preventing i t from having i t s natural effect.

4) More recently there have been criticisms of a directly opposite character.

Mr. Anderson, of the Chase National Bank of New York, followed by some of the

writers for financial journals have accused the Federal reserve banks with con-

tributing money to an already saturated market by investing some $500,000,000

in short term government securit ies. Were the English economists right, and '

can the Federal Reserve System prevent inflation by locking up gold? What the
*
i
|| foreign critics failed to understand, I think, is the fact that the Federal

reserve banks are not run for profit. Profits are sometimes forced on them

and then taken away from them in taxes - the so-called franchise tax - but

they are under no necessity or temptation to keep their funds invested as a

commercial bank must do. The resources of the Federal reserve banks are much

greater now than they were in 1920. The reserve deposits of member banks did

not reach two billion dollars at the peak in 1920 - now they are about two

billion, one hundred and fifty million ($2,150,000,000) but the loans of the

System to member banks are only about one tenth of the loans at the peak in

November 1920. The Reserve banks could have invested their ille funds in govern-

ment securities and in acceptances so as to earn large profits, and if they

*

had done so would have forced money rates down to an unprecedented low level.

w Whether that would have caused general price inflation I think isn't quite proven,

bat many economists think it would have had that effect.

What the Reserve banks actually did when they found their loans at a low ebb

and found themselves out of touch with the market was to bay a moderate amount of

open market paper enough to give themselves an income sufficient for bare support,

with the idea not so much of obtaining earnings as to have something to sell in
0 case inflationary tendencies should develop. This did have the effect, as
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Mr. Anderson of the Chase Bank pointed out, of increasing to some degree the

funds in the market and doubtless made rates lower than they would have "been i f

the Reserve "banks had gone out of "business - "bat the very low rates also had the

effect of slowing up gold imports greatly and of faci l i tat ing American investments

in foreign securities - thus helping to furnish funds for the purchase abroad

of our own exports particularly of agricultural produce, and helping to rehabili-

tate the war torn nations of Europe. No price inflation resulted and if the very

low rates were an encouragement - a factor in the revival of "business which has

been in progress for the past two months certainly no harm was done. Increasing

business demand and probably decreased gold imports should gradually produce

interest rates more nearly normal. I can make no predictions for the future -

bat clearly some of the causes of the depression from which we suffered in the

summer have passed.
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"BRANCH BANKING AS A MEANS OF PREVENTING BANK FAILURES"

ADDRESS TO BE DELIVERED BY -EDMUND FLATT, VICE GOVERNOR OF THE
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD, BEFORE THE ROBERT MORRIS ASSOCI-

ATES, JUKE 9, 1925,

Branch "banking has not "been in favor among American tankers, as a rule,

and when from time to time they have found branches appearing here and there,

after periods of financial depression, they have usually denounced them and

have sought through their associations to procure the passage of legislation

to suppress them, or to jLimit them to as narrow a territory as possible.

Occasionally the argument has assumed considerable heat and has brought forth

assertions that branch banking is un-American, and represents merely ah effort

of the big banks to acquire a monopoly of banking and to gobble up all the

country banks*

On the other hand a recent study of branch banking in the United States -

the first comprehensive study ever made - has shown that in some sections of

the country branch banking has beon in existence .for a good many years. I think

it a fair conclusion that it has been giving satisfactory service and extending

itself so slowly as to give rise to no serious apprehensions of monopoly, in spite

of the general prejudice of bankers against it. Furthermore this stud£' has

shown that the country banks engaging in branch banking far out-number the city

banks - 397 banks located in cities of less than 100,000 maintaining branches,

as compared with 284 in cities of more than 100,000* The preponderance of country

banks in branch banking is much more strikingly shown if we compare only banks

which maintain branches outside the city of the home office - the banks against

which Section 9 of the recent McFadden Bill was directed* Of the 310 banks which

have branches outside the home city 229, or almost seventy-five per cent are lo-

cated in cities of less than 25,000f and 129, or more than forty per cent arc in
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"cities" of less than 2,500 inhabitants. The study, in fact, appears to me to

show that banks in large cities have rarely sought to establish branches in

smaller outside towns, save in one state where conditions axe exceptional be-

cause of its great extent north and South, the great contrasts between i ts sec-

tions in climate, in rainfall and in crops produced.

All this suggests that perhaps some of the prejudice among American bankers,

and particularly among country bankers, is unwarranted. The facts seem to show

branch banking as i t has so fax developed in this country to be chiefly a

country bank proposition. I t is evident that branch banking comes forward

after every financial depression, often modestly and unobtrusively so far as the

number of banks with branches is concerned, but enough to command some attention,

and to suggest that there may be some good reason for i t , some reason related to

sound economics and safer banking. The panic of 1893 brought a flood of small

bank failures and was followed by the establishment of branches by a few insti-

tutions s t i l l maintaining branches. The panic of 1907 with i ts attendant bank

failures not only brought to a focus the agitation that led to the establishment

of the Federal Reserve System, but gave an impetus to branch banking in several

states that led to the enactment of several state laws relating to the subject -

notably the California Bank Act of 1909 recognizing and regulating state-wide

branches, and the New Yctlz Act of the same year recognizing and limiting

city branch banking. The business depression that followed the great war

has brought the question again to the front, with ranch more general discussion

than ever before, so that there is prospect that the discussion may not only

lead to further State legislation but to federal legislation in the direction of

branch banking for national banks within limited territory.

My subject is "Branch Banking as a Means of Preventions Bank Failures" and

I mast not get too far afield. I am not going to state the arguments for or
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against branch banking, excepting as they relate tc the natter of bank failures.

You are all familiax with the fact that we have had in this country a tremendous

number of bank failures during the past few years - mere than 2,000 since 1920,

and no less than 753 last year, a year of plentiful credit supply and, generally

speaking, of business recovery. Furthermore these failures of banks axe continu-

ing this year at the rate of eight Or ten a Week - there Were 295 from the first

of January down to and including May 29th. The situation is highly discreditable

and disgraceful to us as a commercial nation. We have had recurring periods of

bank failures ever since the eaxly days of our history, yet have been unable or

unwilling to adopt a remedy, . though the experience of every other commercial

nation clearly show that there is a remedy. We seem to regard bank failures as

something inevitable, an epidemic not tc be avoided, and no adequate study of

their causes has ever been made. We have, i t is true, adopted various palliatives -

required reserves, pooling of reserves in Federal reserve banks, legal restric-

tions of various kinds, particularly with reference to loans, and governmental

supervision - but they have not prevented bank failures, they ha.ve only made

them less excusable.

The Federal Reserve Bulletin for February contained an analysis of the 753

bank failures that occurred last year, 1924, showing that no less than 65 per cent

of them were banks with a capital of $25,000 or less, and only 10 per cent of. them

Were banks with a capital of more than $100,000. One of the Federal Reserve

Agents, who has been making a study of his own, informs me that only H national

banks out of about 2,000 with a capital of $250,000 or more have failed since

1920. These figures in themselves present strong prirca facie evidence of th©

greater stability of the larger banks, and i t seems to me ratjaer remarkable that

more of the larger banks have not been dragged down by the great number of small

bank failures. Every bank failure has elements of tragedy for some of the people
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and frequently for the whole neighborhood where it occurs, and every bank

failure locks up a portion of the purchasing power of the people. I think it

not too much to say that the bank failures of the past year and of the past

five months have been a factor of great importance in preventing the business

of the country from responding as it should have responded to the favorable in-

fluences that have been evident for the past ten months.

The question will doubtless be asked - doesn*t the Federal Reserve System

prevent bank failures? Of course it does. It prevents the failure of sound,

well managed banks by preventing panics. Without it 20,000 banks instead of

2,000. might have been forced to close their doors since 1920, and a large ma-

jority of them would have been sound banks forced to close because of inability

to realize on good security in an emergency. But the Federal Reserve System

can do little for banks which have no good and eligible security, whether their

condition has been the result of bad management or of unavoidable involvement in

neighborhood disaster. Even when they have eligible security it is often mbre

than doubtful whether loaning money to an already over extended institution does

good or does . harm. The Federal reserve banks can't make the loans of the

member banks and canH supply good management to banks which are not well managed*

Furthermore, of the 753 bank failures of the year 1924 no less than 78-1/2 per

cent in numbers and 66-1/2 per cent in capital were non-member state banks. The

Federal Reserve System cannot provide a remedy for bank failures in their case.

!Fhe underlying banking system must be sound in order to give the Federal Reserve

System a chance to render adequate service.

Surely if there is a remedy for bank failures the credit men and particu-

larly the Robert Morris Associates .should be interested in advocating its

adoption. It seems to me that the remedy is clearly suggested by the evidence

presented. We must have larger banks, banks large enough to afford good manage-
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ment and large enough to spread their risks over a variety of industries and over

a considerable territory. The larger "banks have a better chance to weather finan-

cial storms because they arc able to secure, and generally do secure, good manage^

ment, and also because they are not under the same temptation to put all their*

eggs in one basket. The large bank serves, as a rule, a greater variety of indus-

tries than a small bank and often spreads its loans so widely that it cannot be

vitally affected by disaster to any one industry.

In fact the largest banks of our groat cities do a national business in

spite of the fact that they are not allowed to have branches. Every large manu-

facturing industry and every largo mercantile establishment wherever located

carries an account in Hew York, and frequently also in Chicago and Boston or

Philadelphia. The big business of the big city banks has recently been augmented

by the fornation of cooperative marketing associations in the great agricultural

states - associations so latfge that tlrey cannot obtain banking accommodation

from local banking institutions but must go to the great banks of the great cities,

Little banks cannot go outside their own territory for business in this way.

They are neighborhood institutions and frequently are compelled by force of cir-

cumstances tQ make all of their loans not only in a very narrow territory, but

to persons dependent upon one industry, or at most to persons depending upon a

very few industries. Such banks are seriously affected when the neighborhood

industry suffers depression, and if that industry is agriculture it frequently

happens that the local bank fails and ties up the farmerfs funds just when the

industry itself is recovering* That is what happened last year. Agriculture

made a notable recovery, but 753 banks failed in the United States, nearly all of

them in our agricultural states. With agricultural conditions exactly the same -

or if anything not quite so good - Canada had no bank failures.

The large bank has another marked advantage over the small bank - it can
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rarely be ruined by a defalcation. It is physically impossible for the officers

of a very large •'bank to get their hands on enough of the bank's money to affect

its solvency. Fraud isn!t a major cause of bank failures today, but it is

a rather important cause of the failure of small banks. Too many small banks are

one-man banks, the ono iran having control of cash, securities and even in some

cases of the keys to safe deposit boxes• Human nature is human nature and it

isnlt fair to put too many temptations before the best intentioned persons.

If wo mist have larger banks in order to afford good mans.gcr.oiit and to give

the isanagencnt a fair chance for success then wo must either subject many people

living in small communitiest or in rather thinly settled agricultural communities,

to great inconveniences or we must provide them with banking accommodation

through branches - not necessarily on ary very large scale as in Canada, but on a

scale large enough to serve the people adequately and safely* Probably in many

comrrxuidties branch banking by counties would answer. County branch banking has

been in vogue in Louisiana for a considerable number of years and appears to have

been reasonably successful* Tennessee has recently adopted it not as an origin-

al scheme, but as a limitation. Maine has branch banking in the county of the

parent bank "and an adjoining county" which gives more latitude. Several other

states permit state-wide branch banking, with results that appear to be

satisfactory,

I have recently made a visit to California and am convinced that state-wide

branch banking in that state works well, and certainly makes for safety. Ehere

have been very few bank failures in California since 1909 and state banks have

made a better record in this matter than national banks - something which I think

cannot be said of any other state*

Several Southern states have had branch banking for many years and have not

sought to restrict it to counties or localities. Most of the Southern branch
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"banking institutions are nevertheless small - averaging less than two branches to

a "bank. With the exception of a few such institutions as the Citizens and South-

ern of Savannah, and the Wachovia Banking and Trust Company of Winston-Salem the

banks with branches in the South are distinctly country banks - in some cases

groups of small banks consolidated under one corporate management. In spite of

the comparatively small size of these institutions there have been almost no fail-

ures among them - so far as I know only one in 1924. Here again the evidence ap-

pears to te that the additional spread of risk and the ability to pay for better

management than a small unit bank can afford make for safety*

So much for the fundamental safety of branch banking as compared with small

unit banking. There is more than this to be said in favor of "Branch Banking as

a Means of Preventing Bank Failures". I have heard a State Superintendent of

Banking quoted as declaring that one of the great advantages of branch banking

lies in the opportunities it affords for preventing failures through consolida-

tions. Both the Comptroller of the Currency and the State Superintendents fre-

quently advocate the taking over of a weak bank by a strong one in order to pre-

vent a failure, but obviously you can't consolidate two banks located at a dis-

tance from each other, as a rule, unless you can keep them both open - one as a

branch of the other. A considerable part of the recent growth of branch banking

has been due not so much to the desire of certain branch banking institutions to

expand, as to the economic pressure of the times - in many cases to the direct

request of the banking authorities.

Branch banking, as I have already said, has started to develop after every

financial reverse, after 1893, after 1907 and now again after 1920. The estab-

lishment of branches is a natural, common law right, where no legal restrictior

exists, laws relating to branch banking in the states where they exist were

passed after branches had began to appear, and were passed for the purpose of

limiting or regulating the establishment of branches as a rule, or in some cases
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to prohibit further branches • !Thc prohibitions of branch banking have proven

unfortunate and the states which have permitted branches under proper regulation

and supervision have fared better than those which have prohibited them - under

similar conditions*

I believe it is tmfortunate that the national Banking Act has been generally

interpreted as not authorizing branch banks. It contains no prohibition of branch

banking and in fact specifically authorizes branch banking through conversion of

state banks with branches. Historically, it seems to me, the evidence is clear

that the Congresses which passed and revised the National Banking Act, from 1863

to 1866, did not intend to prohibit branch banking* !Ehey certainly did not intend

to prohibit branch banking within city limits, and it appears reasonably clear

that they did not intend to prevent National banks from having the same privileges

with relation to branches that State banks have.

National banks have made a much better showing than state banks in the matter

of failures during the past four years, but that again is in large measure because

they are generally larger banks. Ihere were nevertheless 127 National bank

failures in 1924, which is altogether too many* The proportion of failures of

banks with a capital less than $50,000, was fairly large - 55 out of the total

of 127. The National banking system would be much stronger if we could provide

that in the future no banks should be chartered with a capital less than $50,000

(as in the National Banking Act before 1900) or better $100,000, which is no more

than $50,000 represented in the early days of the National Banking Act. Where

smaller banks are necessary to accommodate the people branches should be

permitted^
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SPEECH DELIVERED NASSAU COUNTY BANKERS ASSOCIATION MAY 12 1926.

I have "been asked to speak to you this afternoon on "Branch Banking", though

I should think the subject might "be considered rather academic so far as having

any present application to Nassau County is concerned unless you have in mind

possible changes in the Hew York State laws governing the subject. I am a strong

"believer in "branch "banking for some sections of the country, particularly for the

great agricultural sections where there is little diversification of industry, "but

I think that the people of 'each state should determine through their own legislatures

whether they want "branch "banking or not, and if they do want it under what limitations.

I "believe that national "banks should "be given the same privileges in the matter of

establishing and maintaining "branches that are given "by the states to state "banks,

"but I do not "believe that Congress should undertake to "declare a policy" in this

matter through amendment either to the National Banking Act or the Federal Reserve

Act with the purpose of influencing state legislation. That has "been one of my

chief objections to the pending McFadden Bill, particularly in the form in which it

passed the House of Representatives. "Several sections of the "bill declare a

Federal Government policy with reference to "branch "banking", says the report of the

House committee, and although the "bill has been greatly modified and in my opinion

greatly improved "by the Senate amendments, Senator Pepper's report contains a

similar phrase. • • - . . - . ,

The "branch "banking sections of the "bill were written to satisfy the American

Bankers' Association, which has year after year passed resolutions condemning all

"branch "banking, in what I regard as a useless effort to prevent an inevitable and

to some sections of the country a very necessary economic development. The small

"bankers, particularly from sections where there is no "branch "banking and where it

is most needed, have been rallied against branch banking almost to a man in the

American Bankers' Association, and I think all of them believe that the National City

Bank of Hew York or the Illinois Merchants Trust of Chicago would at once gobble them
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up, if there should be any relaxation in the prohibitions and limitations of

present laws.

They ignore entirely, and refuse to give any consideration to the actual

facts, first that the big banks of our large cities, banks like the National City,

the Bank of Commerce and the Guarantee Trust of New York, the first national of

Boston, the Illinois Merchants and the Continental and Commercial of Chicago,

already do business all over the United States witiiout the expense of maintaining

branches, and second that branch banking as it has so far developed in this country

is a country bank, rather than a city bank proposition. Deputy Comptroller Charles

W. Collins in his excellent little book on "Branch Banking in the United States"

admits that the big city banks did not seek to establish branches outside city

limits when they had opportunity, and also admits that the existence of country

banks with branches was scarcely known at the time the Comptroller1 s office made its

recommendations in favor of the restrictions and "declaration of policy" that led to

the provisions of the McFadden Bill.

He might have added that the banks of at least one big city in a state where

there are no restraining laws have not to this day undertaken to establish any

/^outside branches. I refer to Baltimore. Banks in Baltimore have branches within '

*|the city, but they have not yet undertaken to "gobble up" any country banks, yet

P* in Maryland

^ there were/in 1924, when the Federal- Reserve Bulletin (December) published a study

'v of the subject, 15 banks with branches outside the so-called home "city" - all of

them country banks, and operating in al l 48 branches. One of these country banks,

the Eastern Shore Trust Company of Cambridge, has 20 branches, but I doubt if any

of you ever have heard of Cambridge as a city in Maryland. One of the oranches of

this institution is within ten miles of Washington and others are not very much

further from Baltimore.

California may seem to present pretty strong evidence in another direction

but even there, where there has been the most rapid development of branch banking,
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most of the "banks with "branches are country "banks. In 1924 53 out of the 99

"banks with "branches were operating only one "branch each, and only 13 had more

than 5 branches. There has "been some change in these figures since 1924, "but

not enough to change the general picture. It is worthy of note also that state-

wide "branch "banking was not started "by any of the "big San Francisco banks, but

by a comparatively small institution under the leadership of an enterprising man

of Italian ancestry, who had spent most of his early l ife in the provision

business. The big San Francisco bankers didn't want to go into branch banking

4

outside of San Francisco themselves and didn't believe that Mr, Giannini could

succeed at i t . When the Bank of Italy had taken over some of their best

cor re sip on dents among the larger country banks their opposition to branch banking

outside city limits became rather pronounced. When I was in California a year

ago I got the impression that the "California League of Independent Bankers,"

which opposes further extension of branch banking, though ostensibly a country

bank organization, is really backed by some of the big bankers of San Francisco

who obtain a considerable part of their deposits from country correspondents.

I might add that'banks like the Hanover 4tnd the Park, in Sew York, to mention

only two that make a speciality of country bank accounts, are not, if my information

is correct, found among the advocates of branch banking outside of a limited

f territory. Such banks could not establish outside branches without competing with

their own correspondents, and they can probably make moreponey by loaning their

country bank accounts and by making occasional loans to their corresponding "banks

than they could by going into country banking themselves. You may of course say

that Hew York City banks might easily establish branches in contiguous territory,

such as Nassau County, if the law allowed and so they might and probably would.

The Ohio law permits contiguous territory branch banking, anoboth Cleveland and
I

Cincinnati banks have established a few branches in adjoining municipalities outside

the city, but I don't believe the New York State Legislature would grant any such
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extension in this State, if the Nassau and festchester County "bankers were •

opposed to i t . I was somewhat interested in the fact that representatives of

Group VI, from West Chester County, appeared "before the Banking and Currency

Committee of the United States Senate in February to oppose "branch "banking

in contiguous territory. These representatives of Westchester were H. 3 .

Vinson, George S. Edie, and W. F. Bleakley of Yonkers. Just Why they should

oppose the amendment in the Senate draft of the McFadden "bill grteing National

Banks contiguous territory branch banking T/foere state banks have that privilege

I can't quite understand. It won't do Westchester County any good to prevent

national banks in Ohio or California from having equal privileges with State banks.

Nor do I see why the Cook County Bankers of Chicago should be taking the

lead in opposition to any and every kind of extension of branch banking, or why

they should be excited over branch banking in California. The State of California

has an enormous extent north and South, a great variety of climates, and of

crops maturing at different periods, and undoubtedly presents a more favorable

field for State wide branch banking that any other State. To some extent branch

banking has been made necessary there by the development of great co-operative

marketing associations handling citrus fruits, raisins, prunes, English walnuts,

long staple cotton and other products grown mostly under irrigation, from the

Imperial Valley in the extreme south to the upper Sacramento Valley in the north.

The business of these associations i s much too large to be handled by local banks,'

and the branches oithe Bank of Italy of San Francisco and of the Pacific Southwest
of Los Angeles

and other banks/are rendering a service that appears to me to be essential to the

prosperity of the great agricultural sections of the State. A study of the state-

ments of these banks with ride-spread branches shows that their profits come not from

any marked economies over unit banking - the branch managers often receive higher

salaries than are paid the cashiers of unit banks doing the same volume of local
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business - bi.it from a more continuous use of their funds and from a lower

percentage of losses. Local banks have their periods of stress when they have to

w borrow heavily to meet local demands, followed "by periods of glut when their funds

pile up in city correspondent banks or are loaned in Wall Street. In order to

meet what appears to them to be urgent local demands they frequently borrow too

much and if crops fail or prices are low, get themselves in serious trouble. The

branch banking organizations rarely have to borrow and they use a surplus of funds

in one place to meet a peak demand in another, without the necessity of loaning at

rates usually much lower, in Wall Street.

It does not follow, as I have already intimated that state-wide branch banking

in other states would be as successful as in California, but i t is worthy of note

that California in spite of agricultural ups and downs as serious as any in the

grain and cotton growing states has had very few bank failures.

My interest in branch banking as a country bank proposition comes from the

effort to find some means of preventing bank failures, which are peculiarly an

American institution, and an institution of which I am sure none of us are proud.

Even in the best years we have always bank failures somewhere - mostly in the West.

For the purpose of serving an agricultural community adequately and safely I am

convinced that the section of our country between the Mississippi River and the

Facific slope has the worst banking system in tne world. The states of this section,

^ and some other states also, have permitted the establishment of ba.nks with a capital

as small as $10,000, in a few states $5,000. Charles F. Dunbar declared as long ago

as 1892 that this was an effort to diffuse banking accommodations as widely among

the people of sparsely settled neighborhoods as other countries did by branch bank-

ing. Professor Dunbar seemed to consider these l i t t l e "banks as necessary under our

unit system, but declared that these small communities could be much better and more

g safely served by branches. The experience of tne country since that date has several

times clearly demonstrated that he was rignt - but nothing has been done about i t
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in the section where conditions are the worst except to try the experiment of

guaranteeing deposits, an experiment which has been abandoned in Oklahoma where

^ i t first started, and now has few advocates anywhere.

Bank failures have "been so numerous during the past few years, most of them

in the grain and cattle sections of the country, that the "bankers' magazines have

been forced to take notice of them, and articles with some such t i t l e as "Can

Banking Be Made Safer" have "been frequent. The old American idea that such "bank

failures as have occurred in the West are a necessary outcome of agricultural de-

^ pression - a sort of Act of God - for wnich there is no remedy, has been giving way

to more enlightened ideas. The fact that agricultural depression under exactly the

same conditions caused no bank failures in Canada has forced itself upon the atten-

tion of bankers and state bank superintendents, as well as upon the economists and

students of banking. Several state superintendents have contributed to the dis-

cussion in tfte financial journals. Mr. Roy L. Bone, Commissioner of Banking in Kansas

said in "Trust Companies" for April "There have been something over 100 bank failures

in Kansas since January 1919 and there are few that can be attributed wholly to

economic conditions. Most of them have been due to bad banking, lack of knowledge of

credits and over-banked conditions." Others have expressed similar opinions, and

they are confirmed by officers of the Westernknd Southern Federal Reserve banks with

whom I have talked. 2aSSSM3p̂ £3aQ@C Recant writers on the subject declare that there

are too many banks in the agricultural West, and that many of them are too small for

adequate, safe service and good management. When i t comes to recommendations, however,

they do not 'seeiia to want to go beyond the minimum limit of the National Banking Act

as to capital. Most of them declare that no banks should be chartered with a capital

less than $25,000 - that people in a town which cannot support a bank with a capital

of $25,000 can in these days of Ford cars easily go to the next town. Doubtless that

is true of most places, but even with $25,000 as the minimum capitalization there will

be some neighborhoods left without banking accommodation which co-aid with reasonable
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safety be given accommodation through "branches. Apparently the state superin-

tendents who "have written on the subject of safer "banking stop short of recommend-

ing $50,000 as a minimum capitalization because they realize that at least some

branch banking would then become necessary. They say we must have fewer banks and

larger banks, that present sniall banks in western and southern states should be

consolidated, bat because of the prejudice against branches they are not willing

to advocate the merger of two banks in places ten miles apsxt with one of the banks

becoming a branch of the other, Yet that i s , in my judgment, what has got to be

done to make any real progress. $25,000 banks are better than $10,000 banks, bat

they are too small to afford the sort of management that banks ought to have or

to give the service that should be given. luring the year 1924 191 banks with a

capital of $25,000 failed, and 135 more closed their daors in 1925.

Some interesting studies of bank failures have been made during the past year

or two including one by Professor 0. M. W. Sprague of Harvard for the Federal

Reserve Board, and another by Dr. H. Parker Willis, Professor of Banking at Columbia.

Dr. Willis presented the results of his study at the hearings in February on the

pending McFadden Bill before the Banking and Currency Committee of the United States

Senate. A good deal of his information is published in the hearings in tabular form,

and covers the years from 1900 to 1925 inclusive. According to his figares there

have been 4,16? bank failures in this country during those 25 years - certainly not

a creditable showing for a great industrial nation. The smallest number of failures

was in 1918 when there were 30 and the greatest in 1924 when there were 613. His

figures, taken from R. G-. Dunn's Review, are low, according to the Federal P.eserve

Board's reports. Our figares for 1924 are 777 or 164 more than Dr. Willis^and for

1925 Dr. Willis's figures are incomplete covering only nine months. According to

our figures, as published in the April Federal Reserve Bulletin, there were 612

failures last year, or a total of 1,389 for the two years.

As bearing on the question whether accommodations can safely be given to very
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small places "by means of. very small independent banks the Federal Reserve Bulletin

shows that 40 per cent of all the bank failures of the past two years were of

banks in places of less than 500 population, and over 61 per cent in places of less

than 1,000 population, while only 30 per cent of the total failures occurred in

urban comnianities as defined by the Census Bureau, i . e . , places of 2, £00 population

or over. 65.4 per cent of al l bank suspensions during the two years were banks
and under,

with a capital of $25,000/ and less than 10 per cent were banks with a capital of

$100,000 or more. The average capital of suspended banks was $38,243 and the

average of their deposits $281,182.

Some of you will say that i t is no wonder these "banks failed - that i t i s
• • • • • ' • ' 1 *

impossible to make anything in "banking with deposits as small as that average. So

i t is in the East, as a rule, bat in the West and South most of the country banks

get 8 per cent and 10 per cent interest on their local loans, and in a few states

as high as 12 per cent. Even that represents some improvement over earlier days.

I have talked with mei who remember well when country bank loans in the West and

South were generally at 2 per cent a month, and I think there are places today where

they manage to get 16 per cent. These high rates are partly justified by the risks

taken (though in many cases the risks ought not to be taken at any rate) but are

in my opinion largely due to the high overhead and wasteful competition for deposits

incident to our system of multitudious small independent unit banks. There are no

such great contrasts in rates between the East and the West in Canada as there are

in this country, though Canada is a newer and poorer country than the United States.

The Canadian banking system is certainly better for the agricultural West than

our system but probably not so good for the East. The money deposited in Eastern

sections is very readily loaned in the tfest where the demand is greatest, especially

in the fall when the iBraritxisxisxflnLiBS* harvesting and crop moving season is on.

We do the same thing through our banking system, bat not so directly, Oar Western

banks obtain their money for crop moving largely by borrowing from eastern banks, and
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"before the money reaches the small oanks in the Dakotas it sometimes goes

through two or three "borrowings. The Federal Reserve System has enabled
k , to borrow

member "banks in the West/directly from their regional Reserve "banks, "bat

they s t i l l have to "borrow, and as many of them carry "balances in Hew York

they s t i l l do a part of their "borrowing in New York,

Unit "banking works very well in the East and there appears to "be no ncy

strong reason for "branch "banking, so far as the security of depositors is con-

cerned, in any of the eastern states. Most of our eastern country "banks have

^~ more money on deposit than they have demand for at home, and almost a l l of

them are large holders of oonds, and are also purchasers of commercial paper

from "brokers. There i s so much diversification of industry in the East that

few of our country "banks are under much temptation to loan an undue proportion

9 of their funds to one industry. They o"btain their spread of risk largely

in their own territory and partly through purchasing commercial paper and

"bondSj and through collateral loans. Banks in the great agricultural sections cf

the country have surplus funds seasonally, "bat are also seasonally short of

funds to an even greater amount, Some of them are almost constant "borrowers,
and few of them own "bonds.' Tnere are altogether too many small "banks/in-most

A •

of the western states. There is saocafc one "bank to about 7,300 people in New

York and New England, while in the six states in which "bank failures were most

numerous in 1924 and 1925 - Iowa, Missouri, Minnesota, North Dakota, South

Dakota and Oklahoma - the average number of people to each "bank ranged from

about 800 in North Dakota to 2,100 and 2,400 in Missouri and Oklahoma. In

the country as a whole the average is one bank for about 4,000 people. The

problem, as I see i t , is to consolidate the small banks in the West into groups,

so as to make largeitb&nks ajid so as to give them if possible some chance to

spread their xixk loans over a variety of industries, or at lea* over a variety

of crops. The South has done something in this direction. State-wide branch
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"banking is permitted in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North and South Carolina

and Georgia, and there are a few hanks with "branches in Alabama and Mississippi.

Louisiana and Tennessee under present laws have "branch "banking within county

limits.

It may surprise you that "branch "banking djoes not ran wild in the South.

There are some 250 "banks with "branches outside the town of the parent "bank,

"but they scarcely average two "branches each, although two banks, one in Georgia

and one in Maryland have 20 branches each, and there are several with from 10 . '

to 15 "branches. They are nearly all country "banks, and in each state there is

a growth of only a few "brancnes each year. The largest "bank with "branches in

the South, and it is one of the largest "banks in the South, is the Citizens and

Southern of Savannah, which has "branches in Atlanta, Augusta, Macon, Athens and

Valdosta. It has an application pending for a "branch at Albany, hut has shown no

disposition to go into the smaller towns. The Wachovia Bank and Trust Company of

Winston-Salem, North Carolina, is another example oi a "bank with "branches only

in the larger towns. Banks with "branches in small towns are generally rather small

banks - some of them with a capital of not more than $100,000. I think that many

of them are too small for the "best results, "out they have stood up well daring the

past four years and have demonstrated, I think, that they have some advantages

over the small unit hanks. * ~

A good deal of the recent growth of "branch hanking, outside the cities, has

been due not so much to desire for expansion on the part of the officers of "branch

banking organizations, as to pressure for consolidation to prevent failures. A

number of the branches of the Bank of Italy and of the Pacific Southwest in Califor-

nia were obtained because they were urged by the Superintendent of Banks, and in one

or two cases also by the Comptroller of the Currency, to take over banks in weakened

condition. A few such cases have occurred in Arizona, in Georgia and in North and
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South Carolina. Such consolidations have "been common enough within city limits

in the West and many a "bad situation hr.s "been taken care of in that way. What

good reason is there why similar consolidations should not "be made when the "banks

are located in small places twenty-five miles from each other, or even further.

Even if no new industries are covered "by the extension of loans over a wider area

the advantage of larger size and broader outlook appears to be worth while.

The usual arguments against so-called state-wide branch banking - such as lack

of interest of branch managers in the locality, or "absentee "banking11 - do not at al l

apply to these country branch banking systems in tiie South. Every branch town or

village is represented on the board of directors, and even in systems with ten or

fifteen branches, the branches are seldom more than a two hour drive from the head

office. One of the best examples of such a bank is the Calcasieit National Bank of

Lake Charles, Louisiana, a bank with eight branches, all outside the city of the

so-called "parent bank". This bank has a capital of $1,000,000, and no one in the

territory served by it will deny that i t provides much better service than would be

possible for nine l i t t l e independent banks. .., This bank was originally, of course,

a State bank, but nationalized bringing i t s branches into the National system a

number of years ago under an amendment to the National Banking Act which has been on

the Statute books since 1865. The pending McIFad&en Bill as i t passed the House of

Representatives would have repealed this provision of the law - without the slightest

reason, except to "declare a Federal Government policy" against branch banking. The

Senate draft retains the provisions of the Act of 1865 so far as branches in exist-

ence at the time of the passage of the bi l l are concerned, which is better, but will

discourage to some l i t t l e extent the formation in the future of such country branch

banking systems.

Another excellent example of a country "bank with branches is the Grenada, Bank of

Grenada, Mississippi, a bank with 12 branches, Mr. J . T. Thomas, president of this
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bank, has recently published a very interesting pamphlet entitled "Branch Banking,

the Best System for Agricultural Countries1,1 which is in large measure a history c

of his own "bank. This bank established i t s first branch in 1898 and has had all

of i t s present branches since 1906. It is therefore no experiment. St i l l another

southern institution which has been operating branches for more than twenty-five

years is the "Tennessee Valley Bank" of Decatur, Alabama, with 15 branches. The

Grenada Bank is a member of the Federal He serve System, but the Tennessee Valley

Bank is a non-member. Nearly al l of the smaller banks with branches in the South -

and the same is true of Llaine - are non-members. • ' V
• - • f.

The McFadden Bill as i t passed the House would have prevented them from ever •

becoming members of the System unless they gave up their branches outside so-called

"city" limits. Such a provision would certainly not attract these l i t t l e banks,

some of which were operating branches long before the Federal Reserve Act was passed,

to the System. I t s only effect would be to deprive the Federal Reserve System of

some very desirable members. If branch banking is an advantage i t cannot be dis-

couraged by any such clumsy exhibition of narrowness and prejudice. The Senate

draft of this provision would admit these banks to the Reserve System with the

branches they now have. That is better, Tmt in all probability i t s passage will

simply become an additional argument against Joining the Federal Reserve System, as

i t will mean surrendering a charter right, which is of value and is in accordance

with the best banking principles. Occasionally these non-member banks with branches

consolidate with a national bank and make it a branch, to the discomforture of the

Comptroller of the Currency. A recent case was the taking over of the first national

Bank of Murfreesboro, North Carolona, by the Farmers Atlantic Bank of Ahoskie, Worth

Carolina, in January last . Ahoskie appears to be a city of some 1,500 people and

the Farmers Atlantic Sank now has two branches, certainly not a serious m@ns.C6 to the

liberties of the American people.

I might go into the question whether branch banking is un-American, a phrase
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much in use "by the Anti-"branch "banking associations, bat will only take time to

say that before the Civil War branch banking prevailed in nearly all the western

and southern states, bat was either very rare or non-existent in the East. In

short the sections of the country which pride themselves most on their Americanism

were the sections in which "branch banking prevailed. Of these old time branch

banking institutions the Bank of Indiana, of which Eagh McCulloch was President,

was the best example, I think there has always been some branch banking in the

South from that-day to this - except in so far as the Civil War may have destroyed

banking in the South.

In conclusion let me say again that branch banking is a country bank proposi-

tion. City branch banking is a matter of convenience, like city branch post

offices, bat can hardly be said to be of much economic importance. Country branch

banking affords a means of providing larger, better managed and generally safer

banks to the agricultural sections where "banking units have been and still are the

smallest and weakest. Where such branch banking is permitted by law it has not run

wild but develops slowly, mostly in response to demand for larger organizations and

better service. There appears to be no compelling reason, so far as safety is con-

cerned, for branch banking in the eastern states, but branch banking limited to

counties would have some advantages and might be tried. Whether you favor or oppose

branch banking for Nassau County there is no reason why you or any other eastern

bankers should favor the enactment of federal legislation for the purpose of dis-

couraging the development of a sound system of banking which has been established

in other States and is believed by the people of those States to be of advantage
»

to them, •
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ADDRESS TO BE DELIVERED JUNE 19tht 1936

NEW ENGLAND BANKERS' ASSOCIATION

NEW LONDON, CONN.

Since the decision to publish the so-called "street loans11 or

broker's loans made in Hew York as a part of the regular weekly statement

of condition of reporting member "banks there has not been very much in the

functioning of the Federal Reserve System to attract attention. Apart from

the revamping of the criticisms of 1920-21 in the Iowa primary campaign the

System has "been generally free from political attack, and I think may al-

most be said to "be in more danger today from the extravagant encomiums of

its friends than fron attacks of its enemies. The charters of the Federal

reserve banks have li>Qon extended 50 years "by the KcFadden "banking "bill, al-

most without opposition - in fact without any expressed opposition at all

in the Senate, which was rather surprising.

The decision to publish brokers1 loans was the result of mature

consideration, and had been discussed informally in the Federal Reserve

Board and in the Federal Reserve Bank of New York for more than a year.

The Hew York Reserve bank-had been receiving reports from a group of the

leading banks of the city showing their loans to brokers on demand and on

time, both for their own account and for the account of correspondents.

This gave some indication of the amount of credit absorbed by the stock

market, and it appeared that most of the banks furnishing these reports

were-willing to have the totals made public. The governors of the Stock

Exchange, when consulted were also favorable to publication and as you know

decided to obtain the figures from the borrowing brokers and publish them,
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so that the public would have the information as coning both from the chief

lenders and from the borrowers who are uenbers of the Exchange.

The publication of these loans to brokers was well received, though

the size of the fund was evidently a surprise to many people. It isn't the

business of the Federal Reserve System to regulate the market for securities,

but it is a part of its business to know how and where credit is being used.-

During the latter part of last year the Federal Reserve Board and the directors

of many of the Federal reserve banks looked with some apprehension upon the

gathering force of speculation in securities and in real estate* Rates were

raised in four of the Reserve districts, as you know, beginning with this

district, the Boston district, one half of one percent, followed by an in-

crease in the Hew York district soon after the first of January. The Boston

increase in November was hailed as a turning point "ay some of the speculators

in the Stock Market, and though insignificant in itself was used as a signal

for a sharp break in the price of securities, I may say here in Hew England

that the directors of the Boston Federal Reserve Bank voted that increase

of one half per cent in September and it might have been better if it had

been approved and put into effect then. There was more or less criticism

of the delay in the increase of some of these rates, but that criticism, if

valid at all, does not hold against the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston*

It appeared that Federal reserve funds were indirectly used in

the call loan market and the spread between call loan rates and Federal

Reserve rates at 3-1/2 per cent was clearly, in my opinion, too great* The

slight increases of rates, however, did not prevent the prices of securities

from recovering rapidly and from reaching new high levels early in the year

only to be followed some two months later by a severe period of readjustment.

Just how much Federal Reserve policies have had to do with all this it is
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difficult to say, though it has given the financial \,riter,s ample opportunity

for expressing their opinions and has doubtless stimulated study of the state-

ments of the Reserve "banks published from week to week.

It seems nor to "be the consensus of opinion that the breaE. in

securities in March did not foreshadow any very serious decline in the business

of the country which has maintained itself at a rather surprisingly high level

ever since, while the outstanding volume of Federal Reserve credit has been

continuously higher than at the same periods a year ago, and was on June 10th

about $64,000,000 more than at the same tine last year.

The Federal Reserve Board and tho Federal Reserve System have been

criticised for many things and have been praised for many things, and I

sometimes think that the praise received is likely to do it quite as much

ham; as the adverse criticism. Foreign economists have credited the Federal

Reserve Board with accomplishments little short of miraculous. "They have

credited us with preventing the great gold importations from producing another

inflation of prices and declared that we practically control the destinies

of the world in the matter of prices as well as credit*

I do not know how much the rani' and file of bankers who are members

of such an organization as the New England Bankers Association may have read

about the hearings on the bill introduced by Representative Strong of Kansas

directing the Federal Reserve banks and Board to use all their powers to

promote a stable price level, but from a Federal Reserve point of view

these hearings have been rather the most interesting thing that has taken

place in Washington during tho past session of Congress, much more inter-

esting in fact than the hearings and debates on the McFadden bill and on

the branch banking controversy.
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Tho idea of a stable price level is a captivating one which has

been given widespread interest "by the Stable Money Association at the head

of which is Professor Irving Fisher of Yale University. It was in fact

Professor Fisher and Mr. Lombard of this Association who seized upon the

Strong "bill as a means of spreading their ideas that gave the hearings a

standing. So far as I know none of these hearings, although they started

in March and proceeded through April and for a week or two in Hay, have yet

"been printed, "but the testimony has "been so voluminous that it will probably

be a good while "before all of it can be revised and published.

In the course of their testimony expounding their theories,

Professor Fisher and other economists who hold substantially the same views,

declared that the Strong bill merely gave to the Federal Reserve Board and

Saris the direction to continue doing what they had already been doing.

These economists declared that the Federal Reserve System was and is pro-

moting a stable price level as shown by the comparative stability of prices

since 1922, and they cited charts and statements from the reports of the

Federal Reserve Board and from the Federal Reserve Bulletins in support of

this belief. They called vx>or. the operating officials of the Federal

reserve "banks, notably Mr. Benjamin Strong, Governor of the Federal Reserve

Bank of New York, and Mr. Uorris of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philade1-
for

phia. Governor Strong was kept before the Committee day after day/some-

thing like two weeks and the Committee took occasion to question him not

only as to the operations of a bank that might perhaps have had an effect

upon the price level, but as to every detail of operation. The Committee

wanted to know not onlv all the considerations which move the directors
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in advancing or lowering discount rates, and the purchase of govcrment

securities or acceptances through open narket operations, "but they wanted

to know how acceptances arc drawn, just how they finance the movement of

goods in import and export ar.d in domestic transactions, how they got into

the hands of dealers and how they cone into possession of federal reserve

banks #

Governor Strong was flanked "by Deputy Governor Harrison, Mr.

Burgess and some of the other officials of the Federal Reserve Bank of

New York and went very patiently into details of all these operations. He

explained fully how the acceptance narket was "built up, stating that it had

to "be "built up fron the bottoua and shoring that it was necessary to have

dealers in the financial centers carrying portfolios of "bills to be dis-

tricted to nenber "banks or corporations having surplus funds io invest.
,?

Such dealers or "brokers have for rsany years existed in London and in fact

the Bank of England almost invariably deals with theo and not directly

with the Joint Stock Banks v/hich carry their reserves in the central "bank.

The Federal Reserve Act provides for member "banks carrying re-

serves in the Federal reserve "banks and provides that member banks only

nay rediscount their paper with Federal reserve banks, but it also give*

Federal reserve banks the authority to make contracts and authorizes the

purchase of government securities, drafts and bills of exchange in the

open mrket. Under this authority the Federal Reserve Bank of New York

and occasionally other Federal reserve banks take short term government

securities and acceptances from dealers on repurchase agreements at times

when money rates make it impossible for the dealers to carry their port-

folios on call money without serious loss. Governor Strong and others
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who have studied the "bill rrxxkot carefully consider this service absolutely

essential to the continued operations of the dealers and the dealers then-

selves are, of course, essential to the "building up in this country of an

acceptance or "bill market. So:::e of the neuters of the House Banking and

Currency Corxiittee questioned the legality of these operations "bat appeared

to "bo satisfied as the hearings progresred that they are not only essential

but legal• It would seer, that it could not have teen the intention of

Congress to prohibit operations with the dealers in tills of exchange and

acceptances rhich are the very "backbone of such central tank operations as

have teen carried on by the Bank of England for generations#

I nay say in passing that the questions asked of Governor Strong

and other representatives of the Federal Reserve Bank: of 2Tew York amounted

ainost to a searching investigation not only of its operations but of its

expenses in every direction, and Governor Strong sixbhitted charts showing

the organization of the Bank and the functioning of every department to-

gether with much of the detail of its expenses# When these things are pub-

lished they nay te of interest to sone of you* Those of us tfno have watched

its operations fron week to week, fron month to nonth and fron year to year

are satisfied that the Federal Reserve Bank of Uew York as well as the

Federal Reserve Bank of. Boston and the other tanks in the System are well

organized and officered 'hj Lien of high type, who conduct then with an eye

single to the public welfare.

Besides Governor Uorris and Governor Strong Mr* Adolph C, Miller,

Mcnter of the Federal Reserve Board, has testified at consideratle length

teforc the House Conrittee with relation to the Strong till and has explained
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"by means of charts and otherwise the technique "built up by.the Federal Reserve

Board to enable it to fern nor:o judgment with relation to credit and "business

conditions:, and the desirability from tine to tine of changes in policy whether

in rates or in open market natters. The open market operations of the Fed-

eral Reserve Board were first explained in some detail in the Board1s annual

report of 1923, a report which attracted an unusual amount of attention from

economists and financial writers. Some of them jumped to the conclusion

that open market operations were of far more importance than discount rates

and that here lay the secret of the Board1s success in maintaining, as some

of then believed, a fairly stable price level. I think it may be said,

nevertheless, that the open market policy of the Board was not instituted with

any idea of promoting a stable price level though price indexes are of course

among the evidences of business conditions consulted.

Federal reserve banks on their ov;n initiative in 1921 and 1922

began to purchase short tern government securities with the idea of maintain-

ing their earning assets at a time when their rediscounts were rapidly run-

ning off. The Federal Reserve Board at first contented itself by pointing

out to then that by purchasing these short tern governments in considerable

amounts they were not really adding to their earning assets but were merely

transferring then from rediscount to investments as they were actually fur-

nishing the money to the narket with which the rediscounts were paid off.

The total volume of these government securities held by the Federal reserve

basks approached $600,000,000 in the sumer of 1922 and it seemed time to

call a halt, as the Reserve banks were absorbing so large a volume of these

securities as to give them an artificial market. The fund was then gradually
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liquidated in largo r.oas-uro aivl in April 1323 an Open Market Conr.:itteo was

forned under supervision of the Federal Uesorve Board with the statement

that its operations were to "be governed with primary regard Hto the accomo-

dation of commerce and "business and to the effect of such purchases in the

general credit situation."

In general I think it nay be said that this expressed purpose has

been well carried out. Several meetings of the Open Market Committee are

held every year and with particular regard to the effect of purchase and

sales of securities in connection with the quarterly Treasury operations that

cone at the tine income taxes are paid. At these periods the operations of

the Open Market Committee have certainly served to prevent extreme fluctuations

of noney rates in the leading financial markets. How this is done was well

explained in the Federal Reserve Bulletin for April last with reference to

the llarch 15th Treasury operations. On that date the Treasury was called

upon to pay out over $700,000,000 for the redemption of maturing security

issues and for interest on the public debt, and during the following week

it purchased over $100,000,000 of Third Liberty bonds for account of the

sinking fund. At the sane tine the Treasury received nore than $400,000,000

in incone taxes and about $500,000,000 in the proceeds of the now refund-

ing issue of United States Bonds.

Doubtless nany of you remember the extreme fluctuations in call

noney rates that used to take place around these tax payment dates. The

Treasury would disburse a large anount of noney on the 15th of the nonth

but the checks in payment of incone taxes could not all be collected prompt-

ly on that date and consequently noney rates for a few days would bo ex-

tremely easy followed by a gradual tightening up. The Treasury has obtained
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its funds for payments on the 15th. of each nonth in part fron overdrafts at

tho Federal rcservo barks covered "by the sale tothe Federal reserve "banks of

special certificates of indebtedness. In Nov«* York on the 15th of last March

\t anountod to $190,000,000 r/ith $19,000,000 additional to the Federal Be-

serve Bant of Chicago* These certificates were cut down each 3ay following

as the proceeds fron inconc tax payments were "brought in and the last por-

tion was taken up "by the Treasury on March 19th. Treasury outlays exceeded

receipts for a day or so "by about $130,000,000 and to c'ffset this in part

the New York Reserve Bank on March 13th and 15th sold government securities

under repurchase agreements to the "banks in the city, thus preventing any

violent fluctuations in mjney rates.

Undoubtedly this is a valuable service, as such fluctuations in

the money rates are always misunderstood by some people and may cause them

to make commitments which they otherwise * would not make. This is a simple

case of tho use of open market facilities in steadying short time interest

rates # Something can be done and has been done along the same line over

longer periods but it is easy to exaggerate the effects of such operations

and it is not easy always to bring into the picture other contributing

factors which those who are watching the thing from day to day cannot in

fact always see until afterwards. That the open market operations of the

Federal reserve banks have had some effect in the direction of steadying

the general price level is probably true, but to infer from this that in-

terest rates can be so manipulated through open market operations as to

promote continuously a stable price level is an inference which seems to

me unwarranted*
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The theory itself upon which the proposal for federal Reserve ac-

tion to stabilize prices is "based is not by any means universally accepted,

and anong the economists who were called "before the Banking and Currency

Committee Professor 0. M. W. Sprague of Harvard and Dr. Walter W. Stewart,

\vho for several years was Chief of the Division of Analysis and Research of

the Federal Reserve Board, called it seriously into question. Professor

Sprague, I suppose, will "bo generally admitted to he the leading authority

on the economics of "banking in the United States. He said in his testimony

"before the Committee "I am very certain in ny own mind that it is not possible

to handle the ordinary oscillations of prices effectively "by means of Reserve

"bank operations*1. Ho stated that he thought a marked inflation developing

into a seller's market could be checked in some measure by Federal Reserve

operations, but he did not believe that moderate variations in price "such

as we find at the present time11 could be directly attacked by Federal Reserve

policies to any advantage. Citing the fact that there had been a decline in

the general price level of about 7 points in the last few months he asked how

anyone could tell what would be the effect of injecting arbitrarily addi-

tional credit into the situation. Open market operations he stated would

to
merely put additional money in/the New York market and there was no good

reason for supposing, for instance, that this would have the effect of ad-

vancing the prices of the commodities that are lowest* It would be more

likely, if it had any effect upon prices, to advance the prices of the com-

modities that had at the time the strongest tone in the market, "No central

bank" said he "so far as I know has ever assumed the responsibility for the

stabilization of prices."
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Both Professor Spraguo and. Dr. Stewart attacked the statements of

Professor Fisher and other economists who had declared the comparative

stability of the price level from 1922 to the present time was due to the

policies of the Federal Reserve System. Professor Sprague said !II do not

"believe that that degree of stability is to be in the main attributed to

the management of the Federal reserve banks, I consider it primarily due

to the attitude of the business community which continued to recall the

losses which it had experienced in 192O-21# The business community has

been in the state of mind ready to take in sail at very short notice indeed.11

He disagreed strongly with the opinion which had been expressed to the ef-

fect that the upward movement of prices which culminated in the spring of

1923 was checked primarily by Federal Reserve policies and declared that

agricultural prices were at that time out of line with industrial prices

and stated that he kne\r tfof no instance of a decided inflationary condition

developing which did not start with a fairly sound situation as regards

prices between agriculture and industry, and a fairly complete liquidation

in agricultural regions of the wreckage from the previous period of

inflation."

Dr. Stewart referred in more detail to the situation in the spring

of 1923, Prominent economists at a meeting in Chicago toward the closing

of the year 1923 had declared that there would be an increase of prices

during 1923 amounting to something like 25 per cent. When this predicted

increase did not take place they declared it was due to the action of the

Federal Reserve Bank of New York in increasing its discount rate and in re-

ducing open market holdings. Dr. Stewart declared that "with Europe out of

the picture in 1923 so far as beine an active purchaser of goods in this
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market was concerned, the foreign "buying paver "being at a very low level,

we did not have a business situation which could have given rise to any

narked inflation no matter how a/bandant the volume of credit was11, and

he expressed the opinion that the turn of commodity prices in 1923 was

not due to a change in credit conditions "but to the fact that the level of

output in industry "had been carried to a point where it was not possible

to sell at the prevailing level of prices", and he called attention to the

fact that after prices had begun to recede the volume of credit continued to

increase. Dr. Stewart showed that for the periods of which he had made

particular study an increase in the volume of credit did not precede price

increases. The order was, first, production, then prices, then credit.

When prices were advancing and when prices were declining in 1924 the order

was the seme. Increased credit frequently is granted to take care of in-

flated inventories which result from declining prices. This would seem to

a layman to be a reversal of the procedure indicated by the theory that

prices are always stimulated by increase of credit.

ITovr to turn to another subject. Just before I left Washington

word cone that the Conferees had agreed on the McFadden bill and it seemed

likely to pass in substantially the form in which it was passed in the

Senate, i.e., with the so-called Hull amendments eliminated, I do not know

how largely ITew England bankers allowed themselves to be used in support of

these Hull amendments, but it seemed to me that they were utterly illogical

and probably would not have done anything towards accomplishing what their

proponents professed to expect. It is a little hard to understand anyway

why the storm center of opposition to any kind of branch banking should be
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centered in the city of Chicago. New York and Boston and Philadelphia and

Baltimore and Buffalo and Cleveland and Detroit and New Orleans and Atlanta

all have a certain amount of "branch "banking. In most of these cities it is

confined to city limits, though in Cleveland it extends to immediately con-

tiguous territory. This "branch banking is wholly the result of state laws

and if Illinois does not want "branch "banking it is the glorious privilege

of her bankers to prevent it thro\igh the Illinois Legislature. There would

appear to be no good reason why they should seek to control the matter

through Federal legislation or why they should seek to influence State legis-

lation by Federal legislation. The Hull amendments, as you remember, pro-

vided that if states where branch banking is not now permitted should change

their laws so as to permit state banks to have branches national banks should

not be given the same privilege. The theory was that national banks and

state banks would not then have an inducement to go to the'state legislatures

and ask for a change in state laws. This theory ignores entirely the fact

that the present branch banking situation has been brought about by state

laws passed at the instance of state banks without any cooperation from

national banks. It would certainly appear that one of the chief motives of

the present state laws in states which favor branch banking was to give

state banks a certain advantage over national banks. The branch banking

features of the McFadden bill were drawn to correct this situation, but

they would repeat it in the states which do not at present permit branch

banking. Inasmuch as state banks outnumber national banks considerably

more than 2 to 1 it would appear that with the Hull amendments in force the

inducement to obtain an advantage in the matter of branches over national
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banks in these states would be very strong. what standing would national banks

have before state legislatures in opposition to bills granting privileges to

state banks? They would be told, I should think, to obtain their relief from

Washington* The advantages state banks could obtain are obvious. If Missouri,

for example, should change its laws in favor of branch banking while Congress

was not in session state banks desiring to establish branches could obtain all

the best sites in St. Louis before Congress so much as had a chance to act

for the national banks.

Some of the "bankers who advocate the Hull amendments seem to have no

idea what they are, judging from the letters they write to Members of Congress.

Senator Carter Glass paid his respects to this class of letter writers in no

uncertain terms in his recent address to the stockholders of the Federal Reserve

Bank of Richmond. He declared that the man who drew the Hull amendments

lfa little stockyards banker out in Illinois11 was asked by the Senate Committee

to justify the proposition, but "never came within a thousand miles of justify-

ing it.!! "I have failed to find an American banker who says it is a sound

proposition," said Senator Glass, and he added emphatically that the Senate

will not accept the bill containing it. Now Senator Glass knows what ho is

talking about and unless the Hull amendments go out the bill will fail of pas-

sage. It comes up again in the Houst next Tuesday, I understand.

As I have said on several occasions I consider branch banking a

country bank proposition rather than a city bank proposition, and I consider

it a proposition for the agricultural West rather than for the industrial

East. Unit banking works very well in the East. We have none of the very

small banks that are so numerous in the West and oven our smallest banks

are nearly all situated in territory where they have more funds at their
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disposal than they cafc loan at home and where they are not under any serious

temptation to loan an undue proportion of their funds to one industry. We

have had a tremendous number of "bank failures in this country during the

past feu years, so many as to constitute it seems to me a disgrac| to a great

nation so strong as we are in financial matters. In 1924 there were 777

failures, in 1925 there were 612, and in this year down to the 1st of June

there were 183. A study of the bank failures of 1924 and 1925 made by the

Federal Beserve Board shows that the great majority of those failures were

in the section "between the Mississippi Eiver and the Pacific slope, a section

which in my opinion, for the purpose of serving an agricultural comunity

adequately and safely, has the worst banking system in the world. 40 per

cent of all the bank failures during the past two years were in places of

less than 500 population, and over 61 per cent were in places of less than

1,000 population, while only 20 per cent of the total failures occurred in

towns that are defined by the Census Bureau as urban communities, i. e.f

places of 2,500 population or over* 63#4 per cent of all bank! suspensions

during the past two years were banks with a capital of $25,000 and under,

and less than 10 per cont were banks with a capital of $100,000 and over.

The average capital of suspended banks was $33,243,00 and their average

deposits $281,182.00* Thousands of western banks have a capital of less

than $25,000. The conclusion is inevitable, it seems to me, that they are

too small to afford good management, and operate in too narrow a territory.

The resources of very many of them are too small to take care of their

home demands in peak seasons and they frequently have to borrov/ heavily.

I can see no reason at all why they should not be consolidated into little

systems of some size with the smaller places served by branches. It is not
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at all necessary to "build up U g systens, and if "big systems are feared it

might to a good plan to prohibit "banks in reserve cities from having "branches

outside their limits, or it might even "be provided that no cities of more

than 25,000 or 50,000 inhabitants should "be allowed to have branches outside.

As outside "branch "banking has so far developed in this country most of it

proceeds from cities of less than 10,000 inhabitants and the banks scarcely

average 2 "branches to a bank. Such little systems are very common in the

South and appear to have done something to strengthen the banking situation.

The KcFadden bill discriminates against these little country

branch banking institutions most of which are not members of the Federal

Reserve System, Their branches are as a rule all outside of so-called city

limits for the very good reason that they are not in cities and have nothing

to do with cities. The largest of them, in number of branches, is the

Eastern Shore Trust Company of Cambridge, Maryland. I wonder if any of you

ever heard of this Cambridge. Another, almost as large* has its headquarters

at Deeatur, Alabama., and another at Grenada, Mississippi. The McFadden bill,

as it passed the House, would have barred these little country branch "bank-

ing institutions from the Federal Reserve System. In the Senate form it

will admit them with their present branches. They take on new branches only

occasionally, but they seem to value the branch banking privilege, and now

and then they prevent "bank failures by consolidations that could not be

made without the branch banking privilege. There appears to be no reason

whatever for refusing them admission to the Reserve System with the privi-

leges given them under State laws, and ray belief is that they will in time

demand the removal of the discrimination against them. The McFadden bill
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does not settle the "branch "banking controversy. It can only be settled "by

giving to national "banks the same privileges with respect to "branches that

are given to State "banks, thus leaving the matter of "branches wholly to

the States.
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In 1892 there was a good deal of agitation in the West and South - the

agricultural states - in favor of the repeal of the tax of 10 per cent on state

bank notes, a tax which had been in effect since 1866 and had resulted in a

uniform well secured national bank currency. This agitation was the popular

form for the time of "farm relief,Jr and there was much said about the stress

of low prices of agricultural products. It was one of the recurring phases

of the cheep money ides, that had previously manifested itself as greenbackism,

and finally lost out a few years later when the free coinage of silver was

defeated. Wo may find it a little difficult to believe at tho present time

that this state bank note agitation was regarded as at all serious but a

generation had passed since tho days of heterogeneous state bank note currency

and its tremendous disadvantages had been largely forgotten. At any rate a

considerable list of bills repealing the 10 per cent tax had been introduced

in Congress, and the pages of the Congressional Record have preserved a good

deal of oratory on tho subject.

This agitation gave rise to a paper by Professor Charles Ft Dunbar of

Harvrrd on "The Bank Note Question/' published in the Quarterly Journal of

Economics of October 1892. Tho rapid increase of state banks, particularly

in tho West, was cited as an effort to diffuse or distribute banking facilities

as widely as possible. The minimum of capital allowed at that time in the

national banking system was $50,000, but state systems in seme cases set a minimum

of |25,OOO, as in Now York and Iowa; in others as low as $10,000,- as in Missouri;

and in some cases oven as low as $5, OX), as in Nebraska, Kansas and the Dakotas.

t!No doubt/' said Professor Dunbar, "many of the banks thus established are below

the minimum of safety. With their trifling resources, it is impossible that they

should command for their service such experience and capacity as their operations,

although on a small scale, really require in the interest of the community.!f
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Professor Dunbar docs not deprecate "the obvious tendency to carry benking

facilities further and further from the great centres and to open the way

for their more general use by the community at large/' but points out that

there is a much better way to do it. He says f!tho greatest possible

diffusion of banking facilities, under an admirably guarded system, might

be secured if establishment of branches were encouraged and facilitated by lawo
ff

He suggests that this should be done through canendment to the National Banking

Act and recognises the fact that they would probably have to ctntond with

some local jealousies, but adds, "It is obvious, also, that, if the mul-

tiplication of branches were once fairly recognized ĵ SIii11 in the United States

as the natural method, j^it has boon in the jpast/1 it would be as available

for banks under state systems as for national banks.

In reading this essay, which is included in Bunbar's Economic Essays,

edited by Professor 0. M. W. oprague and published in 1904, I was especially

attracted by the word "again" and by the words "as it has been in the past!,'

and began studying the early history of i'-aaorican banking with the idea of

finding out how generally branch banking was recognised in the past !fas the

natural method" of extending banking service to the smaller communities and in

agricultural status. I found that many of the earliest -jnorican banks had

branches, including the two early national banks, the first and second Banks

of the United States, and that the charters of a considerable number of early

/jnerican barks required them to establish branches. I also found that branch

banking had pretty generally fallen into disfavor in the northern and eastern

commercial states soon after the War of 1812, for two reasons; first, branches

woro difficult to manage and in the days when there wore not only no railroads

and no telegraph or telephones but when the wrgon roads themselves to interior

tewns wore frequently impassable for days at a time because of floods, washouts

and windfalls^ and, second, because the big banks of the financial centres were
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finding that they could do "bettor as correspondents of country "banks than by

competing with them through branches, Philadelphia was the financial centre of

the country until several years after the War of 1812. I have seen no record

to show whether the Bank of North .ijnerica, established under the Articles of

Confederation before the Constitution of the United States was adopted had

branches or not but two of the early Philadelphia banks, the Bank of Pennsylvania

chartered in 1793, and the Philadelphia Bank, chartered in 1804 were specifically

authorized to establish branches and did establish a few. Such towns as Harris-

burgh, Scranton and Washington had their first banking service through branches.

These branches, however, gave a lot of trouble* The business of the branches

of the Philadelphia Bank "exceeded that of the parent institution and gave it

much concern,u They incurred too many losses and by 1817 arrangements were made

to dispose of them, mostly by reorganization under independent charterso There

ttppoars to be no evidence that any bank in the city of New York over triod to

establish outside branches except the Bank of the Manhattan Company, 'which had

branches in poughkeepsio and in Utica# ̂ H K . The records of the Bank of the

Manhattan Company ai|̂ ittMNfe® show that these branches wore established in 1809

and closed in 1819. Meanwhile in 1811 the Middle District Bank vras chartered in

Poughkoopsio with a branch in Kingston, It was in 1811 that the first bank of

the United States wont out of existence, Congress having failed by a very close

vote to pass the recharter bill. With its restraint upon the issue of state

bank notes removed there was in every state a considerably increase in country

bank charters. The new country banks in many cc.sos appear to have purchased

the business of the branches of city barks, the latter finding it more profit-

able to act as their correspondents. In New England I have found no evidence

that the Boston banks over attempted to establish branches outside of the city

but at a little later period some of the country banks opened agencies or branches

in Boston and received deposits '-nd discounted notes there. The Boston banks
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objected to this and legislc.tion was passed to put c; stop to it. In Now York

as country banks wore from time to time chartered by the Legislature some of

thorn established branches. The Middle District Bank, for instance, maintained

its branch in Kingston from 1811 until 1829. The Bank of Nowburgh maintained

for nearly twenty years a branch in Ithaca, One of the Utica banks had a branch

in Canandaigua and there wore doubtless others that wont unrecorded in the

lists of banks published from time to time by the Bankers1 Magazine. There

appears to have been no particular prejudice against branch banking as such

but there was evidently a feeling in the towns served by branches that they

should have independent banks of their own as soon as they became large enough.

There was also a gonorc1 foiling that the chartering of banks by special acts

of the legislatures conferred something akin to monopoly or special privilege

upon a fow people, and there v/as an occasional bank charter, even as early as

1811, which provided that the bank must confine its business to the place whore

it was organized. This soens to have been more an effort to prevent the

"shaving11 of notes, however, than to prevent branch banking.

In 1838 this agitation against monopoly and special privilege in banking

resulted in the passage of the fro-... banking act by the Legislature of the State

of Wow York, and there gradually grew up the idea that every little town large

enough to require any kind of banking service must have a separately incor-

porated independent bank of its own. This idea, however, was not firmly es-

tablished until many years later and in the meantime, although branch baric ing

almost died out in th^ East, it took firm root in nearly all the newly organized

western states and in the South whore it continued until the days of the Civil

Wr.r.

The Bankers1 Magazine for February 1848 hrs a list of "Banks of the United

States" from which wo find that in Ohio out of 48 banks, 29 were branches of the

Ohio State Bank. Indiana lists 17 branches of the State Bank of Indiana and no
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independent banks Missouri had ono bank end five branches, Kentucky 3 banks and

13 branches, Tonesses 3 banks and 17 brmches, Virginia 6 banks and 30 branches,

North Carolina 4 banks and 14 branches, South Carolina 12 banks and 2 branches,

Georgia 13 banks and 7 branches, Delaware 5 banks and 3 branches and Alabama 2

banks and 4 branches, Illinois, Iowe, Mississippi, Florida and Arkansas cane

under t special heading as "Strtos and Territories Without Banks," while

Wisconsin had ono bank and Michigan four. It may therefore bo said that so far

as banking had developed in the West branch banking was the rule, and was gonor-

al also in the South* The only branches listed in the Eastern states are two

in the Sti to of Now York, one of them the branch of the Bank of Utica at Canan-

daigua, already "nontionod, and two in Now Jersey. Two or three branches were

also listed in Maryland and Delaware* Tho Federal Reserve Board has obtained a

list of all banks with branches and as nearly as possible has ascertained tho

dates of tho establishment of tho branches, and I was particularly interested in

noting that three branches have survived from the very early days ,of American

banking until the present time. One of these branches was established as early

as 1807 at Goorgotov/n, Delaware, and another at New Castle in 1813, both of them

branches of the Farmers Bank of Dover, Delaware. They apparently have been in

continuous existence from that time to this, tho New Castle branch having been

moved to Wilmington. Tho third is a branch of tho Camdon National Bank and Trust

Company of Condon, New Jersey, established in Philadelphia in 1813. The Camden

National Bank and Trust Company was originally a state institution in which the

state had a large interest as a stockholderc Among its early activities was the

financing of southern Now Jersey farmers whose produce was marketed in Philadelphia,

and tho branch in Philadelphia was established for the purpose of financing this

movement of crops. Apparently tho State of Pennsylvania never made any objection

to the business of the branch, and Mr. Austin, of the Federal Reserve Bank of

Philadelphia, tells mo that the branch has been located almost in the stone spot
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from the early days of tho State bank until the present, When this bank bocamo

a national bank, not very long after tho National Banking -̂ct was passed, it

retained its branch under tho authority of tho amendment to the Banking ;-ct in

1865, which permitted any state bank to nationalize and bring its branches into

the National System, This amendment was evidently adopted in 1865 to afford an

opportunity for tho western branch banking systems to come into tho National

Banking System and retain their branches. Tho Ccmdon, Now Jersey, bc.nk already

mentioned took early advantage of this opportunity, but the western banks, with

the exception of the Bank of California which nationalized much later, did not.

One of tho chief reasons why the Western branch banking systems did not take

advantage of this amendment appears to hevo been the fact that they more nearly

resembled what we now call group banking systems than branch banking systems.

The branches, in other words, were so nearly independent that they could very

easily be converted into independent banks.

In tho early days of American banking particularly in the West and South

tho states themselves frequently become stockholders in banks and sometimes

established c.r.d controlled them. Dr. Bewoy in his "State Banking Before the

Civil War," draws a distinction in motive between tho state ownership of bank

stock in tho East, and in tho West and South. In tho East, states frequently

reserved for themselves stock in the banks they were chartering as an invest-

ment while in the West and South where capital was scarce the states generally

took a pert in raising capital for new banks, frequently by selling bonds, and

tho banks so established wore frequently state ov/ncc! end controlled. The

Farmers Bank of Dover, Dolawaro, is still controlled by the state of Delaware,

which owns, I understand, 56 per cent of its stock. Inasmuch as this bank has

boon in existence since 1807 I presume tho stock has boon a profitable invest-

ment for tho state. ^11 or nearly rll of the banks established with state functe

and with state ownership cither established branches or wore authorized to
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establish thorn, and in somo states the charters provided that branches should be

opened in stated towns or counties, the object being to distribute bank notes or

currency throughout the state. It v/as not always possible to establish all these

branches as the Legislatures located so~:ie of them in counties or towns that

existed only on paper and sometimes in places which did not grow enough to re-

quire banking service for many years. Hot all of the state owned banks wore

successful. In Illinois and Alabama they wore disastrous failures, due to too

much politics in their management and to efforts to promote various enterprises

and public improvements long before they were needed or in places where they

could not be made to pay. The Bank of Indiana and Bank of Kentucky were eminently

successful, particularly the Bank of Indiana which was called by Mr* A. B, Hepburn,

in his "History of the Currency of the United States/1 a model branch banking

institution, well illustrating the advantages to bo obtained by branch banking,

I have already said that some of those early organizations of state banks

with branches more nearly resembled what wo today call group banking than what •

wo call branch banking. The branches of the Bank of Indiana had soperate stock-

holders who elected the branch directors, with the exception of throe who were

appointed by the central organization, and the stockholders of each branch wore

entitled to most of the earnings of that branch. Originally the central organ-

ization was a board of directors with a bookkeeping office and not a bank.

It was not a holding company in the modern sense, but the central board exorcised

a certain amount of control and supervision over the branches. The history of

the Bank of Indiana comprises two or three organizations, duo to changes in the

charter or to r-^charter, the last of which, chartered in 1855, was known as the

Bank of the State of Indiana and was presided over by Hugh McCulloch, who became

the first Comptroller of the Currency aftor the National Banking Act was passed.
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This "bank weathered the Panic of 1857 succossfully and continued in existence

until its notes wore taxed out of existence in 1866, when its branches were re-

organized to bocomc individual national banks. The Bank of Ohio which was called

a branch banking organization was purely a group organization of indepodont banks,

each required to be liable for the notes of every other bank in the group and each

contributing a percentage to a common fund used to pey the notes of any bank in

the group that might fail. It was modeled after the Now York Safety Fund banking

system but was organized more compactly and under sounder legislative requirements.

This bank also continued until its notes were taxed out of existence in 1866#

I have never very carefully studied the early southern "branch banking systems

with relation to their structure, but am under the impression that in most of thorn

the branches wore not nearly so independent as in the two northern institutions

mentioned. The Bank of Richmond chartered in 1792 was authorized to establish

branches and branch banking in Virginia continued until the Civil War# In 1848

thero were six banks in Virginia "with 30 branches. North Carolina has been a

branch banking state from the date of its first bank charters. In 1860 there wcra

16 banks with 26 branches in. different parts of the state arid at the end of the

year 1929 thero wore Q6 branches operated by 34 of the 370 banks of the state.

The southern banks were practically all put out of existence by the Civil War,

but when banking revived in the South branch banking gradually came back, and

thero are branch banks today in pretty nearly every one of the southern states

except Texas, though Alabama, Florida and Georgia have prohibited the further

extension of branches, the Georgia statute to that effect having boon passed about

the time of the lucFaddon -ct in 1927, The largest branch banking establishment in

the South (i:i*c.apitcl and resources Jbiit not^ in nuaber^ pJLJiT^^LJL) ^s ^ ° Citizens

and Southern of Savannah, now a national bank. This is I believe the second

largest bank in the South, and, according to the Federal Reserve Board1s records,

one of its branches, that &t Augusta, dates from 1865,
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by economists and sometimes by Comptrollers of the Currency. Two Comptrollers

in succession, Mr. Ecklcs r.nd Mr. Charles G. Dawes, rocommondod amendment to

the National Banking ilet to permit banking service by branches in the smaller

towns, after the Panic of 1893. Congress did not respond but the dates of the

establishment of branches by state banks in the branch banking states appear

to have some relation to these recommendations. Six of the fifteen branches

of the Tennessee Valley Bank of Docatur, Alabama, wore established in 1892 and

the seventh in 1900. Two more were established in 1901 and another in 1902.

This institution, therefore, has boon continuously in branch banking for more

than thirty years* Several of the twelve branches of the Grenada Bank of

Grenada, Mississippi, wore established before 1900, and two at least of the

branch banks in Rhode Island have been in 0xist03n.ee for thirty years or more.

The- same is true of at least one in North Carolina and of ono Arizona branch

bank. Four of the twenty branches of the Eastern Shore Trust Company of Cam-

bridge, Maryland, were established in 1991, 1902, 1903 and 1904, and a consid-

erable number of branches were established in nearly every branch banking state

before 1907. Maine banks established ten branches in 1906 and 1907. The

number of banks with branches increased from 28 in 1900 to 110 in 1907 and the

number of branches from 50 to 228, The small branch banks in the southern states

and in Maine were all branches of country banks arid wore scarcely known until

the Federal Reserve Board began looking the subject up at about the time of the

agitation for the passage of the MoFadden .let. The principal recent develop-

ment of branch banking in the United States may perhaps be said to date from

the passage of the California Bank Act of 1909.

The epidemic of bank failures following the Panic of 1907 led to the adoption

of laws guaranteeing deposits in several middle western states, but California

happily resisted this papular fallacy and determined upon branch banking instead.

California is a state peculiarly adapted to state-wide branch banking. Its

north and south extension, its differences of climate and its great area makeDigitized for FRASER 
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in England and Scotland end most European countries. Unit banks in California

had often had unhappy experiences by getting too much involved in tho fortunes

of local crops, particularly fruit orope, r.nd r s tho various crops como to

maturity at different dates it is possible in that state through branch banking

not only to obtain a wido diversification but to finance the needs of one

neighborhood after the needs of another neighborhood have passed their peak.

California had long boon somewhat familiar with the idea of branch banking

through the old Bank of California which had and still has its headquarters in

San Francisco, dating from the days of tho gold excitement before 1850. This

bank has branches in Portland, Oregon, and in Tacoma and Seattle, Washington,

and once had a branch in Nevada, There had also bo-̂ n established in Sar Francisco

a branch of the Canadian Bank of Commerce which is still active, and there wore a

few branches of local barks in existence before 1909. Tho first development after

that date was principally from Los Angeles banks, but it was not long before

Mr. A. P. Giannini saw tho possibilities of tho now lav; and began to organize

his wide-spread system which became known as the Bank of Italy, and finally

through a series of consolidations in 1930 is now known as the Bank of America

National Trust and Savings Association with about 438 offices, including the head

offices in San Francisco and Los Angeles,

The development of branch banking in California did not atrract much general

attention until after tho business depression of 1920-21. In tho Middle TYost

and South this serious depression started an epidemic of bank failures which,

accentuated by such economic changes as the growth of chain stores and the in-*

creased use of the automobile, has continued from that time to the present -

with tho greatest number of failures up to 1930 occurring in 1926, a year of

comparatively satisfactory business conditions for tho country as a whole„

California met the situation through bank consolidations and a rapid increase in

branches, tho Bank of Italy in San Francisco ar.d tho Pacific Southwest Trust and

Savings and tho Security Trust in Los Angeles being loaders in the movement.Digitized for FRASER 
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Economic necessity was as much the cause of this expansion as the ambition of

some of the chief bankers, and an appreciable number of the country banks taken

over and converted into branches of big banks of San Francisco and Los Angeles

were taken over to prevent their failure, As a result, although agricultural

distress was as severe in California as elsewhere the record of the state in bank

failures has boon exceptionally good. From 1920 until 1923 the number of branch

banks in the United States increased from 947 to 1740 and a very large pert of

the increase, particularly of branches outside of the home office city, was in

California, Between December 31, 1922, and December 31, 1923, tho number of

branches in California increased from 417 to 528.

It was the very rapid development of state wide branches in California that

alarmed the unit barkers of the American Bankers' Association and led to the agi-

tation which first resulted in tho passage of a resolution November 7, 1923, by

tho Federal Reserve Board for the purpose of curbing tho increase of branches

by State member banks beyond the limits of the city or town of the parent bank

and contiguous territory$ and finally in tho passage of tho HcFaddon Act in Feb-

ruary 1927, which prohibited tho establishment of any further branches by banks

belonging to the Federal Reserve System Tfbeyond tho limits of the city, town or

village in which tho parert bank is situated." Until 1923 the Federal Reserve

Board had given some encouragement to branch banking. In its second animal report,

that for tho year 1915 - tho first report after a full year of operation of tho

System - tho Board recommended branch banking for largo banks within city limits

and for smaller banks within county limits, and in August 1916 a bill embodying

its recommendations was passed by the Senate, but was lost ir conference with tho

House of Representatives, These recommendations in substantially the samo form

were reported in tho Board*s reports for 1918 and 1919. The 1922 report re-

commended an amendment to the National Banking Act allowing national banks the

samo branch banking privileges given to State banks„ In May, 1923, however, there

was a considerable change in the membership of the Federal Reserve Board, Mr. Henry

M. Dawes of Chicago, a strong opponent of branch banking, became Comptroller ofDigitized for FRASER 
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the Currency end an cx-officio member of the Reserve Boardj Mr. Crissingcr, pre-

viously Comptroller, became Governor of the Board; Mr. George R. James of Tenn-

essee succeeded r.Ir* Mitchell of 'Minneapolis and Mr* Cunningham succeeded Mr*

Campbell who had actually served only one week* The result was a change of sen-

timent on the part of the Board, and the passing of the resolutions of November

7th above referred to - the resolutions to become effective as Board policy on

February 1, 1924, Comptrollor Dawos was the loader in this movement, his purpose

being to hold the situation in statu quo until Congress could act. Iloanwhilo his

office prepared the bill which was introduced by Mr. McFr.ddcn, Chairman of the

House Committee on Banking and Currency, February 11, 1924. The California

branch bankers vigorously protested the resolutions of the Federal Reserve Board,

declaring that the Board had no right to impose limitations and conditions on them

in contravention of their charter rights which wore guaranteed them under an

amendment to the Federal Reserve Act passed June 21, 1917, ' nd they also vigor-

ously fought the McFaddon Bill* *- series of hearings was held in the spring of

1924 and the bill made rather slow progress, largely because the American Bankers

Association fought - through the Hull amendments - the legalization of National

Bank branches within city limits in States which permitted State banks to cs^

tablish branches* Finally in 1926 the bill passed both houses, the American

Bankers1 Association withdrew its support of the Hull amendments, the Senate and

House otxie to agreement and the bill became a law February 25, 1927.

The McFadden Act, in my opinion, was a most unfortunate step backward. It

is true that it legalized the establishment of branches by national banks within

the limits of sizeable cities "./hero s "ate banks wore allowed to establish branches,

but the act discriminated against branch banking by country banks where it v/as

most needed. Outside of California, nest of the banks with branches beyond the

limits of the town or city of the parent bank were country banks with their head

offices in comparatively small places, and the law instead of prohibiting the
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furthor extension of such branches within the Federal Reserve System should have

encouraged it, so as to promote consolidations of snail banks into branch banking

systems grouped about county scats or other key towns. There was slowly develop-

ing a tendency of this kind which was abruptly checked by the McFaddon ^~et, al-

though in a few states, notably South Carolina, banks have withdre.wn from the

Federal Reserve System, since the passage of the McFaddon ^ct, in order to es-

tablish branches or to become branches of larger non-member banks. Meanwhile,

the failures of smell banks particularly in agricultural strtcs which had been

distressingly largo in all the years from 1920 to r27, continued. Ls Comptroller

Pole said in his report for 192 9, comprehensive studyof the hanking situation

clearly indicated that the system of banking in rural coimmmitios had "broken

down through causes beyond the control of the individual banker or the local

community/1 Many bankers felt that some way would have to be devised of bringing;

the country barks particularly in agricultural neighborhoods under some sort of

central grouping or management, hence the development of what has recently boon

called group banking. Chains of banks owned by individuals or by groups of in-

dividuals, or controlled through interlocking directors or in one case by contract,

had boon in existence for a good many years and there wore not wanting a few in-

stances of holding company control, but group banking as defined by the Comptroller,

each group centered around a city or metropolitan bank through means of a holding

company "thereby orcatinr c. system more or less integrated with the central bank

of the group", is a very recent development. The chief difference between the

chains and the recent groups is in the integration with a largo bank around which

the rroup centres. Chains wore usually strings of small banks, without any cen-

tral institution. They wore not always controlled by bankers. ;.. P. Banks who

controlled through an insurance company a chain of small banks that wore closed

recently in airkansrs, is a lumber man0 On the other hand some of the chains wore

managed by backers and sometimes well managed. They iToro most frequent in states

where branch barilcifrg was prohibited and undoubtedly developed as a substitute for*.
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instance in Texas r. chain of banks was organized to tako the place of a branch

banking system, the branches having buon declared illegal. The territory tri-

butary to the Twin Cities, St. Paul end Minneapolis and tho middle Western states

to the southward proved a most fertile field, and chain banking in the Northwest

began to develop about 1890 and spread rapidly without arousing muoh opposition.

Miss Hartsough who made a study of tho subject about 1924 for the University of

Minnesota states that the orrliest instances wore in North Dakota, "a purely

agricultural district which was just being settled whore banking facilities vrare

scantily distributod ard whore the capital to increase them was mostly in the

hands of a fow men." Beginning about 1900 corporations began to be formed for

the main purpose of holding stock in country banks, and as these corporations

developed some of them bore considerable resemblance to tho recent group banking

idea. They generally supervised to some extent tho banks they controlled and

functioned in various degrees as management corporations, but in no case was

there a really large central bank at the head of and integrated in management

with the chains of snail banks• The largest chain of banks in number of banks

was the V/ithem chain, the headquarters of which wore in .Atlanta, Georgia. Its

central institution, known as the Bankers Trust Company escaped supervision on

the ground that it did no banking business. This institution was unique in that

its banks wore controlled by contract and not by stock ownership and hence varied

somewhat in numbers from year to year. Its banks wore mostly in G-eorgia, Alabama

and Florida but it extended into other states including New York. For twenty

years or more under Mr» Withers management it appears to have been wry success-

ful and is said to have had at one tine as many as 300 banks under contract. Its

failure in July 1926 wes due to criminal mismanagement for which some of its

officers were Convicted and imprisoned.

The Federal Reserve Board first began to collect information about chain

banking through reports from Federal Reserve Agents in 1922, but did not publish

anything until December 1929, as it was difficult first to determine upon a

definition and second to obtain information of sufficient accuracy about the
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control of smell batiks • The Board published its first study of branch banking in

the United States in the Federal Reserve Bulletin of December 1924, the second

in Juno 1926, and the third in May 1927, the fourth in February 1929. Meanwhile

interest in chain and group banking had greatly increased and the information

assembled was approaching sufficient accuracy for publication, and was given to

the public in the December 1929, Bulletin under the title "Branch and Chain Bank-

ing Developments, 1929." This was followed by similar articles in April and

finally in December 1930. The 1930 articles for the first time make use of the

word "groupH in the titles - "Branch, Chain and Group Banking,'1 implying some

distinction between chain and group banking, but with the explanation: <!Tho word

*group! is used in the text of this article to include chains as well* Throe

typos of chain or group systems have been reported with reference to the con-

trolling agency as follows.

(1) Instances whore control is exercised by a holding cor-
poration, which has usually b^on formed by interests
connected with one or more of the principal banks bo~
lonr-:irg to the system.

(2) Instances v/hero control is exorcised by the principal
bank of the system, either through direct ownership
of stock by the hank, or through ownership by the stock-
holders or directors of the bank*

(3) Instances of ownership of controlling or substantial
interest in a number of banks by an individual, family
or group of individuals."

The Comptrollojr1 s definition of "group banking'1 included only the first typo.

It should bo noted, however, that the second typo is not uncommon as in several

states banks or trust companies are permitted to purchase banks stocks oven to

the uxtont of controlling other banks. This is true, for instance, in Pennsyl-

vania and Virginia whore several groups of that kind have been started.

Using the definition of group banking adopted by the Comptroller of the

Currency which emphasizes the creation through a holding company managed by

bankers of a system of bf-ii3.es "more or less integrated in management with tha

central bank of the group," a definition which seams in substantial agreement
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with thoso of Mr. Wakcfiold, Hr. Rend end other leading g*oup bankers, it may be

scad I think thr.t tho formation of groups bc^an within a year after the passage

of the McFaddon i.ct and took definite form in the last six nonths of 1928* Fornal

corporate organization nay be said to date froin tho filing of the articles of in-

corporation of the Northwest Baneorporation of Minneapolis on January 24, 192 9.

Tho First Bank Stock Corporation, also of Minneapolis, was organized somewhat

later. Tho Gucrdian-Detroit Group ivcs incorporated Hay 19, 1929, and tho Llarine

Midland in September 1929• Most of tho other nationally known groups were in-

corporated during the last six nonths of 1929, with some additions in 1930, It

is true that tho banks comprised in some of thoso groups had boon closely affiliat

ed and wore sometimes controlled by the organizers of tho groups or by investment

corporations for a number of years.

The Old National Corporation of Spokane, for instance, was preceded by the

Union Securities Company, organized in 1909, which built up a chain or r;roup of

25 banks, and somewhat similar organizations preceded the formal launching of some

of the other widely known groups.

The Federal Reserve Bulletin for December 1930, assembling figures for all

chains and groups, says "Yi/hilo chain and group banking developments have not been

generally restricted by provisions in State banking codes, the area within which

these developments have been relatively more considerable in extent is composed

largely of States which have prohibted the establishment of branch banking offices

offices - a.G, for example in J-Iinnesota, .ilarirtfe^Dfikota, Kansas, I ova, ^ I l l inois , ,

Oklahoma and Texas/1' The Bulletin gave the nmeber of chains or groups at the eftd

of December, 1929, as ~2'87, 'embracing 2,065 banks with t6 ta l loans arid'investments

in e:-:ce:;s of 11 b i l l ion dollars or* ^approximately one-fifth of to ta l loans and in-

vestments of all-banks i.n the-country." Baiirs operytin^ in chain or p:roup systems

on this date included 80? n-tional^ 136- St^-fa siemibor, and I ^ I ^ ' r o n ^ - h R r bay^s. The

number of .banks that were members of group-or chadr** systems increased between ±±
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June 1929, and June 1930, from 1,802 to 2,144, It should be stated here that the

Federal Reserve System bases its figures on the association of throe or more banks

in chains or groups. There are other compilations which include groups of two

banks, which, of course, greatly increases the number• Using three as a basis, the

chains and groups wore classified as of December 1, 1929, with relation to the

number of banks included, as follows:'

Number of
Systems

3 banks ,... * . . . ,77764"
4 banks ,,, .,, ,....O...56
5 banks 39
6 to 9 banks............ ...86
10 to 19 banks...••.,.......•.. .32
20 or more banks ....•.,... .10

Total . .. o

The December 1930, Bulletin says: "Forty-four important croups, nono with less *

than six banks, had aiaong them 902 of the total number of 2,144 banks assocciated

with groups in the oountry as a whole. In addition, the members of these large

groups had 1,037 branches in all, 621 in the homo-office city and 416 outside the

home-office city. One largo group in the Northwest had as many as 108 bank members,

another in the- Northwest 100, while an important group with its head office in New

York City, operating chiefly in that city and in California, reported 22 bank mem-

bers having 475 branches J1

The last reference' is, of course, to the Trans-i-incrice. Corporation, which

controls the largest branch banking system in California and also controls banks

in Now York City. This corporation, however, stands by itsolf, is in largo measure

an investment trust and docs not conform to the definition of f!group banking"

adopted by the Comptroller and agrood to by most of the bankers of the large groups,.

Just how much group banking has grown during tho whole year, 1930, will not be

known until the Federal Reserve Board publishes its next study, probably in Feb-

ruary* Up to about tho first of December, however, 16 new groups had been reported,,

of which, only 7 comprised more than 3 banks each and only three had as many as

eight. Tho most important of those was the Helbank Corporation of Pittsburgh whichDigitized for FRASER 
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included a group of 8 banks in the territory tributary to Pittsburgh*

"Whoth.Gr group banking is or is not to bo regarded as a transitional stage to bo

suporcedod by branch banking is a matter upon which group bankers are not agreed.

Some of thorn,particularly in the Minneapolis territory claim advantages for group

banking over branch banking, so far at least as the larger banks are concerned.

They assert that most of the banking probloms of thoir territory could bo solved, if

they were permitted to establish branches within county limits from their larger

banks. The Comptroller, however, says5 !tTheso holding companies arc attempting to

do under tho sanction of existing laws, which are crudely adapted to the purpose,

what should be made possible in a simpler manner by now'legislation. If branch

banking were permitted to bo extended from tho adequately capitalized large city

bank to tho outlying communities within tho economic zone of operations of such

banks there would be no logical reason for the existence of tho local holding com-

pany and it would give way to a system of branches operated directly by tho central

bank of tho group."

It will bo generally agreed, I think, that group banking has been subjected to

a severe tost during the trying year, 1930, and has demonstrated its essential sound-

ness and usefulness. Nearly all of the nationally known groups wore organized dur-

ing the last few months of tho period of speculation preceding the .crash of October-

November, 192 9, and some of thorn did not complete their organization until after

the panic. That thoy have proven a stoadying and stabilizing influence since that

time cannot bo doubted, Tho two loading llinnoapolis groups and the Wisconsin Bank'

Share Corporation each added more than 20 banks to their system in 19S0«> The so-

called groups or chains operating in Tennessee, Kentucky and Arkansas have collapsed,

but they were known to be involved in the highly speculative enterprises of an in-

vestment house which failed early in November, This regrettable affair could pro-

bably have been avoided had the Comptroller of- the Currency and the state banking

superintendents boon given authority to examine holding companies as wo 11 as the

bnnks controlled by thorn* Legal safeguards ought to bo extended to group banking,

including authority for examining, but it should bo said that in New York the State
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B e f o r e 

CHAMBEft OF OOMBERCE H I TJD STZX1S 

Atlantic City, April 50, 1931 • 
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The average newspaper cooment on bank fai lures , and th i s consent i s fre

quently to be found also in banking publications and in publications making a 

specialty of economic questions i s that we nr-ed aore res t r i c t ive legislat ion 

and bet ter supervision* In ay o?;laion, neither of these things woula accomplish 

much. We need more than anything else to undo some of the leg is la t ive res t r ic t ions 

already placed upon banking* So far as supervision i s concerned i t can* t be 

fa i r ly maintained I think that the supervising authorit ies do not as a rule 

discover the week spots* they generally know Ion? in advance of a failure that 

a bank i s in a weakened condition, The public seems to have an idea that a l l 

you have to do in to discover that something i s wrong in order to rivht i t , cut 

the problem of the supervising authori t ies i s not so much of discovery but 

to do about i t ;<hen discovery has been made* A great mariy tanks have uncoubt 

ly been pulled through and saved because of the effort* of th* supervising 

authorities* The Comptroller of fne- Currency has »-*de some definite statements 

with relat ion to the tanks saved and has said that more of theft could have been 

saved i f he had latfl authority to make certain corrections, such as the removal of 

officers and directors who have been mismanaging their banks* The only actual 

I ty the Comptroller can assess i s to M a g action for the forfeiture of a 

charter, anJ generally specking that i s the only penalty whion can be applied 

by s ta te braking supervisors. The penalty i s too drast ic and the threat of i t s 

exercise i s not always effective* The Federal Seeerve Board ftay e ^ e l a 

recalc i t rant aeaber from the Sy 3taa. This pen&ty i s curiously «iou$i sosetime* 

too dra t i c and su.netimea not effective a t a l l . A few cases are on record where 

member banks have been expelled at the i r own request because they did not , wit 

to wait for the expiration of the six months that used to be required before a recent 

amende nut to the law, for vol utary withdrawal. On the whole supervision 
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aeee»pllsh4?3 about a i l that caa raajeasuly be expected unless eg are wllllnf to 

give supervisory author! tie* further disciplinary power*. 

It i s perhaps unfortunate sal national banking system has not been 

maintained eg i t used to be before MM $*.&z&t of ;;h* Federal Res= rve Act, i . f., 

primarily aa a oonoerciil bwriK at on without authority to take savings de

posit* or to make loans on real estate, and aft* no distinct! n so far a* reserve* 

are construed between time and dammd devoaits. £r. Owen D. Xouag baa voiced 

this seatiaieni - but est 'uthor.it, fce savings oVoaita wa* <$r*nt«ed aore 

than seventeen year* &£» in the Fedct nerve Act, together sdtK so»e ant s*i 

te asks lean* on. real estate sad thi >rltj' to snke io;na on real SSfcasg waa 

eatrfsadtd by the a*!adaa*l Act of FibTMiy 1927. These ehaaaes were sosadW , 
BOW 

a* X ahvc a i d , unfortunate, but I am not - ulte clear that they ou .-ht/to be undone* 

I t sees* to n* that banking functions state* are nreessery and Hiieh may be per

formed lay bank* under Stats charters need not necessarily be prohibited to bank* 

under federal charters* I think that such sefega irds as are throsa about the 

genuine savings deposits of the smaller deresitors hy the b€3t of the state brmkiag 

systems, should probably be incorporated in ihfc national banking rity 

te w o i / e sueh deposits subject to notice sfaieb aay prevent tfaiir wi4'adrawl for 

SO or 80 ^r» i s te be retained. Such legislation* ho??*v-er, I *> not bslir 

ueulu have say v*ry earked effect in preventing benk failures. Segregation of 

savings accounts i a , of course, only i ; ©rtunfc in case of i failure, axA i s 

lmi>©rtaat then *H no each because of the segregation or because of investment la a 

alar class of asset* but because i t gives the saving* depositor* a ireferanaa 

in ease of l i uiri* ioa. 

Buainesi- sen i t seeas to ae should ta>.e aore interest in banking 1 Relation 

and should ooae aore dearly to realisation of the fact that benk failures are 

peealiar to America. That i s to son© extent an over-statement bananas there are 

occasionally failures in other countries. %e have reoenUy re*d of a easy serious Digitized for FRASER 
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fa i lure in Aust. ~lia, due however not so much to bad banking aa to lack of con~ 

fidence in the State government, which hud threatened default of i t s obligations. 

As the Comptroller of the Currency has several times pointed out, we have 

in our big c i t i e s generally strong, well managed ins t i tu t ions , doing a widely 

diversified business, a business extending throughout the Qnited States aad so far 

ejt some of the large ins t i tu t ions in Mew York are concerned throughout the n' ld. 

We do not prevent e Hew lork b;̂ nk from taking accounts from other sections 

or from making loans in oth> r sections o£ he United vStatea* but we do prevent the 

banks of our large c i t i e s from offering the convenience of local offices in other 

sections. The effect of th i s i s to permit big business and v^opl® OI* wealth 

to transact thei r banking business with the strong ins t i tu t ions of our largest 

c i t i e s but to prevent small business and the speller class of depositors from ha lag 

any access to them. This i s peculiarly American. In ^jgliqad or in Canada a farmer 

whOoE business | i sufficient to warrant a bank account may carry hi6 account with the 

largest bank of London* Montreal or i'e.-onto. Many of our bankers assembled froai 

time to time in t h r i r banking associations have declared that the smeller dfciObitors 

do not receive the same attention from the- big banks in those1 countries ur 

people do from the small banks in th^i r o*n coamunitiea. Parliamentary investigation a 
i s 

eem to show pretty clearly that there/sot much truth in this accusation and even i f 

to aome extent true i t would seem to me to be clearly more than offset by the fact 

th t t he i r banka do not f a i l . In every time of depression Canada comes off a l i t t l e 

bet ter than the united States* an' conditions in Canada today are rather bet ter 

than they are here* in spite of the f^ct that the low pr ice of agricultural staples 

l i ke tfhp .t i a of much more i^rpoi-tance in Canada th n in the United Statea. 

I am not advocating the Canadian banking system but I am strongly convinced 

that we need a relaxation of the le<rislative res t r i c t ions which present our country 

banks from combining and from unit ing t*r:ugh combination with strong banks in the 

c i t i e s - not necessarily the largest c i t i e s . I t should be understood that banks 
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have a i w i m law right to eat.ibLish branches and that branch banking in tha early 

history of the %ited State* wan oat at a l l oaoomaoa, particularly in the South and 

feet* Several eainently irocce^sfVil state breach banking ay*t«ats within states vent 

out of existence with tlie Civil ffor l* esiubllshaeat of the n&Mor. 

banking system md the prohibitive tax or. st&t* bank no tea* Banking got i t s start 

1« the Bnit*d State* Mostly from state charters sad perhaps would not have developed 

an nation* Usef even i f th |a*0 had fetor* d i t , but i t cannot ha doubted 

th*t tar snaller p i c e s mould generally have been served lay broaches lthin state 

linae or possibly ndthin soaething l ike trade areas i f i t had not b-en for re* 

strictive legislation* I t i s a curious fact the' - f*w breaehee established la tha 

very aarly days of the Republic are s t i l l in existence - tao of thee in Delaware, 

established in 1807 and laiS, sr ..\ another in Philadelphia, estabished in 1813. 

The last aeattoned branch I s interesting as i t i s a br**noh of a national brink 

J ocatftd in Ganden, Sew Jersey, This Casden bnk, of course, was ori y a state 

Institution, and anon* I t s aarly act iv i t ies was the financing of southern Saw Jersey 

farmers -4iose produce i*<a aarketel ! • rhllacel-Mae tan aaanai Ml nfl a t l l s i rur 

tha purpoaa of financing this aftWaeant of crops* apparently the state of Pennsylvania 

aaver aade any objection to the bu sines of this b aneh and i t mas an latere ting demon

stration of th© f**ot that br noh h-mfclng could extend across state line* even 

raen there was no national authority for branches, where atteh eeVa.«ion s r^ed tha 

pur oses of eeuaarce* Generally speaking, today we would not need to establish 

de novo branches* l | pineal!? heel MN^I saaatet eineeel eat Matty all MeMMef 

branches could be obtained by consolidation with existing institutions wbich would 

sdnply be kept •-'pen as a part of and with th? an;:•; ort of and prestige of strong 

institutions* The restrictions af the law have bwen so oppress! re in sotae nrlj^i-

borhaods that group Waking has bwen devised as a neans of sxjeonpiishing sfteeenat 
as branch banking 

th< ame purrose/ end i t i s clearly evident that in seae sections of the country 

group hanking has pcrfomed splendid s:>rvioe* I t does not, however, mite take tha 

pi sow of branch banking, has not quite tha sane response bili ty and doas net take care Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
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general!; - speaking of .he am&ller places. Just vh&t area* branch banking should be 

limited to I am not prepared to say, but the are^s should not be so restricted a s 

to prevent nedessary diversification. The recommendations of the Comptroller are 

sound* Ho bank or banking system should have i t s operations limited to any one 

industry or any one set of all ied Indus tries , nor should a bank be forced to buy 

commercial psmO in order to obtaia diversification in normal times, or +o have the 

greater part of i t s portfolio in bon :.t should ha-e an opportunity to so 

diversify Its loans among i t s o/.tn depositors that tne failure of one crop or one 

industry or fJfmm the depression of a whole industry, such as agriculture, T»ould not 

ruin the bank and cMise tremendous addition.-! losses on top of the losses r*ue to 

depressed prices in thct industry. 

I t i s not necessary for me to repeat the figures showing the tremendous number 

"nk failures 4MH M have had in the |a*t tea. years. There were 1,545 of them, 

according to the federal Reserve Bulletin, in the year 19?£>, and there were 570 

in the f irst three months of the present year. One thing I wmnt to emphasise, however, 

i s that the3e failures even though some of the banks are reopened again cause a 

tremendous locking up of purchasing power* According to the Federal Res rve Bulletin, 

th.# ji^Halti in the banks that closed during 19^9 and 'SO alone, were £L,0r*9,TX),000, 

of which |iiC9OOOt000 were in the pat* 19 0* This was on top of a t ie-u of 

| l t 5 0 0 , J30,JOO in round numbers for the years XMKX to • 28, inclusive, o a total 

of more than '2,500,303,000 for the ten years* Somn of the banks which closed were 

reop ?aied -m : rot al l the funds tier! up were lost by any means, but the stoppage of 

purchasing power must have been a much greater factor in my opinion than has generally 

bren recognised in bri^ ing about the burdr dition in ruich i f find ourselves to ay, 

I t i3 a disgrace to us as a nation thr>t i e do not find a remedy, and especially 

disgraceful i t seems to me that we do not bring; ourselves to £ive a fair and full tr ia l 

to the Trt&edy which haspeen successful in other countries, havim- tried at some tima 

or other every other x s w # - imagir ole remedy without success* 
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"••••After studious, if not prayerful,
consideration of the problem during the
period which has elapsed since the adop-
tion of the Federal Reserve system, I
have very reluctantly come to the con-
clusion that we ought to authorize state-
wide branch banking by member banks
of the system. I know very plausible
objections are urged to the contrary,
but in my view they are only plausible;
they were that when used by me in op-
position to the system years ago; they
are that now.****

"One objection is that to authorize
branch banking would be an invasion
of the sovereign rights of the States. I
do not think the Interstate Commerce
Commission and the Supreme Court of
the United States have left the States
with any sovereign rights; but it seems
to me, Mr. President, rather an unten-
able argument to insist that the Con-
gress may authorize the establishment
of a national banking system in all the
States, but that it would be an inva-
sion of the sovereign rights of the States
to authorize such banks to establish
branches and to conduct their business
in various parts of the States rather
than in one place.

"The Congress, sustained by a deci-
sion of the Supreme Court of the United
States, completely swept away the
rights of the States in matters re-
lating to the banking business when
it imposed on State bank circulation
a 10 per cent tax, which was pro-
hibitory, and under existing law, as
confirmed by the courts, no State
bank may issue its notes; only national
banks and Federal reserve banks have
the power of issuance except under pro-
hibitive taxation. Therefore, I have
come to the conclusion that it is no inva-
sion of the rights of the States for Con-
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gress to authorize a national bank to es-
tablish branches; certainly it is no
greater invasion of the rights of the
States than the 10 per cent tax on State
bank issues or than the original author-
ization for the establishment of a na-
tional bank. Only by sanction of Con-
gress may a State tax a national bank.

"Moreover, Mr. President, when we
take the practical view of branch bank-
ing and the problems involved, the sys-
tem appeals to the common sense of some
of us who have thoroughly investigated
the question; and so I am thoroughly
convinced not only of the equity and
feasibility of branch banking but of the
real necessity for it in order to save the
situation that now confronts the coun-
try.***

"Mr. President, I have been now for
nearly 32 years a member of the Bank-
ing and Currency Committees of the
other branch of Congress and of the Sen-
ate. I have been an intent listener and
observer to all measures of importance
that have been considered; and I assert
here that never in the whole period has
any merchant or business man having re-
lationship with banks ever protested a-
gainst branch banking. No man who
has wanted credit, no man who wanted
to borrow funds with which to conduct
his business has ever in that whole
period raised his voice against branch
banking. It has only been done by the
bank which wanted a monopoly of credit
in its community.****

"Mr. President, the committee's study
of the banking situation showed us con-
clusively that the system of banking in
the rural communities had broken down
largely through causes beyond the con-
trol of individual bankers or of the com-
munity interests. These causes are of
a basic nature and have many ramifi-
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cations, brought about through economic
and social changes which have occurred
in the United States since 1914; and in
a large part the economic movement of
a large number of independent local
utility and industrial operating units
toward a stronger and more centralized
form of operation in the large cities has
curtailed the opportunities of the coun-
try bank for diversity and extension of
business, while broadening these oppor-
tunities for the large city banks.

"Senators know that we have in this
country hundreds of one-crop banks, so
to speak. The diversity of their business
is inappreciable; and if that one crop
fails, the bank fails. That would not
so actually apply to a branch banking
system. A large bank in the cotton ter-
ritory would be very much more apt
to have a diversity of business than a
weak bank in a small community of that
territory; so that when the cotton crop
in the far South, or the tobacco crop in
Virginia, the Carolinas, Tennessee, and
Kentucky fails, it does not necessarily
follow that the bank in the larger com-
munity, with greater resources, would
fail, as so often now occurs with the
small banks in small communities.

"Two fundamental causes are at the
root of the small bank failures—lack
of diversity and necessarily lack of earn-
ing power. Most of the small banks
are what may be termed, as I have
stated, one-crop or one-enterprise banks.
Where the loans of a bank are made
to the community which depends upon
cotton, and cotton prices are low, or a
crop fails, the bank is unable to stand
the shock, and the amount of losses can
not be absorbed, due to the lack of earn-
ings, and it eventually fails. And so
if it is in a tobacco community; so if it
is in a coal-mining section.
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"Many of the banks in the coal-mining
section of the country have failed be-
cause coal mining has been tremendously
arrested, and people who own coal-
mining stocks have been literally impov-
erished. They no longer are getting any
dividends. My own small town of 45,-
000 inhabitants has many million dol-
lars invested in coal stocks, and not one
of them is now paying a dividend; and
if the banks of that community had to
depend upon the coal-mining business
they would all fail.

"We have thousands of communities
in this country now that are absolutely
destitute of banking facilities.

"If we had branch-bank authoriza-
tion, the strong banks that have sur-
vived this catastrophe could open up
their branches in those communities and
afford them not sparse but ample credit
facilities—banks sound, expertly man-
aged, with the full responsibility of
stockholders' liability. As it is these
communities are without banking facili-
ties, and they are unable to raise suffi-
cient capital in the communities to or-
ganize unit banks.****

"Moreover, the Comptroller of the
Currency points out that there are hun-
dreds, if not thousands, of communities
in the United States where banks have
become so weakened by this frightful
depression as to make it improbable
that they can much longer stand alone.
Under the branch banking system pro-
vided by this bill, hundreds if not thou-
sands of these weak banks might be taken
over by strong banks, and their activi-
ties and usefulness continued as
branches of the strong banks. Who that
desires credit, who that needs and is
seeking bank accommodations objects to
that? I have never known a business
man or a merchant to raise an objec-
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tion. Only the little banker who wants
a monopoly of his territory objects.

"There is interposed here the sugges-
tion that a bank having a branch in a
distant community of its State can not
altogether sympathize with the require-
ments of that community and would not
so readily respond to the commercial
and industrial demands upon it. Why
would it be there, what would it have a
branch there for except to do business,
and to do all the business that its re-
sources would permit it to do? I grant
you that it might be that the sound and
sensible man or men in charge of a
branch would not be so eager to grant
favors and privileges arising out of per-
sonal contact and friendly association;
but that would be to the credit of the
management rather than to the detri-
ment of the community. How many
banks have failed utterly because of that
sort of favoritism, and because of un-
businesslike loans made for the accom-
modation of bank officials themselves, or
their personal friends?

"There is no argument against a
sound system of branch banking. The
comptroller assures me that hundreds of
banks might have been saved in this
exigency—and that is a mild statement
of the case—might have been saved and
taken over by the stronger banks if we
had had a branch-banking system/7
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BRANCH BANKING
HISTORICALLY

AN
AMERICAN

INSTITUTION

United States is the only country
in which separately incorporated or

"unit" banks are found in the villages and
smaller towns. Banking with us is usually
regarded as a local business- In other
commercial countries it is usually regarded
as a national business. We restrict bank-
ing offices by Federal law and by many of
our state laws to one place or city. We
do not prevent banks in one place from re-
ceiving accounts from and making loans to
persons or industries in another place, and
some of our great city banks do a national
business in spite of the theory and the re-
strictions as to offices.

Banks in smaller cities, however, are
compelled to do a local business and are
prevented from combining with banks in
other places so as to serve a wider range
of territory and a larger number of in-
dustries.

Branch banking may therefore be said
to be un-American or at least not the usual
American practice, while it is the usual
foreign practice at the present time.

But it was not always so. The records
of early American banking show that
branch banking was for many years—
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down to the Civil War—not only a com-
mon American practice, but the usual
banking practice in many states. In 1848
(Bankers Magazine, February) Ohio had
48 banking offices, 29 of which were
branches of the Ohio State Bank; Indiana
had one bank with 17 branches, Missouri
one bank with 5 branches, Kentucky three
banks with 13 branches, Tennessee 3
banks with 17 branches, Virginia 6 banks
with 30 branches, North Carolina 4 banks
with 14 branches, South Carolina 12
banks and two branches, Georgia 13 banks
and 7 branches, Delaware 5 banks and 3
branches, Alabama 2 banks and 4
branches. A few branches were listed
also in New York and New Jersey and
Maryland. In most of the southern and
western states branch banking continued
until the Civil War or the tax on state
bank notes drove them out of existence.

Branch banking was not then consid-
ered "foreign" or un-American, and in
fact a few branches have continued in ex-
istence to this day—more than 100 years.

Furthermore, there are now (Decem-
ber 31, 1931 Federal Reserve records)
753 banks in the United States operating
3,451 branches, of which 1178 are out-
side the home city or town.

EDMUND PLATT,
Vice President, Marine Mid-
land Corporation, Formerly
Vice Governor, Federal Re-
serve Board.
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BRANCH BANKING
and

BANK EMPLOYMENT

T\7"E have in the United States many more incor-
** porated banks than we should have for safe

and adequate service particularly to the smaller
communities,—but we have not nearly enough banking
offices for proper and convenient banking service to
our people.

Branch banking as provided for in the Glass Bill
would give employment to several thousand more
men and women than are now employed in banking.
Not only could branches be opened in many places
now deprived of banking service because of bank
failures, but many places that never have had banks
because unable to support separately incorporated
institutions could be and would be served by
branches.

This is not pure assumption. It is supported by
the facts in branch banking countries. Canada has
a population of about 10,000,000 and about 4,000
banking offices, or one banking office to every 2,500
people. In the United States we have about 20,000
banks and 3,500 branches for 120,000,000 people, or
one banking office for every 5,000.

On the same basis we could maintain twice as
many banking offices as we now have. A conserva-
tive estimate would give the United States if the
Glass Bill becomes law at least half as many addi-
tional banking offices as we now have or 11,500.
These could give additional employment to at least
34,500 people, allowing an average of only three per-
sons in each new branch, and this estimate is doubt-
less far too low, for many branches have full
banking staffs.

The enactment of the Glass Bill by preventing
bank failures would prevent more bank officers and
clerks from losing their positions, would restore
their jobs to many men and women now out of work
because of bank failures, and would give employ-
ment to many men and women who never have had
banking positions.

EDMUND PLATT, Vice President
Marine Midland Corporation,
Formerly Vice Governor,
Federal Reserve Board.
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Q N E of the stock arguments against
branch banking is that a branch bank

manager in a small town would have no in-
terest in his community and would seek
only to obtain as much money as possible
from it in order to send it off to some dis-
tant city for investment. This argument
implies, first, that bankers are so foolish as
to prefer to loan money where the rates are
lowest, and, second, that a branch could be
successful without rendering adequate serv-
ice. Inquiry of the managers of any of
the branch banking systems whether in this
country or Canada brings out at once the
fact that there are many branches where
more money is loaned than the total amount
of deposits received in those places. In
Canada there are many branches in the west
where this is almost continuously true. The
deposits come from the comparatively
wealthy eastern provinces, principally from
Ontario, and are loaned where the demands
are greatest, viz.: in the prairie provinces.
Seasonally when the crops are good there is
a surplus in the prairie provinces just as
there is in our own western states which
flows eastward for temporary investment
just as it does in this country, but the Ca-
nadian system undoubtedly serves the west
on balance better than our system and at
lower rates.

Another point constantly raised by op-
ponents of branch banking is that it is
absentee banking, that all the larger loans
must be referred to a distant head office
'Where there is nobody who would know
anything about the conditions or the de-
mands of the country towns. It should be
obvious that this argument can not possibly
apply to branches limited to the boundaries
of states or even to trade areas. State-
wide branch banking corporations have on
their boards of directors representatives
from every section of the state in which
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they have branches and have men at their
head offices who are intimately acquainted
with every part of the territory. Further-
more, except in such large states as Cali-
fornia and Texas, every point is overnight
or within a few hours of the head office.
The argument was pretty good half a cen-
tury ago but ignores entirely the fact that
we have railroads, automobiles, airplanes,
the telegraph and telephones.

If the opponents of branch banking
would so much as look at the list of direc-
tors of great Canadian banks they would
find that even there with branches hun-
dreds and thousands of miles away from the
head office there are representatives of al-
most every section on the boards. Further-
more, at the head offices of Canadian banks
there are always men who have served in
the branches who know the requirements of
each section and who know many of the
people personally. Certainly that would
be more true of branch banking limi-
ted to states. Anyone who has ever at-
tended a state bankers' association conven-
tion knows that the bankers generally know
each other's problems, and that many of the
larger bankers know something about the
conditions in every county of the state. Un-
der branch banking it would be their busi-
ness to become intimately acquainted with
every county.

By
EDMUND PLATT, Vice-President,

Marine Midland Corporation,
Formerly Vice Governor,
Federal Reserve Board.
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ADVANTAGES of BRANCH BANKING
Branch banking means larger, stronger country banks through removal of the restrictions that prevent

their consolidation over a territory large enough to afford diversification.

Banking is like insurance. Who would insure a house in a company that had all its risks in one town?
Safety for depositors and adequate service depends upon diversification, wi th banking corporations
operating in a number of towns and serving a number of industries.

Branch banking by providing larger country banks in each state would enable each state to finance at
home many large local industries which must now go to New York for their funds. I t would thus
tend to decentralize credit.

Branch banking stopped bank failures in England. In Canada the last bank failure occurred almost
ten years ago. Since that failure there have been nearly ten thousand in the United States.

We have tried every conceivable remedy for bank failures in the United States, except the remedy
which has been successful in other countries—branch banking.

Banks have a common law right to establish branches, which in the early years of American banking
was generally recognized, and generally exercised. The eastern banks, those of the financial
centers—the Wall Street banks—were the first to give up branch banking, which continued
in most of the Southern and Western states down to the Civil War, or (in Ohio and Indiana)
until state bank notes were taxed out of existence in 1866.

Virginia never had a bank failure before the Civil War. There were five or six large banks wi th the
smaller places served through branches.

Under the Class Bill branches would be permitted only where found by the Comptroller or the Federal
Reserve Board to be in the public interest. Branches would be obtained only through consoli-
dation with existing banks except where there are now no banking facilities. Many counties
are now entirely without banks.

As Senator Class has said hundreds, perhaps thousands, of small banks are today in danger. Their
depositors can be saved from loss and their stockholders can be saved from assessment by branch
banking. A t this time it is impossible for them to raise new capital to take care of impairment,
but they can be taken over by stronger banks.

EDMUND PLATT, Vice-President
Marine Midland Corporation

Formerly Vice Governor
Federal Reserve Board
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The following quotations from hearings or
debates in the House of Commons at Ottawa,
and from reports by officers of the Canadian
Bankers' Association constitute first hand in-
formation with relation to the Canadian
branch banking system. The Canadian bank
act comes up automatically for revision every
ten years and their system has therefore been
subject to more searching inquiry and discus-
sion than any other banking system in the
world. Naturally there have been advocates
of local banks, and at times even of small
"un i t " banks, at these hearings but the su-
periority of the branch banking system has
always been successfully demonstrated.

It should perhaps be kept in mind that
there are many other differences between the
Canadian banking system and our system (or
lack of system) than the matter of branches.
Canada has no Federal Reserve Bank, or cen-
tral note issuing bank. Al l of her chartered
banks issue notes, under careful regulation,
and they appear to get along very well without
a central bank. Real estate loans are made by
mortgage banks and savings banks and not by
the chartered banks, which do a business al-
most exclusively commercial. Trust com-
panies are also separate institutions, chartered
by the provinces. Finally the Canadian
Bankers1 Association is recognized by law and
is given important duties to perform in the
line of supervision. Bank examinations by
government officials were not made until after
the failure of the Home Bank in 1923, and are
not now nearly as important as in our system.
On the other hand bank directors are held to
a strict sense of responsibility.

The Canadian banking system is much more
flexible than our system and acts much more
quickly in developing new territory. Branches
can be opened almost at the beginning of a
new mining or other development, and if not
successful can be closed without any painful
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process of liquidation. Such branches are
sometimes opened in tents, or in temporary log
buildings. Churchill on Hudson's Bay, at the
end of the new Hudson's Bay Railway, has
already several branches, although not yet
fully established as a shipping port.

The Canadian system enables funds to be
loaned where they are most needed, regard-
less of the deposits of the neighborhood, and
the Canadian banks have frequently loaned
and are loaning today more money in the west-
ern agricultural provinces than the total de-
posits received in those provinces. While the
number of the chartered banks has been re-
duced through the years by consolidation to
ten, there are 4,000 banking offices or
branches, about twice as many banking offices
per capita as we have in the United States.

EDMUND PLATT,

Vice President, Marine Midland
Corporation, Formerly Vice Gov-
ernor, Federal Reserve Board.
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(1) INTERESTING QUOTATIONS FROM
TESTIMONY BEFORE COMMITTEE OF
HOUSE OF COMMONS OF OFFICERS OF
THE CANADIAN BANKERS ASSOCIA-
TION AND OTHERS. OTTAWA, 1928.

MR. CHARLES E. S. TOMPKINS—
INSPECTOR GENERAL OF BANKS.

In answer to a question referring to the vast size of
the country and the fact that inasmuch as nearly all
loans must be submitted to headquarters the concerns
near at hand might thereby receive more consideration
than concerns which were more remote from headquar-
ters, Mr. Tompkins said that the supervisors of the
banks in the different districts or provinces have very
substantial loaning limits within which they may grant
credit without reference to the head office, which, in his
opinion, tended to meet the situation adequately. He
further stated that there is a tendency to place more
responsibility upon local managers during recent years
and that the amount that the local manager could loan
on his own responsibility varied according to the indi-
vidual.

He said further that there was no control to the inter-
est rates in general but that they found their own level,
and that competition was much keener in the banking
field than ever before.

When asked if he thought it would be wise to have
a similar institution to the Federal Reserve System
having control of price of money in Canada, Mr. Tomp-
kins answered that he did not believe it was necessary
under their system. He said that he believed it a very
necessary thing in the United States where there was a
multitude of small banks and no coordination in finan-
cing. He said that the competition in the United States
in banking was not necessarily greater than in Canada
regardless of the fact that they had more banks because
these banks were largely local affairs with a very, very
narrow scope. Mr. Ernst, one of the members of the
Banking and Commerce Committee, interrupted here
to say, "and monopolistic in their area."

MR. A. E. PHIPPS, PRESIDENT,
CANADIAN BANKERS' ASSOCIATION.

Mr. Phipps in a statement to the Committee said:
"The centers of population must supply banking

capital for the outposts—hence branches."
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In discussing the feasibility of establishing independent
banks in Canada supported by a national central bank,
Mr. Phipps made the following statement:

"The record in recent years of small banks in
the United States in agricultural communities is one
of disaster. In the first place the banks with the
small capitalization rarely, if ever, have securities
which measure up to the rediscount requirements of
the Federal Reserve System, so they cannot take
advantage of the system. Between the years 1921
and 1926 inclusive, 2,687 State banks failed in the
United States, the most of these in agricultural
communities with conditions comparable to those
in the prairie Provinces."

In referring to this subject, Mr. Phipps quoted Ed-
mund Platt, Vice Governor of the Federal Reserve
Board, Washington, from an article in the Trust Com-
panies Publication of June 19, 1925, as follows:

"It seems to me that the remedy is clearly sug-
gested by the evidence presented. We must have
larger banks, banks large enough to afford good
management and large enough to spread their risks
over a variety of industries and over a considerable
territory. The larger banks have a better chance to
weather financial storms because they are able to
secure, and generally do secure, good management,
and also because they are not under the same temp-
tation to put all their eggs in one basket. The large
bank serves, as a rule, a greater variety of industries
than a small bank and often spreads its loans so
widely that it cannot be vitally affected by disaster
to any one industry.

"BRANCH BANKING AND SAFEGUARD.—If
we must have larger banks in order to afford good
management and to give the management a fair
chance for success then we must either subject many
people living in small communities, or in rather
thinly settled agricultural communities to great in-
conveniences or we must provide them with bank-
ing accomodation through branches—not necessarily
on any very large scale as in Canada—but on a scale
large enough to serve the people adequately and
safely."

MR. HENRY T. ROSS, SECRETARY,
CANADIAN BANKERS' ASSOCIATION.

Mr. Ross stated that the banks are competing, as
never before, for a good class of business; that the
solvent concerns, in a liquid shape, can get all the
money they desire, or reasonably desire, for legitimate
purposes; and that all the business that is solvent can
be financed. In answer to the question, "The fact that
the local branch manager has absolute authority over
small loans and must not refer them to headquarters,
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you think does not mean a discrimination against locali-
ties at a distance?" Mr. Ross replied as follows:

"I do not think so. There might be an individual
manager who has very bad judgment. It is impos-
sible that all of the four thousand managers over the
country are perfect in their judgment. One man-
ager might turn down quite legitimate loans, but
if his head office or his management knew he was
turning down legitimate loans he would be repri-
manded. Banks are anxious to make legitimate
loans, legitimate loans that will be repaid in the
ordinary course."

In reply to the question, "You do not think the fact
that the head office is so far away puts it out of touch
with the local needs?" He said, "I do not think so.
They have superintendents travelling about the areas
who are in constant touch with local conditions."

(2) EXCERPTS AT RANDOM

From
"BANKS AND BANKING/'

issued by the Canadian Bankers' Association, 1923.

"Under the Act banking facilities have been extended
to the uttermost parts of the Dominion. About forty-
five hundred banks cater to the public, affording in
every city and town and in many villages the same fa-
cilities as are enjoyed in the largest commercial com-
munity. No loss can now be sustained by the holder
of a Canadian bank note, and only in remote contin-
gency by a depositor, under the existing law."

"The Canadian banks have loaned in the three "Western
Provinces more than the sum total of the deposits re-
ceived in these provinces. They have taken money de-
posited in Eastern Canada, and lent it out in Western
Canada, but there is a limit even to the resources of
banks, and in view of recent experiences in North Da-
kota it should not be asked of our local banks to
pursue the policy which proved calamitous in that state."

"One assertion can be definitely made, namely, that
money advanced by banks is cheaper to the farmers
in Southern Saskatchewan than it is to the farmers in
Western North Dakota."

"But, broadly speaking, the American is a unit sys-
tem, the Canadian a multiple system, and the superior
merit of the latter has been amply demonstrated by
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events. Indeed, it is only the jealousy and influence of
the small State banks in the country to the south that
prevents adoption of the Canadian plan.

"The principle argument employed in support of unit
or local banks is that they can better serve their com-
munity, have deeper sympathy with its aspirations, fuller
knowledge of its wants, and especially that the local
bank lends in its locality all the deposits there de-
rived. Fact controverts the essentials of this argument.
There is more money loaned by Canadian banks in the
three Prairie Provinces than the amount of the local
deposits. That statement is made upon authority. What,
then, is the inference? Clearly that if unit or local
banks supplanted in the Western provinces the ppesent
chartered banks, there would actually be a contraction
of loans. The loaning resources of banks are derived
from deposits, and a system that enables the surplus
deposits of one part of Canada to be loaned to another
obviously gives advantages to the latter community
which merely local banks are incapable of extending.

"The small local U. S. Bank must of necessity be in
most cases a one-man concern and it corresponds very
closely to the Canadian Private Banker of thirty years
ago.

"The branch bank system does more than permit of
the transfer of money from where it is not required to
where it is most needed. That system becomes a reser-
voir for the loanable liquid capital of the country, and
by the facility of transfer tends to equalize the rates
of interest. That system permits of the extension of
banking facilities to hundreds of places where capital
is too meagre to permit of the establishment of a local
bank. There is scarcely a village, certainly not a town
in all Canada without its branch bank. Moreover, the
Canadian system creates strength. One parent bank
with, say, 250 branches, is more solid than 250 small
institutions with exclusively local operations. The old
fable of the bundle of faggots illustrates that statement.
A small-town failure ruinous to a local bank of limited
resouroes does not disturb an institution of large re-
sources and widely extended operations."

"A long experience has clearly demonstrated that the
branch bank system is the one best suited to the needs
of this country."
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From "The Washington Evening Star," issue of
April 3, 1932,

"By Robert P. Webber.
"TORONTO.—The stability of Canadian banks in a

period of world depression is an economic fact, attract-
ing continent-wide attention.

"In the financial stress following the market crash of
1929 thousands of United States banks hare failed, mil-
lions in deposits hare been wiped away, and many more
millions have been withdrawn from the sound banks
in the United States and hidden away because of un-
founded fear, by depositors, of the solvency of these
institutions.

"No Canadian banks have failed since the beginning
of the depression, or for many years before; no bank
scares have occurred, and no bank has had serious
difficulties.

"Annual reports of the 10 Canadian banks in January
were scrutinized with interest on both sides of the
boundary line. They disclosed that banking in Canada
was not as profitable now as in the years immediately
preceding the market crash, and bank shareholders had
to be satisfied with only regular dividends in 1931, with-
out the bonus usual at the end of the banking year.

"From the viewpoint of the depositor, however, the
banks stand as strong and sound as ever."

"In a system of independent units as in the United
States, each bank depends entirely upon its own re-
sources and the prosperity of its section of the country.
If the community served is engaged chiefly in one occu-
pation the stability of the bank depends upon the stability
of this industry. For this reason there were frequent
bank failures in the United States even when the country
generally was prosperous.

"The Canadian system eliminates this. A bank with
branches covering many thousand square miles is not
disastrously affected by crop or industrial failure in one
section. Losses in scattered sections are absorbed by
the whole without the interests of the depositors of the
unfortunate section or any other section being injured.

"While small depositors in the United States may
worry about the solvency of the independent banking
unit in which they are interested, the Canadian deposi-
tor in the small community realizes that the assets of
the whole huge banking system lie behind his deposits.
Back of the little one-story bank in a cross-road Canadian
town bulks the head office of the Bank of Montreal at
Montreal. Behind the bank in a tent in a mining camp
towers the 32-story head office of the Bank of Com-
merce at Toronto."

8
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From "The Times Trade and Engineering Supple-
ment," June 29, 1929.

"Branch Banks.

"The Canadian banks followed from the earliest times

the branch banking system, which owes its origin to

Scotland. A branch banking system is particularly

suitable for a large sparsely populated country, as it

enables branches to be opened in small towns, which

could not possibly support the overhead charges of a

unit bank. For the same reason, branches of competing

banks can be opened, giving even a small community

the advantages of competition. Perhaps an even more

important fact is that these branches are parts of a large

and powerful institution, with offices spread all over the

country, and consequently the bank is not subject to the

fortunes of any one district of industry. Canada's south-

ern neighbors in the United States of America have de-

veloped on entirely different lines, and in that country

there are some thousands of separate banks in existence.

"The Canadian banking system has enabled the banks

to follow closely the ever-advancing frontier of settle-

ment, and so to supply the needs of newly developed ter-

ritory from the surplus of the older parts. In this way,

the deposits of Eastern Canada have assisted materially

in the subduing of the Western Prairies."
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(3) EXTRACTS FROM DEBATES IN THE
CANADIAN HOUSE OF COMMONS ON
THE CANADIAN BANKING SYSTEM,

MAY 13, 1931.

RIGHT HON. R. B. BENNETT (PRIME MINISTER)
"We have a banking system in this country of which

I think we may be fairly proud. That banking system
is predicated upon the assumption that the amount of
money borrowed from the people—who are the deposi-
tors—by the banks will enable the banks to so use it
as to have it safe for the depositors when they require
it and furnish a maximum of service to the people who
are served by the banks. Can anyone say that in a
broad and general way that is not the Canadian experi-
ence? I think not. In other words, the chartered banks
of Canada, deriving their corporate existence from this
parliament, and exercising the functions conferred upon
them by law, are borrowing money day by day from
those who deposit their money with them at their several
branches, and that money is in turn being loaned to
those who are able to satisfy the banks that there is a
likelihood of their paying the money they borrow back
to the banks that lend it. I need hardly point out that
sometimes there has been a tendency to induce people to
believe that banks should lend money regardless of se-
curity. How can banks lend money without regard for
security if what they lend is only what they borrow?—
for the capital of the banks is utilized almost entirely
in the legal tenders which they acquire under the stat-
utes and in bank premises. It therefore follows that if
Canadian banks were to lend money under such cir-
cumstances as would place the loan in jeopardy, or under
such conditions as would ensure that the loan would not
be repaid, the credit would be frozen and the bank
would not be able to meet the demands of its depositors
and would fail.'*

Referring further to frozen loans he said: "Do we
want that condition in this country, or do we not? That
is the real question at the very threshold of any inquiry
we may make, and all this complicated discussion which
sometimes takes place with respect to banks and their
place in the community in my judgment must always
resolve itself iu the end into this simple, single inquiry:

10
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Has the bank, through its management, had due regard
in lending money to the fact that it may be called upon
to repay that money to the source from which it was
borrowed?"

"That is the problem, Mr. Speaker, and the whole sci-
ence of banking is the maintenance of an equilibrium
between time deposits and time loans on the one hand
and demand loans and demand deposits on the other,
and if for a single moment you disturb that equilibrium
to the point that you over-loan on the demand side,
it is obvious that you cannot meet the demands of the
depositors. It is equally obvious that if you make loans
for longer periods of time than the life of the deposits
you will find yourself in a similar position. Our bank-
ing system has defects; no one will deny that. If you
are hypercritical you may be able to say that our system
has not done all that we would like it to do, yet our
system of branch banks, with the mobility that is possi-
ble in the movement of credit from one portion of the
country to the other, makes possible loans being made
on a large scale by a branch with very indifferent de-
posits, insured by the easy mobility of credits from a
point where there may be an excess of deposits and
very limited loans to the point where there is a de-
mand for loans with limited deposits. That is the
strength of our branch bank system."

"There is no lack of supervision of the operations of
banks in this country. The inspector general would re-
port to the minister anything out of the ordinary, and
the minister, sensible of his responsibility, would take
immediate action if it was disclosed that there was such
a condition in a particular bank as to cause apprehension
on the part of those whose fortunes were linked up with
it, namely, the depositors. Most hon. members of this
house will realize that neither the inspector general
nor the auditors are greatly concerned with the share-
holders; that is not a matter of great public concern,
which is purely a question of safeguarding the interests
of the depositors.

"All I can say to my Hon. friend and the house is this;
that without stating for a single minute that the system
is perfect, I claim for it the following: First, that for a
population of ten million people we enjoy the privileges
of a banking system that gives as great security to deposi-
tors as it is reasonably possible to have—and unless you
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have security for depositors, you have no banking sys-
tem at all and there is no development of the country;
that is clear—secondly, that the use to which the banks
may put the securities required for the protection of
depositors ensures such an expansion of credit as enables
our banks to meet every demand that has been made
upon them."

"I am not, however, closing the door to convictions
which may come to my mind with respect to the matter.
I want the hon. member for Macleod and the house
generally to realize that. I am conscious of the fact that
for the last one hundred years the great desire of people
on the American continent has been to secure a stable
and safe banking system. Think what this means to a
country! Think what has happened to the United States
in that regard! No theorists* lectures on credits will
get away from the simple, single fact that we have had
a more stable and safe banking system than most other
peoples in the world and the tribute to it which I have
just read to the house should convince us we have some
reasons for the faith within us with respect to the present
system."
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Personnel of Committee

It is understood that the Committee on Banking, Chamber of
Commerce of the United States, as presented below, is composed of
one business man and one banker from each of the twelve districts,
covering the United States, which compose the Federal Reserve
System:

HARRY A. WHEELER, Chairman

First National Bank Building,
Chicago, Illinois.

NATHAN ADAMS, President,
American Exchange National Bank,
Dallas, Texas.
W. M. BALDWIN, President
The Union Trust Company,
Cleveland, Ohio.
WALTER S. BUCKLIN, President,
The National Shawmut Bank,
Boston, Massachusetts.
J. PAUL CLAYTON, Vice President,
Middle West Utilities Company,
Chicago, Illinois.
WALTON L. CROCKER, President
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
Boston, Massachusetts.
J. J. CULBERTSON, Vice President,
Southland Cotton Oil Company,
Paris, Texas.
WILLIAM J. DEAN, President,
Nicols, Dean & Gregg,
St. Paul, Minnesota.
E. W. DECKER, President,
Northwestern Bancorporation,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
PAUL DILLARD, President,
Dillard & Coffin Company,
Memphis, Tennessee.
JUNIUS P. FiSHBURN, President,
Times-World Corporation,
Roanoke, Virginia.
DAVID M. GOODRICH, Chairman of Board,
The B. F. Goodrich Company,
New York, New York.
ALBA B. JOHNSON,
Packard Building,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
PERCY H. JOHNSTON, President,
Chemical Bank & Trust Company,
New York, New York.

GEORGE T . LADD, President,
United Engineering & Foundry Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

J. B. LEVISON, President,
Firemen's Fund Insurance Co.,
San Francisco, California.

HOWARD A. LOEB, Chairman,
Tradesmen's National Bank & Trust Co.,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

JOHN G. LONSDALE, President,
Mercantile-Commerce Bank & Trust Co.,
St. Louis, Missouri.

OLIVER G. LUCAS, President,
Canal Bank & Trust Company,
New Orleans, Louisiana.

JOHN M. MILLER, JR., President,
First & Merchants National Bank,
Richmond, Virginia.

W. S. MCLUCAS, Chairman of Board,
Commerce Trust Company,
Kansas City, Missouri.

FELIX M. MCWHIRTER, President,
The People's State Bank,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

W. L. PETRIKIN, Chairman,
The Great Western Sugar Company,
Denver, Colorado.

HENRY M. ROBINSON, Chairman,
Security-First National Bank,
Los Angeles, California.

P. G. SHOOK, President,
Shook & Fletcher Supply Co., Inc.,
Birmingham, Alabama.

JOHN J. O'CONNOR, Secretary,
Manager, Finance Department,
Chamber of Commerce of the United States,
Washington, D. C.
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EXTRACTS FROM REPORT*

COMMITTEE ON BANKING
CHAMBER of COMMERCE

OF THE

UNITED STATES of AMERICA

MAY, 1932

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The grave and complex economic derange-
ments of recent years have been responsible for
the emergence of many of the present problems
in the banking field, although some of them are
aftermaths of deep-rooted conditions of long
standing.

The regrettable record of the past ten yearsf
of the suspension of 9,166 banks in the United
States, 4,315 of these suspensions having oc-
curred since the beginning of the acute depres-
sion, clearly indicates the persistence of the
need of providing better protection for deposi-
tors' funds. The gravity of this problem is re-
flected in numerous ways. The actual losses
to depositors and others, the disturbing distrust
of banks and the resultant contraction of credit

* The Report of the Committee on Banking, Chamber of
Commerce of the United States, which was published in
June, 1932, deals with a number of important proposals for
banking legislation which have been pending in Congress.
The report, comprising some thirty printed pages, should be
considered as a whole (including reservations and a minority
statement) if the reader desires to ascertain the points of
view of the Committee members concerning the legislative
proposals. While these extracts from the report do not con-
tain all the references to the subject of branch banking that
are made in the report, it is believed that they fairly reflect
the major conclusions of the Committee members upon that
subject.

It is understood that the report, which is printed for the
information of the members of the Chamber of Commerce
of the United States, has as yet no binding effect upon that
organization. It remains to be determined whether or not a
referendum, based upon the report, will be submitted to the
Chamber's membership for determination of its policy.

f April 1, 1922, to March 30, 1932, inclusive.

have produced far-reaching injuries. Strong
depositaries are an imperative need. This ne-
cessity has been foremost in the Committee's
considerations.

No selfish interest of stockholder or bank
officer, no narrow view of what constitutes the
credit requirements of business, and no popular
prejudice must be permitted to delay such ad-
justments in our banking structure and methods
as will protect the savings and other deposits of
our people. Effective means must be found of
fostering the general development of more
strong institutions under the supervision of men
of proved integrity and ability.

Banking fundamentals and not surface symp-
toms or superficialities are the true key to im-
provement. Legislation alone will not insure
good banking. It may curtail some undesir-
able practices or open the way to improve-
ments. Neither law nor public supervision can
be depended upon to correct all abuses in bank-
ing, prevent bank failures, or save the com-
munity from personal or business mishaps.
Good banks are mainly the products of prop-
erly equipped, far-seeing men of high profes-
sional standards with a keen sense of public
interest.

The human element in banking is a principal
factor. Capacity for good management and
improved efficiency of bank executives cannot
be supplied by law. Indeed, rigid prescription
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of statutes that would seek to insure automatic
safeguards presents the danger that bankers
may be encouraged to feel that practices not
definitely prohibited are to be defended solely
because they are legally permissible. The regu-
lation of banking upon the assumption that the
lowest standards of practice may prevail can
cause injuries as surely as failure to discounten-
ance practices admittedly bad.

The business of banking is far too important
to be subjected to partisan strife or longer to
be an open field of adventure for the poorly
equipped. The development of sound manage-
ment of banks is more a charge upon business
and professional associations, and upon con-
servative banking and business leaders, than
it is upon legislative or administrative agencies.

BRANCH BANKING
It is proposed * that national banks having

capital stock of $500,000 or more should be
permitted with the approval of the Federal Re-
serve Board to establish and operate new
branches at any point within the state of the
location of the parent bank. If by reason of
proximity of the parent bank to state boundary
lines, its ordinary and usual business should be
found to extend into an adjacent state, the Fed-
eral Reserve Board could permit it to estab-
lish branches in the adjacent state to a limit
of fifty miles. A national bank with less than
$500,000 capital would be permitted, under
certain conditions, to establish branches within
the city of its location.

Under the proposal it would be required,
moreover, that the aggregate capital of the
national bank and its branches should at no
time be less than the aggregate minimum capi-
tal required for the establishment of an equal
number of national banks situated in the vari-
ous places where the bank and its branches are
located.

It is also proposed ** that nothing in fed-
eral law should prevent a state member bank
from establishing and operating branches on
the same terms and conditions and subject to
the same limitations and restrictions as are ap-
plicable to the establishment of branches by
national banks.

In the same measure it is proposed that no
national bank could be organized with less capi-
tal than $100,000 except it be located in a place
with a population of 6,000 or less, in which
event it would be permitted to have capital of
not less than $50,000. It is also provided that
no state bank applicant for membership in the
Federal Reserve System could be admitted un-
less it possesses an unimpaired capital sufficient
to entitle it to become a national bank in the
place where it is situated. If located in a city
with a population of more than 50,000, capital
of not less than $200,000 would be required.
Except that in the outlying districts of such a
city, where state laws permit the organization
of state banks with a capital of $100,000 or
less, national banks now organized or hereto-
fore established could, with the approval of
the Comptroller of the Currency, have a capi-
tal of not less than $100,000.

This proposed grant of right to a national
bank to establish, under limitation, statewide
branches anywhere within the state of its loca-
tion, even though the state banks of the state
may not be permitted so to do by state law, is
viewed with favor by this committee, which
at the same time supports protection of the un-
doubted merits of our strong unit banks.

Unit banking has made notable contributions
to the economic development of the country.
Unit banking which continues to develop credit
facilities in step with the growth of commerce
and agriculture, is certain to maintain an im-

* Section 19, Glass Bill, as reported to the Senate, April
18, 1932.

** Section 15, Glass Bill, reported to the Senate, April 18,
1932.
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portant place in our banking system. The
country, however, is rightly critical of the
weaknesses that have been developed in our
banking situation, as evidenced by the suspen-
sion of 9,166 banks, with deposits of $4,332,
000,000 during the past ten years. This rec-
ord, in which all kinds of banks—member and
non-member banks of the Reserve system, unit
banks as well as branch banks—have been in-
volved, points to the imperative need of a
stronger banking structure to safeguard the in-
terests of depositors and of general business.

Notwithstanding the problem of overcoming
deep-seated prejudices in favor of the exclusive
development of unit banking, your committee
believes that one road to improvement of our
banking situation is the carefully regulated de-
velopment of branch banking. The loss of the
independent status of some banks not now in
a position to protect fully the safety of the
bank depositor, to whose welfare all too little
attention has been paid, or to furnish adequate
banking facilities to their communities, would
produce benefit if these banks should be con-
verted into branches of strong banks. It has
also become generally recognized that there
must be careful avoidance of the creation of
unnecessary institutions whether they be unit
or branch banks. These observations upon the
failures of banks have been made with full rec-
ognition of the fact that unprecedented busi-
ness conditions, and some lessening of public
confidence, are in large measure responsible
for the severity of the tests to which many
banks have been subjected.

Considerable hardship has been experienced
by some communities because of the partial or
complete break-down of their banking facilities.
In instances it is difficult, if not impossible, for
local interests to assume the entire burden of
re-establishing needed banks or to protect ade-
quately the capital structure and deposits of
existing banks. In a regrettable number of

cases, also, weak national and state banks con-
tinue because no available means, in the absence
of branch banking offer to affiliate them with
strong institutions. Branch banking would pro-
vide a solution to many of these problems
through enabling strong, well-managed institu-
tions to invite existing banks to combine with
them and strengthen the facilities offered the
public, including the establishment of such of-
fices as might be required in outlying towns and
villages.

The committee has reviewed studies of
branch banking made here and abroad, and
concludes that doubts as to its broader appli-
cability to our requirements are unwarranted
and must yield to the needs of the present situa-
tion. It believes, moreover, that branch bank-
ing, if it is to be effective, must be so devised
that each branching area shall include business
centers possessing adequate financial strength
and shall embrace a reasonable diversity of
agricultural, business and industrial enter-
prises. While the most desirable diversifica-
tion may not be secured in all instances, the
committee believes that state-wide branch
banking will greatly strengthen the general
situation and will provide in a great many
states the means of sufficient banking stability.
It is also of the opinion that a financial center
located near a state line should be permitted
to provide branch banking service in the nearby
communities of an adjoining state in the rela-
tively few instances where such communities
and the center really comprise a single financial
and business area.

It must be noted that branch banking has de-
veloped practically under the diverse laws and
regulations of our national and forty-eight
state banking systems. At the present time,
nine states and the District of Columbia permit
branch banking to the limits of their geograph-
ical areas. Sixteen states permit branch bank-
ing within areas restricted to a single city
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or county, and the remaining twenty-three states
either prohibit or have no provisions regarding
branch banking. National banks, with certain
limitations as to population, are now permitted
to establish branches within the city of their
location provided state chartered institutions
in the same state may do so, while state banks
which are members of the Federal Reserve
System are subject to the branch banking limi-
tations imposed upon national banks.

Because of the prohibitions upon branch
banking, outside of restricted areas, by national
and state member banks of the Federal Re-
serve System, which furnish about sixty per
cent of the banking resources of the country,
and the fact that either insufficient or no branch-
ing privileges are permitted state banks in
many states where relief is needed, it is im-
perative in the interest of early general im-
provement that branch banking legislation pro-
ceed from the Congress of the United States.
It is to be hoped that states early would see fit
to amend their laws so as to give branching
powers to their state-chartered banks similar
to the powers that it is proposed be granted by
Congress to national banks. Although there is
need for early action it is to be presumed that
states not now permitting state-wide branch
banking would be allowed a definite period of
time to amend their laws before the national
banks of those states would be permitted to
establish state-wide branches.

The Committee recommends that:
A national bank should be permitted, sub-

ject to carefully devised administrative regu-
lations but unlimited by restrictions of state
law, to establish state-wide branches; federal
legislation should not deny similar powers to
state member banks.*
While it is believed that bankers generally

would proceed with caution in the creation of

* Mr. McWhirter dissents from this recommendation in his
minority report.

branch systems, the committee concludes from
its studies of branch banking that certain checks
looking to the long-term aspects of the prob-
lem should be imposed. In particular, it is of
high importance that the properly operated
unit bank which is adequately serving the finan-
cial interests of its community must not be sub-
jected to unnecessary or uneconomical compe-
tition from new branch banks established by
outside interests. Sound banking requires also
that branch systems should not be built by reck-
less competitive bidding for the shares of ex-
isting banks. If the "over-banked" condition
which exists in some localities is to be avoided
elsewhere, there should be a curb upon any un-
bridled race for supremacy in both the number

Mr. Lonsdale is opposed to the recommendation that a na-
tional bank be granted the power to establish, under limita-
tions state-wide branch banks in those states in which state
banks are not permitted to do so under state laws. He takes
this position for the reason, among others, that since we have
a dual state and national banking system the autonomy of
the states should be respected to the extent that national
banks competing with state banks should not be given powers
prohibited under state laws to state banks. He states that in
recognition of this autonomy Congress in the past has
limited the rights of national banks to such as are permitted
to competing state banks operating under state legislation.
He mentions as examples the enactment of section 11-k of the
Federal Reserve Act, in which it is provided that trust
powers shall not be exercised by national banks where such
powers will contravene the state laws relative to competing
state banks and trust companies, and section 9 of the act
which permits rather than compels membership of state
banks in the Federal Reserve System and allows such state
banks to become members even though they are operating
branches to an extent not permitted national banks.

Mr. McLucas would have preferred that the Committee's
report follow the resolution on branch banking, adopted by
the Executive Council of the American Bankers Association
April 26, 1932, to the effect that unit banking laws should
be modified only so as to permit, where economically justified,
community-wide branch banking in metropolitan areas and
county-wide branch banking in rural districts. In every re-
spect, however, he believes the autonomy of the laws of the
separate states governing branch banking should be pre-
served. Mr. McLucas suggests further that if state-wide
branch banking powers are granted by Congress to national
banks, the federal law should not become operative in states
now prohibiting branch banking, or in states which do not
allow state-wide branch banking, until a future date which
would give sufficient time for the legislatures of those states
to consider the desirability of enacting laws permitting their
state banks to engage in branch banking.

Mr. Adams concurs with the reservations of Mr. McLucas.
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and extent of banking offices and upon those
forms of competition which compel a bank to
enter reluctantly upon branch banking in order
to protect its correspondent banking business or
to maintain its position in the financial structure.

The committee feels, moreover, that the
strength now inherent in our banking system,
coupled with the best efforts that management
can give, will prove far more valuable in solv-
ing our banking problem than legislatively im-
posed corrections that do not provide sufficient
scope for the exercise of the proved managerial
ability that can be identified. It would be fruit-
less, therefore, to propose branch banking as a
strengthening measure without requiring that
there be demonstrated capacity of management
to cope with the problems confronting it before
any bank is allowed to engage in branch bank-
ing.

No less important is the requirement that a
bank engaging in the operation of branches
should have unimpaired capital funds adequate
to serve the needs of the communities in which
it does business. In requiring the possession of
adequate capital, the committee recognizes also
that an effective check would automatically be
placed upon undesirable development of branch
banking.

While favor is found for the proposal that
the capital of a branch system should not be
less than the aggregate capital that would be
required if each branch of the parent bank
were an independent national bank, the Com-
mittee believes that the additional branch
banking powers should be devised with special
attention to servicing the requirements of rural
communities and of small cities. Some limited
grant of discretion should be given to admin-
istrative authorities to permit the establishment
of branches in such communities if, for in-
stance, the parent bank can meet the capital
requirements of state law for independent state
banks in such particular locations.

After its canvass of the situation, the com-
mittee has concluded that the only effective
manner in which the above recommendations
could be properly carried into effect, excepting
those regarding capital requirements, would be
to vest broad discretionary powers in respon-
sible supervisory officials to grant or withhold
permission to engage in branch banking. In
order that there may be uniformity in the de-
velopment of branch banking within the con-
fines of the Federal Reserve system, it is pro-
posed that so far as federal legislation is con-
cerned, the authority to prescribe regulations
affecting branches of a national bank be vested
in the Comptroller of the Currency, and the
authority to prescribe regulation affecting
branches of a state member bank be vested in
the Federal Reserve bank, subject in both in-
stances to the review and concurrence of the
Federal Reserve Board.

The Committee recommends, therefore, that:
In Federal legislation statutory permis-

sion to national and state member banks to
establish branches should be conditioned upon
approval of administrative authorities, sub-
ject, however, to definite statutory require-
ments that the capital of the branch system
shall not be less than the aggregate of the
capital that would be required if each bank-
ing office in the branch system, including the
parent bank, were an independent national
bank.

Administrative authorities should be able
to require a showing in case of the applica-
tion for a branch that the general condition
of the branch system, as well as the condi-
tions under which the branch would operate,
indicate the probability of its successful main-
tenance.

The power to establish a branch in any
given location within the branch area should
be granted only after administrative finding
that another bank, with or without branches,
is not adequately servicing the banking re-
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quirements of the district of the proposed
branch.

In order to avoid complications that would
result from rapid or competitive extension of
branch banking, there should be legislative
grant of discretion to the administrative au-
thorities to require a suitable period of no-
tice of intention to establish a de novo branch
or to acquire branches by merger, as well as
of discretion to withhold final approval for
a reasonable period of time.

To provide uniformity in the development
of branch banking within the Federal Re-
serve System, authority should be vested in
the Comptroller of the Currency to prescribe
regulations with respect to the granting of
branch banking privileges for national banks
and in the Federal Reserve banks to pre-
scribe regulations with respect to state mem-
ber banks, subject in each instance, however,
to the review and concurrence of the Fed-
eral Reserve Board.
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I have undertaken in this address first to show that we must not

expect miracles from any banking system, second that our own system

needs some reform before it can do its best work and third that our

leading banks and our backing system as a whole having weathered the

storm will stand ready when industry has recovered confidence to do

its part in assisting recovery - but that banks by themselves cannot

force recovery*

I am assuming that in assigning to me the subject ?1The Role of

Banking In Recovery'' the word "'banking" was understood to mean commer-

cial banking or banking conducted by incorporated institutions oper-

ating chiefly through deposits and subject to national and state bank-

ing laws, and that the word does not include what we call rl* investment

bankers11 or private bankers, operating largely with their own capital*

In current discussions of banking, in Congress for instance, there

is often some confusion of thought on this subject* People often talk

PS if bankers could promote enterprises by direct investment, losing

track of the fact that commercial banks operate not with their own

capital but with deposits generally payable on demand.

Economists tell us that banks create credit, that deposits are

created by loans and some of them seem to assume that banks can ar-

bitrarily and on their own initiative continue to create credit to

the full limit allowed by the reserve requirements* The late Dr*

V/alter Leaf, who was Chairman for many years of the V/estminster

Bank, Ltd** London, declared in his excellent little book on ''Banking11

that a "banker is essentially a broker whose business is to link up
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money needing temporary investment with "borrowers needing temporary

loans•* He declared that bankers are not ''creators of credit*0 U5he

banks,fl he said, !lcan lend no more than they can borrow - in fact

not nearly so much* If any one in the deposit banking system can be

called a creator of credit it is the depositor; for the banks are

strictly limited in their lending operations by the amount the de-

positor sees fit to leave with them*11

In a broad sense as applying to all the banks of a country or of

any financial center Dr. Leaf was wrong• Clearing house or combined

bank statements usually show that deposits and loans go up and down

together* Deposits are credted when loans are made and are reduced

v/hen loans are paid off* but there is, nevertheless, more than a grain

of truth in Dr. Leaf fs statement that "if anyone in the deposit bank-

ing system can be called a creator of credit it is the depositor11 and

that the banks are "strictly limited in their lending operations by

the amount the depositor sees fit to leave with them.11 This does not

mean, however, that the depositor generally brings in cash to leave

with them but simply that the depositor is a necessary party to the

creation of credit. He must have confidence not only in his bank

but in his government and in his own ability to make profitable use

of funds if he borrows. It is his borrowing that creates credit

just as much as it is the bankfs lending. Many economists, it seems

to me, leave the depositor out entirely and talk as if banks could

force credit upon the public and arbitrarily increase deposits and

the circulation of credit both in the form of checks and of currency.
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T7e have had ample proof during the last few months of the operation

of the Federal Reserve System that you can!t force an increase of

credit - that confidence in the banks, in the government and in the

"business situation are absolutely essential* Dr. A. Cm Miller of the

Federal Reserve Board expressed this idea in recent testimony before

the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency when he said :*It takes

two to issue currency from the Federal Reserve. The Federal Reserve

cannot do it alone" and again when he said ''Business makes credit

far more than credit makes business*ft

In short, miracles must not be expected of the banking system of

any country, least of all of the hetercgeneous banking system in the

United States* Our leading banks are in a strong position and ready

to serve, but the whole country has gone through a terrific stein start-

ing with the train of events which began in Europe a little more than

a year ago with the failure of the Creditanstalt in -ustria and cul-

minating in the suspension of gold payments by the Bank of England

in September* During the spring and early summer of 1931 largely

because of the easy money policy of the Federal Reserve System, and in

the absence of commercial demand or of the desire of depositors to

create credit, many of our banks bought bonds which they had been

taught to consider a good secondary reserve* V/hen the storm broke in

September and October* however, these bonds depreciated very greatly

in v.̂ lue and together with the unprecedented loss of gold following

the suspension of gold payments by the Bank of England were the cause
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of p new era of "bank failures, this time extending to eastern banks

as well as western* You are familiar with the emergency measures

taken to check these bank failures, first, in October, the formation

of the National Credit Corporation and afterwards, January 21st, the

Reconstruction Finance Corporation and still later, February 27th,

the passage of the Glass-Steagall 'ct rmich broadened the eligibility

provisions of the Federal Reserve Acts Each of these measures was

helpful and the wave of bank failures was checked, but none of them

go to the root of the matter* yith conditions, so far as business is

concerned, just as bad in England and in Canada, there have been no

bank failures and no lack of confidence in banks• Obviously our

banking system itself must be largely at fault and the depression has

been greatly deepened in this country because of unnecessary distress

and drastic restrictions of credit in many communities where banks

have closed. The efficiency of American banking in promoting re-

covery will depend largely upon whether bank failures have been per-

manently checked and I regret exceedingly that Senator Glass's Banking

Reform bill could not have been passed at the present session cjtf

Congress • . . While several sections of it, particularly those

calculated to prevent another era of wild speculation like that of

1928-29, would have been at present inoperative other sections are

vitally constructive and necessary, particularly the sections designed

to prevent bank failures by providing for branch banking through the

consolidation of the smaller banks, and the sections providing for

regulation and examination of group banking and of affiliates•
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Assuming, however, that bank failures have been almost entirely

stopped and that confidence in the fundamental soundness of American

institutions is returning, what can tanking do to promote recovery?

As I have said, miracles must not be expected either of our commercial

banks or of the Federal Reserve System* It seems to me that no one

thing has done much more harm in this depression than the persistence

of belief that by some manipulation of credit or currency by the bank-

ing system the price level could be brought back to that of 1926 or

of 1929* The House of Representatives on May 2nd passed a bill, the

Goldsborough bill, declaring it ;to be the policy of the United States

that the average purchasing power of the dollar as ascertained by

the Department of Labor in the wholesale commodity markets for the

period covering the years 1921 to 1929 inclusive, shall be restored

and maintained by the control of the volume of credit and currency«u

Senator Glass very happily succeeded in squelching this bill in the

Senate, though in doing so he had to put forward a proposition for

additional bond secured national bank circulation, which to my mind,

and I think to his own, is almost as objectionable* T^hat the Golds -

borough bill sought to accomplish is I believe impossible of accom-

plishment by any sane banking means»

The price level of 1921-29 is gone past recovery and many of the

necessary adjustments to a lower level have already been made*

Others in my opinion must be made before we can proceed far on the

road to recovery* Yet this idea, of restoring the price plateau

of 1921-29 has received the encouragement not only of foreign
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economists, like Keynes of England, Cassel of Sweden and even of Sir

Arthur Salter whose recent book "Recovery, the Second Effort** is

exceedingly interesting and valuable, but of several v/ell known

economists in our own country, and has considerably influenced the

administration in V/ashington« These theorists believe that the chief

cause of the debacle of 1929, and of the great decline in the price

level during the past three years was monetary - a shortage of gold,

maldistribution of gold or restriction of credit* It is not my

province to discuss these matters but I cannot refrain from stating

that there is no evidence of a shortage of gold* The central banks

of the world gained some $450,000,000 in gold during the year 1931,

according to the recently published report of the Federal Reserve

Board - while prices the world over were steadily declining# The

production of gold is increasing as always has been the case in

times of depression and of lowered mining costs, and some $275,000,-

000 of gold has unexpectedly reappeared from the hords mostly of

India. Furthermore, less of the new production goes into the arts

or into industry in such times and more into monetary stock* So far

as our own country is concerned we gained gold during the first part

of 1931 until September v/hen we had over §5,000,000,000 - more than

enough to pay off in gold all of our paper money in circulation*

Then, following the suspension of specie payments in England, we

exported some ^750,000,000 of gold in six weeks* During the nine

months from September to June we exported or earmarked for foreign

account the stupendous sum of $1,547,000,000, cf which $1,213,000,000
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went to Europe, principally to France, Holland and Switzerland*

During the same period, however, we imported $434,000,000 of gold

principally from Japan, China and Latin America - so the net re-

duction of our monetary gold stock was $1,113,000,000# A very large

decrease - but we still have as much gold as we had in 1923 when

prices were at least 30 per cent higher than thejr are now and nearly

a billion dollars more than we had in 1981, and some two billion

dollars more than v/e had in 1914# In short v/e have nearly twice as

much gold now as we had in 1914 but the price level is lower no?/

than it was then*1

To discuss the much talked of maldistribution of gold would lead

me still further afield, into the matter of reparations, war debts

3,nd tariffs* I may say, however, that these in my opinion have

played a much larger part in the reduction of prices than volume

of gold, or volume of currency in circulation; or restriction of

credit* Here another citation from the recent annual report of the

Federal Reserve Board seems pertinent* From the autumn of 1929 to

the end of 1931 there was an unprecedented deflation of bank credit,

amounting to $8,750,000,000 but the total volume of bank credit

(total loans and investments) of all banks in the United States at

the end of 1931 was still $50,100,000,000 cr about the same as in

the autumn of 1925* prices in 1925 were higher than they were in 1929

or in 1926 (the year chosen as 100 by the Bureau of Labor, the

Federal Reserve Board, Professor Fisher and other index makers)*
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The price level as represented Toy these indexes fell something like

35 per cent between the autumn of 1925 and the end of 1931 yet the

volume of bank credit outstanding v/as substantially the samef That

is something for the monetary theorists to explain* They appear to

believe that prices are absolutely controlled by the volume of credit

and currency, and that these can be arbitrarily controlled by the

"banking system, through the manipulation of a group of men sitting

in Washington* As I have already indicated, they lose track entirely

of the part the depositor or borrower plays in the creation of credit*

The theory that credit can be pumped into the country through security

purchases by central banks has recently been expounded and defended

by the Midland Bank of London in its monthly review. Mr* McKenna

appears to believe that the chief purpose of the unprecedented pur-

chase of government securities by the Reserve banks since February

24th was the raising of prices and admits that it has been unsuccess-

ful - but this purpose has fortunately never been declared by those

responsible for the operation of the Reserve System, ajid there v/as

reason enough for the policy in the necessity of easing the strain

upon the member banks occasioned by the heavy borrowing of last fall

due to the great demand for currency and the unprecedented gold ex-

ports* The Reserve policy, particularly the stepping up of the pur-

chase of government securities to $100,000,000 a week from April 6th

to May 24th, had the effect of accelerating gold exports, and I am

not sure that this was not one of its purposes» Y7e p?pear to be at

last rid of what Dr. Benjamin M# Anderson has called the "nervous
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money11 that came to us between June 1928 and September 1931#

Certainly, if the purpose of the [Federal Reserve System in

purchasing governments in tremendous volume was the increase of

prices it has failed so far to accomplish anything - but if its main

purpose was to pid in the restoration of confidence and to relieve

the member banks so far as possible of debt so that they could feel

free to extend credit when a. real demand for credit appears th&n I

think it has accomplished something• The restoration of confidence

must come first, depositors must be willing to borrow and must see

opportunity for profitable investment before they will do their

part in creating further - deposits• Sound banking is

essential to recovery, but "increased bank credit is the result, not

the cause of a revival in general business conditions,u as Dr»

George E« Edwards recently declared* Increased circulation of

currency is also the result of increased business, and currency ar-

bitrarily put into circulation as proposed by the recent soldiers

bonus bills, would not stay in circulation, but would almost immedi-

ately find its v/ay to the Federal reserve banks, displacing an

equivalent ajnount of Federal reserve currency or of gold, or piling

up idle reserves for the member banks. This would also be true of

the proposed increase of national bank circulation* Dr# Goldenweiser

ably pointed this out at the hearings on the bonus bills. Such an

issue of currency would have little, if any, affect on prices, and

might have an adverse affect through further undermining confidence*

With the restoration of confidence and the cessation of
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liquidation some increase of prices will doubtless take place* Dis-

tress selling has dictated the prices both of securities and

commodities for much of the past year* Banks have had a large part in

the distress selling, many of them through necessity of obtaining

funds to satisfy frightened depositors and some of them through the

natural desire to be as liquid as possible* Not all of the deflation

of loans and deposits, hov/ever, has been due to pressure from the

banks* Depositors have not only ceased to create more deposits by

borrowing - they have also voluntarily cut down deposits by paying

what they already owed, believing that in such times one can make

no better investment than to pay his debts* The reduction of bank

credit during the past three years and particulars during the past

year has been greater than in any other period of our history* It

still continues l though at a much slackened pace* Much of it has been

due to the inherent weakness of our unit banking system in rural and

outlying communities as recently demonstrated in Chicago. How much

longer it ca-n continue no one can spy* Several times there have

seemed to be indications that it had r/bout run its course, and I think

there are such indications today* Our leading banks in the financial

centers are in exceptionally strong liquid position* The great majori

ity of all of our banks have weathered the storm* The open market

policy of the Reserve system has offset the gold exports and the

hoarding of currency, has put nearly all of the larger banks out of

debt and has provided excess reserves in the financial centers on

which a considerable expansion of credit could tr,ke place. When con-

fidence is fully restored, when the business community is ready to
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make use of that credit - when the depositor is ready to his part

in the ^creation of credit" the brinks vrill "be eager to do their part*

Banks don!t make money for their stockholders Toy restricting credits

Their profits come from extending credit» from "creating11 credit

with the cooperation of their depositorst
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The "lass banking reform b i l l despite the lon>r f i l ibuster conducted by Jenator 

Kuey Lorr, aided by Senator heeler of ; ontana and enator Tho;̂ aa of Oklahoma, neverthe

l e s s passed the United ta tes Jenate with a surprisingly small vote against i t . Perhaps 

the col lapse of the opposition was partly due to the fact that the senseless character 

of the f i l l blister outraged public sentiment and causea a flooo of protest and a strong 

trend of s e n t i e n t in favor of the b i l l . It looks as i f there night have to be further 

unmistakable evidence of public senti sent in order to ret i t loose and through the 

House of Representatives st this sess ion . Of course, there i s plenty of time to pass the 

b i l l in tho House i f the Banking and Currency Committee of the House w i l l promptly take 

i t up and report i t ano i f the leaders get behind i t . hone of the leaders on both the 

i^emocratic and Republican sides have expressed themselves as favorable, and I know that 

a considerable number of the ^5:;bers of the Banking and Currency Committee are in favor 

of the ©i l l so i t eeema to nie that i t s passer** :* s certainly not impossible an? s t i l l 

quite within probabi l i t ies • i t l i bus tern cannot ho 13 up b i l l s m the BtIMM of represen

ta t ives for any considerable ti»as If the leaders wart then passed. 7huy can be put 

through in an hour's t i \o b/ syejeJml ra le , and *vx& vary UrDortavvt l e g i s l a t i o n has been 

enacted under »uch rules as l a t e as the f iret of Ysrch. 

fae ^laas b i l l hits in i t a good many elements of popular appeal i f properly 

handled. I t s chief as* l i •« ItfjJiaj •- #'adnal charge in the direction of more 

eoscaercial banking on the otjrt of uankfc that aia msufters of the Federal Tieswve System 

end leas investment banking. All the draatic features of the b i l l as original ly in tro

duced, the features which aroused tho i re of the hnerican Bankers Association, have been 

e i ther eil iminatsd or much modified. Tne original M i l required that security a f f i l i a t e s 

were t o be cut of f iunsdlately fron the banks which controlled them. The M i l as 

f ina l ly passed r ives then five year3, and the investment section which aroused a good 

deal of opposition i s n t t> go into effect for five years . Mr. Francis h. Sisson, 

President of the American Bankers Association, in the February issue of the Afr i can 
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Backere ussociation Journal, dccl&ree that , 

"Ivery bond department in the country belong ir* to a r.ieniber bank would 
have to be abolished on the day of the b i l l ' s enactment into law. No 
longer could any commercial bank with membership in the Federal Reserve 
System aeceot participation in any bond issua, exeept to take up bonds 
for i t s own account," 

This statement w&s written, of course, before the b i l l was f inally passed in the 

.Senate and, aa I have sa id , the section does not go into effect unt i l five years a f ter 

the enactment of the b i l l so there wi l l be every opportunity to affect neceaaery changes 

gradually, In th^ i-iai *4MI to i* that the ofeptii^tiuju of cocnjerciul banking from 

investnent banking i s sound, though I doubt i f the separation can be quite as complete 

as sens i f tne theorists be l i eve . 

The sections of the b i l l which require supervision of sec r i t / a f f i l i a t e s prior 

to the ir reparation and other si$:iiiar sect ions requiring supervision of holding com

panies , e t c . , se-aiu t o me to be ent ire ly good, and I at> •14 think ix not impossible that 

the supervision and ex&aiination of security a f f i l i a t e s Nigl t prove within five years that 

they ahould cu glTM a TaUgST term MA possibly even that they should be continued* 

The f i l l Duster l l tho enate w*M ostensibly directed eh i e f ly ageir;et the branch 

banking sect ion but i t i s generally bejieve that at l eas t some of the backers of the 

f i l ibus ter were in favor of defeat of other sect ions and that tuey merely centered on the 

branch banking feature because they thought i t was nrobably th»5 most unpopular sect ion of 

the b i l l , apparently they found as the f i l i b aster proceeded that the branch bankilg 

feature was not as unpopular as they thou t i t was and that their attacks were winning 

i t supporters. The section t o be sure was considerably modified by the so-oalled Bratton 

amendment whic provides for branch banking only in accordance with state laws* Wearied 

with the long ftgfet Senator Class did not r e s i s t th i s amendment, and the parliairaentary 

s i tua t ion was such that i t had to be voted on befbre the section as a whole could be 

voted on. The final vote end the expressions on the b i l l seened to |%Mi very c learly 

that the branch banking provision would havs been carried as i t originally stood i f fit 

had been brought to a vote* 
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The lopic of events s ince the b i l l war. under discussion in the Senate l a s t i'ay 

and even during i t s discussion t . i s winter ha /e a l l served to s t rengthen and increase 

the sentiment in favor of branch bankinp which a f t e r a l l merely jaeans the repeal of 

r e s t r i c t i o n s preventing the consol ida t ion of ban:;s onless they happen to be located 

within the seca c i t y l i m i t s . That the c los ing of i»ny small banks could be prevented 

by consol ida t ion with larg-er banks , i s , of course , admitted even by the opponents of 

bran eh bank!:*?. 3oon a f t e r the Class b i l l had been l a id as ide l a s t sunraer an epidemic 

of bank f t i l a r t l broko out in Has nar.r fcfet c i ty of ' <>'lei hed previously been 

the cen te r of opposit ion to branch hankio . to nieny of the outlying- banke in Cook 

County se re closed tha t tanfl iamM wt̂ s i . r t I red even li I f the la rge downtown or 

Loop backs, aja] r* >• r". Dawes had to r e s i g n h i s pos i t ion as President of the 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation, anc p t o Ci iea.; alp h i s bank, the Central 

hepublic Bajkk B8JT. ft*J as Peal e c r i t i c i se* that, ensued whan 

i t was learned that the .s*e s t r u c t i o n Finance Ccrrorst lon km$ authorized a loan of 

*9O,QQG,0JV t l y . ' resi dent oorer to ld tht s toiy df the rosc io of 

t h i s bank in t speech a t t . :'nul, c su ta , during the l e t t e r par t of the ©lection 

campaign, lajatet other th ings he s t a t e d tha t 755 country banks wers among the depositore 

in t h e *>awes bank, many of them s a a l l e t u t a bemka it le t c a r r i ed t h e i r reserve with the 

Centra l ilepu'ciie 2ank and Trust Company. He i p l i ed tha t tea cL-ai g of the Central 

Republic mi> nfc have resu l t ed in the c los ing of raany i f not a l l of the 755 country banks. 

Phis brings forceful ly to mind t h a t our correspondence banking eye t e a has the chief de

fect of branch banking without i t s advent ages or r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s . Tt i s undoubtedly. 

t r u e t h a t the c los ing of a large bank in a la rge c i t y causes toe d o s i n g of many email 

ou t ly ing benka. i'hia has happened over and over again and happened in 1931 in enn-

a y l v a n i a . Hal . F. C. must if posa ib la save the ao-ca l led key banka i f they pet in 

t roub le jua t as t h e wmr Tinance Corporation did in 1 21-82. These so-ca l led key banks 

a re not necessa r i ly alw«ys in the l a r g e s t c i t es for in the vest end >outh where the re 

are very many small banks with c a p i t a l often of l e a s than £25,000, the key banka may be 

in c i t l a a of not over 100,000 popula t ion . I t la simply a quest ion of how many email 
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banks are carryin? their reserYes with then. 

ince the Chicaro episode of l a s t suansr and while the ^lass banking b i l l was 

under discussion in the Senate in January a similur epidemic of outlying bank fai lures 

has occurred in ;t • Louis, That a l l of these outlying" banks could have been saved by 

branch banking i s perhaps too M i l to claim but that most of then could have been sated 

i s certa in . Only a few days ago Mr. C. C. Teague, Iresident of the California ?ruit 

Orowera Exchange, declared in an interview in '.ashin?ton, that , "If state-wide branch 

banking had been permitted auring the past ten year, undor the regulations contenplated 

by the ^laas barJcisr b i l l , hunureda of fai led banks in the United tates would be In 

business today." "r, Teague cones from a branch banking- s tate and Incidentally t e l l s 

how he ana the directors i f the bar> M H W of which he was president, the First 

National Bank iff BiM# faula, California, in i t i a t ea negotiations with the Security 

First National Bank of Los Angeles, "looking toward a merger of our bank with th i s 

branch banking ^yatesa." Me adds, "This .'Berber took plajs so»» ten years a*ro and was 

not entered into through fear of any i aaedlate embarrassment in our bank, but because 

we became convinced we could perform a better service to our community, .fter ten years 

of operation under the branoi; ban kin? system, we are sa t i s f i ed that our decieion was a 

wise one and we now know that we have been aole to perform a better service to our com

munity than would have been the case under the old unit system." That i s certainly com

petent testimony froa a very hiph source* 

Perhaps you would l ike to have roe s ta te sotae of the principal objections to branch 

banking and answer them. Generally speaking the opponents of branch banking are Ion*? on 

theory and short on facta . They a l l e g e , f i r s t , th t t branch bankinr would lead to monopoly 

of c r e d i t , but with something l ike 19,000 individual banks in the country they have to ad-

a i t that anything approaching monopoly would be a Ion* way off and they have fa i led to 

•how that branch banking has led to monopoly In tingland or Canada or in other branch bank

ing countr ies . Branch banking developed over a long aeries of years and through many con

so l idat ions greatly lessens the nuaber of banking corporations In operation, but taking 

Canada as the nearest instance with only soae ten or eleven commercial banking corpora

t ions in existence we find that in any town of any s i z e there are s t i l l about aa many 
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banks competing with each ot'.er as would be the oase i f the branches in those towns 

were each organized as separate corporations, and, furthermore, the competition i s 

more e f f e c t i v e . The resources of thsee large? banks are Just as available in the small

est branches as tbey arc at t i e head o f f i ces in 'Jontreal or Toionto. 

3ome of the opponents of branch banking declare that Canadian "don't f a l l 

because they don't make any loans.*' . r a d i c a l l y that statement was made by Jenator 

Blaine of Wisconsin, in opposing tne branch banking sect ion of the ftlees b i l l and i t 

has bsen reiterated from various sources. That, however, i s pure theory. The people 

who make such statements apparently never haye looked at the statements o f Canadian 

banks* actually a greater percentage of their total loans and investments is in loans 

than i s the case with *meriG&n bonks, They do not buy bonds excepting Government 

s e c u r i t i e s , i . s . , Jorainion, rTovinoial and unicipal s e c u r i t i e s , and they are much 

more nearly coniswrcial banks than are our banks. It ia true that they are not allowed 

to make loans on real estate but reel es tate loans in Canada are made by separate cor

porations, mortgage banks and savings banjcs. Jhere i s , in other words, in Canada, the 

same kind of separation of invest riant banking from conerercial banking that i s one of 

the a i a of the Glass b i l l . 

The ooTOnenta of branc banking sometiraes declare that branch banking sweeps a l l 

the money out of the country d i s t r i c t s ento t|te cdtfcee. .'bore again the opponsnfts ars 

Ions on theory end short on f a c t s . The Canadian banks have many branches where they 

continuously loan, more money than they take in in deposits , and during a good deal of 

the time they loan in the prairie provinces of the west more then the tota l deposits 

received in the prairie provinces.of Thea when you con» to think of i t Is rather natural 

for the deposits originate la the wealthy eastern provinces and are loaned in larre part 

where the demand ia greatest and where the rates are highest, In the west. One-result 

of t h i s la that though intareat ratea are somewhat higbwW: in the western provincee than 

tray are in the eaat there ia not &a much difference as there i s between rates in our 

eastern s tates and rates in our western s tates which frequently run to 8 and 10 ^T aent 
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One of the stock argusments aga ins t branch banking i s t h a t while we have many 

f a i l u r e s of srrsall hanks durin.- every t i n e of depression the f a i l u r e of a s ing le l a rge 

bank v i t h branches would be rauch more d i sas t rous than the f a i lu re of a large nuniber of 

s n a i l banks. This i s a va l id argument, but as I have ..lready shown in connection with the 

s to ry of tho rescue of tha w>awes bank la Jh ica ro , the fa i lure of a s ingle la rge bank 

under our so -ca l l ed un i t banking system with i t s network of correspondent r e l a t i onsh ips 

necessa r i ly drags down a lo t of s n a i l country banks with i t . -mall banks can f a i l i t i s 

t r u e in considerable nuxibers without Tery much a f fec t ing the big banks, but the thing does 

not work the o ther way rcoun- . cor our ays tea flea bi banks have no l ega l r espons i 

b i l i t i e s d t a r e l a t i o n to tho safety of t he i r ai^aller correspondents , while under branch 

banking i f the eorrsir ondant sag a vrr • ,;c t-ually branches of the c i t y banks the c i t y 

banks wo-ild have jus t the sa;>; r a t i o n a l * l i l t ieo with r e l a t i o n to tne smallest branches as 

they have a t t h e i r head officoe in the c i t i e s . Tn^y would a l l be pa r t s of one large co r 

po ra t i on , a brtmch of a Install bracking organisa t ion c a n ' t f a i l by i t«e l f* 

One of the. vl mnrisl iiade by MHI of the aqgnants of branch otsiking and t h i s 

a lso was repeated ^ .>enator Blaine of / isconain i t j r iag the recent debate on t he r ' l ass 

b i l l , la t ha t OsBtsV. hss p r a c t i c a l l y the tHM resources as t he United t a t e s and would 

have a much l a r g e r population i f i t were not for branch banking* apparently so*as of 

these people think tha t Oaltaco would be located on Raft***.'a ;ay and H*J York on the 

St* Lawrence i f i t were not for branch banking* I take i t t h a t one of the p r inc ipa l 

obs t ac l e s to the rap id development of Canada has been t h e fact t ha t her eastern seapor ts 

with the exception of a l i f a x are none of them ice f r ee , and i t seems u t t e r l y absurd t o 

aadnta iu that the resources of Canada are equal to those of the United S ta tes* houbtleas 

t he re a re hidden resources tha t may some time in the d i s t a n t future be developed in tha 

far froaen n o r t h . The present s f i b r t to develop a seaport on Hudson's Bey i s i n t e r e s t i n g 

and may anount t o something but the fac t t h a t Hudson's Bay route to Europe i s open only 

t h r e e o r four months of the year i s c e r t a i n l y a ^er^ se r ious handicap. 

There a r e , furthermore, some d i r ec t fac t s with r e l a t i o n to the development which 
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are in t e res t ing • Montreal and Toronto, although l a rge c i t i e s a r e not as la rge as many 

c i t i e s In th<< eas te rn United 3 t a t e s , anc Innipeg i s not as la rge ^s Minneapolis or S t . 

Paul but going a l i t t l e fur ther west we f ind that Calgary and ^dnonton are both l a rge r 

than any c i t i e s Ifl the Dakota*, Montana or Idaho although there a re no independent banks 

in e i t h e r of those c i t i e s . Both a re served by branches of banks whose head off ices a re 

in t h e E a s t , There i 3 c e r t a i n l y no evid nee tha t they have been re tarded in development. 

On the o t t e r haon, I think i t la c lea r tha t the evidence i e qui te the othf.r way. Ths 

Canadian banhs are always •ksjfci Of us in p ionoe i : . They open branches in log cabins 

and even in t e n t s in new t e r r i t o 2 y long before i t i s poss ib le t o organize indepen-ent 

i n s t i t u t i o n s . They did t h i s in the Yukon t e r r i t o r y when the gold wusb was on. They have 

repeatedly gone ahead of the 'end of s t e e l " when new railway l i n e s were beir.r bu i l t with 

t h e i r branches and they tal branches in Churchil l on hudson's T>.ay before t h e r a i l r o a d was 

open for t r a f f i c . 

I t i s adiait te that bror.e banltlr eyevsjatfl ban-' f a i l u r e s even by the opponents of 

branch banking, and even tfcesj opponents he/a rso'c yet ,d I t t s i i t they wi l l be forced 

in t i : i s t o agree that fcht evidence i s .mini3tar-able t h a t branch benking : i rn ' shss not only 

sa fe r but b e t t e r se r ioe in the s e l l e r communities than i s possible with un i t bankiqg • 

Senator ^ l a s s durir.r the recen t ciftbate had re&d as a ;>art of hie speech a quotation from 

an address? nads by ,oodrow "Tils on to the r-sn'rors associa t ion in Denver in 1908, 

In which ?tr. ' i l son took the ground t h a t brunch banking neano not c. concen t r e t ion or 

Monopoly of e r e c i t but a d i f fus ion of c red i t - tllecr ^ leces , -nailing avei labe t o 

theia opnor tun i t i e s which they could not otherwise enjoy. 

To sum up - there i s not a s ingle argument against branch berklnr that has not 

been answered or tha t c a n ' t be answered by reference t o the ac tua l fac ts as branch banking 

opera tes in o ther c o u n t r i e s . I t has not produced monopoly of c r e d i t . On the otner hand 

as yropossJ in t h e Class b i l l i t would c e r t a i n l y do s o u t h i n g towards decen t r a l i s a t i on of 

c r e d i t . I t makes ava i l ab le in the smaller places the sa^e resources that are ava i l ab le in 

the c i t i e s , and In branch bsnkln c o u n t r i e s , l i k e Canada, i t i s c l e a r l y proven tha t a 
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l a rge r propor t ion of the banking resources of the country a re ac tua l ly loaned in the 

•mai ler plaoes than i s the case with our banklru mysteia. I t naVes for sounder banking 

and for l e s s favori t ism in banking. I t asy be t rue X hat ir. brench bnnkinr countr ies 

loans are not made qu i te so fweely in specula t ive boom towns as they ere under our 

system, but by the MM token in t itnss of depression the people who have l e s s debts 

to pay are b e t t e r off. : ot him can possibly r e s t r i c t c r ed i t in any community so 

d r a s t i c a l l y and d i sas t rous ly as a bank f a i l u r e , and the lack of confidence in tanks 

has been a l a rger f ac to r in deepening the depression in th i s country t v an any other 

one thingr, li+Jl confidence ful ly res to red more than B b i l l J on do l la r s *ould flow 

back i n t o the banks wl-ere i t would beeo^ie ava i lab le t the owners of accounts and 

a l s o a v a i l a b l e for loaning to other people . J'ich • o o v l o t s r e s to r a t i on of confidence 

would, in my opinion, ive the needed i-'ipetus to recovery M l -Ako unnecessary many 

schemes, M M of them decidedly harmful, now iitf a r d iscuss ion in Cor.rrce« and e l s e 

where. 
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It seems a l i t t l e singular in a country where education i s universal and 

which certainly c ntains a fair proportion of intelligent citisens that i t should 

be so difficult to obtain the enactment of legislation which has almost the 

unanimous approval of those who are best qualified to judge of i t s necessity* 

That our American banking system i s seriously defective particularly ?rith re

lation to the safety and adequacy of service in the agricultural west and smeller 

tovns has been clearly evident ever since 1921. more or less evident ever since 

1895 and very painfully evident for the past three years* We have floundered 

around vdth every sort of imaginable remedy excepting the one remedy ishich has 

been successful in other countries, viz: the extension of banking fac i l i t i es in 

the smaller places and in the sparsely settled agricultural neighborhoods fcgr 

branches of strong institutions rather than by very small separately incorporated 

banks standing alone. During the past ten years more than ten thousand banks 

have closed their doors. The President of the American Bankers Association, Mr. 

Francis H. Sisson, President of the Guaranty Trust Company, has made several 

addresses and written several articles which seem to imply that these failures 

have strengthened the general banking system and have on the whole been a rather 

good thing because they have eliminated weak, unnecessary banking units. If he 

means that banking service *as unnecessary in the great mijority of places where 

banks have closed, X disagree ~ith him. I believe that most of those 

places were entitled to banking service, and the diff icult ies have been wholly 

oaused by the fact that we have insisted upon lett ing them shift for themselves, 

giving them service only by small weak units . I t i s a general American theory, 

a theory that i s supported hy your fellow Penasylvanian, Mr. Charles F. Zimmerman, 

that these email banking units were a l l organised by local people who have taken 

greet pride in them as local institutions and ieho have been well s*-rved by th**a, 

but I f you go into their history you will find that the great majority of them 

were organised ly promoters who. in the meet, frequently •salted* thea Just as Digitized for FRASER 
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wild-cat minin ventures used to be salted by eastern deposits *> tract *d fey 

hi$a rates of interest mi IsM sold out or unloaded on tha people of the local

i t ies* that i s not to say, ho ever, that tlMf did not serve a need* The 

promoters were pretty shrewd in detersiinin^ where b*nka could be put in and seme-

Uses the seed as in the parable of old fe l l on good ground, grew «p and multi-

plied many fold, too often, ho« ever, i t f e l l upon ground which **s good only in 

prosperous times and a crop of failure* was the result* 

Last October I a. ended a meeting of the American Bankers Association in 

ios Angeles and on my say back stopped off at San Francisco ami drove ur *o the 

Xoseraite *hieh I had never seen* On the say out, the next &*7f ?9i&? over the 

vonderful highway known as the "Blr Oak Flat Road," a good part of whioh i s in 

the Rational Park or national Forest and controlled by angers, I stopped for a 

while and talked *ith th* ranger at the outer border, an interesting young fellow 
he to ld me tha t 

who told me he was born in Canada* The conversation turned to banks and/so*e of 

his friends had had serious losses through failure of small bmks somewhere in 

this country* He thou^t the Canadian system much superior to ours, and said to 
when 

me, "fcqr i s iVone country h&s & banking system which 13 certainly better than that 

of the adjoining country and the adjoining country does not adopt it?" I t *as a 

hard question to answer in a few words* Really the only thing to say mas that 

there i sn ' t any answer, excepting sn unreasonable attachment *o an amtî mat̂ d system* 

In a recent interview, printed in 'he Philadelphia Led^r, Hr. C. C. Teague of 

Santa Paula, California, and President of the California Fruit. Go^rs Fxchangm* 

declared, "Hundreds of fail- d banks in America would today be open for business 

and serving their communities, i f state-vide branch banking had b*en permitted during 

the pist ten years, along the l ines contemplated by Section 19 of the Glaa? Bi l l ." 

Hr* Teague has had plenty of experience/ both with unit banking as president of a 

small b̂ nk in his horn* town and as a br nch banker a f t r his b nk had beam con

solidated with the Security First S*tion<d of Los Angeles and became a branch* As 

Presidemt of the California Fruit Growers Fxchange which i s a larg* borrower, he h°s Digitized for FRASER 
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had ©:<perience also on the borrowing s ide . He t e l l s why h i s bank was consolidated 

with the big Iios Angeles ins t i tut ion - "Wo came to rea l i se ," he said, "tha> a branch 

bank inich drew i t s resources from large areas with diversif ied products, md from 

c i ty deposits of large urban cosaunit ies , would be much better able to transfer 

these resources into communities trher^ the greatest need occurred and, therefore, 

m i l be in posi t ion to offer a ^ider and bettr-r banking s rv iee , and maintain a 

sounder and safer bank for i t s depos i tors , • The meger which he described took place 

some ten years ago "and SSJ not entered Into through fear of an" i -rrd iate em

barrassment In our bank, but because i f became convinced we could perform * better 

service to our community. Aftnr ten years of operation under the branch banking 

system, we are sa t i s f i ed th~.t our decision was a wise one and we now know that we 

have been able to perform a bet ter s rvice to our co^rrunlty than would hwebeen the 

case under thr? old ur i t system. Since that time our community, of course, in eofrsraon 

with other communities, has suffered by the general depression which fcanmi in 1929. 

Our agricultural products that had had a stable f l — prior to that time, since 

then have been considerably oepresped, H i ?*« arc no* convinced that, hid *© not 

merged our bsak into a branch system, we would h*ve had gr^at d i f f i cu l ty in taking 

oars of the needs of our community.* 

Certainly t h i s i s competent testimony as to b anch banking in our o?n country. 

There i s not so much need for branch banking i n the great eastern s ta t e s , l i k e 8©w 

York and Pennrylvania with their great d ivers i f icat ion of industr ies , as there i s 

i n the agricultural west. lou never had i think in Pennsylvania the very am*ll 

banks that used to be so common in the Middle West, banks - i th a capi ta l izat ion of 

l e s s than $£5,000, too small to be e l i g i b l e for admission to the Federal Reserve 

System. Pennsylvania seems to have been the storm center of opposition to branch 

banking since Chicago was forced to abdicate i t s pos i t ion by the flurry of bank 

fa i lures i n that c i ty l a s t June and July, and Mr. Zimmerman of Hintinndon, sad Sir. 

ftcXfewmll mf Sharon, have been among the leaders . These gentlemen, perhaps 

n a t u r a l \ enough, envision the small bank as a bank l i k e th^ir own. low, the Firs t 
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Rational Bank of Huntingdon i s not a small bank in the sense in which the tern 

i s used in the Kiddle $est. It has a capital of $150,000 and a surplus of 

$600,300, and i s a strong institution, fully capable I think of standing by i t s e l f 
and also fully capable of establishing branches of i t s own. 

as long as i t wants t o / ~ There i s no reason so far aeThTs o~n interest or interests 

of similar communities in Pennsylvania are concerned *hy these Pennsylvania beakers 

should oppose branch banking. Furthermore, there are neighborhoods in Pennsylvania 

where branch banking souid be et great service - one industry neighborhoods such as 

the coal regions where banks have gone down in appreciable nunbers Juat because the 

ndustry has failed* In one of his articles on the subject eith r Mr, Zimmerman or 

Mr. McDowell declared that these banks had been closed "because the nei{?hborhoods 

failed the bank." That i t seems to me i s tantamount, to admission that independent 

banks should not have been established in such neighborhoods. If these neighbor

hoods had been served by branches when the neighborhood failed the branch the branch 

could readily have been either closed or moved without the loss of a cent to de

positors. Branches Are frequently closed in Canada when found not to pay and ^hey 

are also frequently moved* fu th^raort', branches can be established more or less 

am a matter of experiment in a new or temporary community. The Canadians frequently 

establish branches in connection with railroad construction or mining c rrpt or 1 ivgsj 

hydro-electric propositions, with the expectation of moving them or closing then 

•nan tan work i s ended and they are no longer needed. That i s something we eanvt 

do ataH our system. Some of the arguments used against branch banking hsve beam 

fantastic in the extreme. I t has been declared, for nstmce, by the spokesmen of 

the Association of Independent Onit Banks of America of ftarrisbur^, Pennsylvania, that 

Fmgland aaa forced off the gold st ndard because of branch banking* It his also bean 

declared that Canada has resources fully *s great as those of the Onited States and 

that the only reason • • •*• • • her c i t i e s are not so large and her population not so 

great Is because of branch banking, *%• anti-branch bankers have declared also that 

branch banking sweeps all the money out of the rural districts where there i sn ' t 

any into the c i t i e s eWPt there i s too much * in other words that bankers are such Digitized for FRASER 
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fools as to take money away from shere i t i s in demand to loan i t where i t i t 

not in demand, fe have a lso heard the statement made in the United S ta t e s Senate 

tha t banks don ' t f a i l in Canada because they don ' t l o u i any r.oney. All these 

arguments are purely t h e o r e t i c a l . There are ce r t a in ly adecuate reasons riby 

Chicago ir: not located on Hudson's Bay or *hy Hew Xork i s not located on the S t . 

Lawrence* . At t h i s season of the year one asy be psrdoned for 

suspecting that i c e i s one of t he reasons . People who declare as Senator Blaine 

of Wisconsin did not Ion ,o tha t Canadian banks never sake any loans feati never 

XBXJBHEH taou4*t of looking a t xsy Canadian bank statement.--. The combined s t a t e 

ments of t he Canadian banks show t h a t Hie p r o r t i on of loans to t o ' a l loan3 and 

Investments i s more than 10 per cent g r ea t e r in Canadian banks than i t i s in 

American banks. They a re more near ly commercial b'inks t h n ou r s . I t i s t rue 

t h a t they a re not allowed to aake loans on r e a l e s t a t e but r ea l e s t a t e loans a re 

neve t h e l e s s t*Jcen care of. They are made fcy mortgage companies and by savings 

banks, hich do not obta in t h e i r funds from demand deposi ts* 

Opponents of branch banking always a l l ege t h a t brench banking leads to rono'oly 

and cont ro l of c r e d i t . Woodro* H l s o n in an address to the Aaerican Bankers Association 

! • 1908, declared tha t branch banking *ould lead to a diffusion of c r ed i t - making the 

resources of the c i t i e s ava i l ab le to the country d i s t r i c t s , and ce r t a in ly no one 

can deny t h a t i n a branch banking system the same resources tad the same pro tec t ion 

to depos i to r s are ava i l ab le i n the smallest branch as a re ava i l ab le a t the head of f ice 

i n the c i t y . I t may be a l leged t h a t the big b nk *ould not loan thsa in the country 

but the fac t i s tha t the Canadian banks lo n more aoney in the western a g r i c u l t u r a l 

provinces than the t o t a l depos i t s of those provinces amount iaf and the fac t i s 

a l so tha t they have many branches *hich a re \rjao«n as "loaning branches" where the 

loans a re always g rea te r than the d e p o s i t s . Cer ta inly you cannot borrow any money 

i n neighborhoods "*here our banks have f a i l e d or as somebody has graphica l ly put i t , 

"You c a n ' t borrov no money no how vthere there a i n ' t none." The f i r s t r e q u i s i t e 

i s to have funds a v a i l a b l e , and no one ean deny tha t branch banking a t l e a s t would 

do t h a t * 
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The branch banking fea ture of the Gla*.-? b i l l as i t passed the Senate has been 

shorn of much of i t s con t rovers ia l na tu re and has been made inopera t ive i n many s t a t e s 

unl«Sv3 or u n t i l t a e i r s t a t e l e g i s l a t u r e s ac t in favor of branch bankings I t w i l l , 

never theless* be of some s rv iee and « i l l be opera t ive to some ex ten t i n a good m>ny 

aore than the nine s t a t e s which now permit s t a t e - s i d e branch banking* A considerable 

number of o the r s t a t e s pena l t branch banking by count! • as In Louisiana, or by 

groups of comit ies as in Maine, or i n t e r r i t o r y contiguous to the l a r g e r c i t i e s as 

i n Ohio. Besides the branch banking f ea tu re < iich there i s no longer any reason *Ay 

anyone should oppose, the Glass b i l l hag ®3ny good f e a t u r e s . I t s main purpose i s to 

p re /en t banks from becoming too much involved in wild specula t ion, such as t h a t which 

preceded the crash in ls*ic9. The Liquidat ion Cor- o ra t ion «ould be use fu l . The b i l l 

i n fact has a good deal of poyular aupeal i f properly handled, and there ought to 

be a gene a l demand t h a t i t be token up promptly by the Banking and Currency Committee 

of the House of Represent s t i ve s and put on the s t a t u t e books a t t h i s se :ion of 

Congres. . 
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